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3 1 UNITKn STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

2 BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

3
- __________________._x
0 4

~

:
In the Matter of: : Docket Nos.:

'

5 :
COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY : 50 454 OL

6 (Byron Nuclear Power Station Unit 1) :
:

3 7 COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY : 50_455 OL
(Byron Nuclear Power Station Unit 2) :

8 :
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _x

9
United States District Courthouse

l 10 211 South Court Street
Rockford, Illinois

11
March 9, 1983

12

l() 13 The hearing in the above-entitled matter

14 convened, pursuant to notice, at 8:40 A. M.

15
BEFORE:

) 16
IVAN W. SMITH,

17 Administrative Judge

18 DIXON A. CALLIHAN,
Administrative Judge

) 19
RICHARD F. COLE,

| 20 Administrative Judge

21 APPEARANCES:

) 22 On behalf of Licensee, Commonwealth Edison
Company:

() M. GWEN HERRIN, Esq.
24 MICHAEL MILLER, Esq.

l) 25 Isham, Lincoln & Beale
Three First National Plaza
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1 Chicago, Illinois 60602,

,

2 On behalf of Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(} Staff:

,
STEVEN GOLDBERG, Esq.

''

4 RICHARD RAWSON, Esq.

5 On behalf of the Intervenors:'

6 DAVID THOMAS, Esq.
BRYAN SAVAGE, Esq.) 7 DIANE CHAVEZ
PAUL HOLMBECK

8 BETTY JOHNSON
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I
1 JUDGE SMITH: Are we ready for Mr. Lahti?

f 2 MR. MILLER: Yes.

3 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Lahti has already been sworn
)

4 yesterday.

5 MS. HERRIN: Was he sworn in yesterday?

6 THE WITNESS: Yes.
)

7 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

8 GERALD P. LAHTI

9 called as a witness by counsel for Applicant, having first been
,

10 duly sworn by the Chairman, was examined and testified as

11 follows:

12 DIRECT EXAMINATION
' (~hr

'''
13 BY MS. HERRIN

14 Q Would you please state your name?

15 A Gerald P. Lahti.
)

16 Q By whom are you employed?

17 A Sargent & Lundy in Chicago.

18 Q Do you have before you a five-page document entitled,
)

19 " Testimony of Gerald P Lahti regarding Contentions 42, 111

20 and 112," with a 28-page attachment to it entitled,

21 "Section 12.3 of the FSAR7"
)

22 A For the Byron Station, yes, I do.

() 23 Q And calling your attention to the document entitled,

24 " Testimony of Gerald P. Lahti," by whom was this prepared?

)
25 A By me.{}}

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.,
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0
1 Q Do you have any corrections or changes in it?

2 A No.

3 Q Is this testimony true and accurate to the best of your

4 belief?

5 A Yes, it is.

6 MS. HERRIN: Your Honor, at this time I would

7 like to move that the testimony and attachment be made a

8 part of the transcript as if read.

9 MR. THOMAS: No objection.

10 MR. RAWSON: No objection.
i

11 JUDGE SMITH: The testimony is received and the

12 attachments.

13 (The document referred to, the prepared
14 testimony of Gerald P. Lahti and

15 attachments received in evidence,

16 follows:)

17

184

:)
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SUMMARY OF THE TESTIMONY OF GERALD P. LAHTI

REGARDING CONTENTIONS 42, 111 AND 112
-

;

Gerald P. Lahti is the Assistant Division HeadO
of the Nuclear Safeguards and Licensing Division in charge

O of Shielding and Radiological Safety at Sargent & Lundy. As

such Mr. Lahti is responsible for the design of radiation
shielding and other radiation protection features at the

.

| () Byron Station. His testimony addresses those portions of

Contentions 42,111 and 112 which assert that plant design
for reducing occupational radiation exposure was not con-

t

:O sidered in the Byron design.

Sargent & Lundy is responsible for the design of
the so-called " balance of plant", i e. all structures and.

; C)(]) c mponents other than nuclear steam supply system, the steam

generators and ancillary equipment. The design of radiation
; _ protection features for Byron assures that operation and

:g maintenance of the plant do not result in doses of radiation

in excess of those allowed by NRC regulations and are in com-

pliance with regulatory ALARA principles. Mr. Lahti states
.

j) that there are 4 well-known design principles which reduce

radiation exposure: shielding, distance, reduction of the time

spent by the worker in a radiation area and removal of the

radioactive source. Each of these principles has been applied3

as appropriate to the Byron Station design. Lahti Exhibit 1

() contains extracts from the FSAR for Byron which detail the,

.O manner in which the Byron design reduces occupational radiation,

exposure.

O
O

..
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TESTIMONY OF GERALD P. LAHTI
;/' REGARDING CONTENTIONS 42, 111 AND 112

.

1 >

Q.l. State your name and present occupation.
A.l. My name is Gerald P. Lahti. I am Assistant Division

.;O Head of the Nuclear Safeguards and Licensing Division in

charge of Shielding and Radiological Safety at Sargent &
Lundy in Chicago, Illinois.

O
Q.2. Briefly state your educational and professional

qualifications.

A.2. I received a BSCE in Civil Engineering from WayneO
State University in 1959. I received a MSE (Nuclear

Engineering) from the University of Michigan in 1960,

and completed additional part time course work in Mechanical

and Nuclear Engineering at the University of Delaware,

Case Western Reserve University, and the University of
Toledo. From 1960 to 1963 I was employed by E. I. duPontO
deNemours & Co., Inc., and mathematically analyzed and

designed polymer transfer systems and extrusion dies.

From 1963 to 1973 I was a member of the National Aero-
O

nautics and Space Administration (NASA) staff at Lewis

Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio. There, I evaluated

radiation hazards and designed radiation shields for
g

nuclear reactors considered for power or propulsion

O
a

O
o
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systems in space vehicles. In 1968 I assumed super-
|CyOk visory responsibilities in this area. In 1973 I

joined Sargent & Lundy and have been employed in the,

Shielding and Radiological Safety Section continuously
;(3 since that time. The Shielding and Radiological Safety

Section, which is under my supervision, designs and

evaluates all radiation shielding and other radiation

:O protection features incorporated in nuclear power plant

design. I am also responsible for assessing the radiological

impact of radionuclides released during normal and

:O abnormal power plant operations. I am a Registered

Professional Engineer in the State of Illinois and a

member of the American Nuclear Society and Health

;g Physics Society. I am a past Chairman of the ANS's

Radiation Protection and Shielding Division.

0.3. What is the scope of your testimony?g) ,

A.3. My testimony addresses those portions of Contentions

42, 111 and 112 which assert that plant design for re-

g ducing occupational radiation exposure were

not considered in the design of the Byron Station.

Q.4. What have been your duties and responsibilities withg
respect to the design of radiation protection features for

() Commonwealth Edison Company's Byron Nuclear Station?

A.4. To supervise the activities of engineers assigned

to the Shielding and Radiological Safety Section to make-s.

O

. - _ _ _ __ _ _ - -_ . .. _ _ _ _ _ . __ _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _
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certain that the design of Byron Station is such that._

g3,) operation and expected maintenance does not result in

.

radiation doses in excess of the levels specified in

10 CFR S 20.101 and takes . account of other NRC regulations

) regarding occupational radiation exposure, specifically

the ALARA (as-low-as-reasonably-achievable) provision

of 10 CFR S 20.1.
4

:O
Q.5. What is-the scope of the Sargent & Lundy design

!

effort in connection with compliance with NRC regulations

regarding occupational radiation exposure?;O
A.5. Westinghouse is responsible for the design of the

i

nuclear steam supply system, that is the nuclear reactor,

the steam generators and ancillary equipment. Generally,
!, () '

| Sargent and Lundy is responsible for the design of what

is designated " balance of plant". The balance of4

I plant includes the structure to house the NSSS and the
:O

design of mechanical . systems other than the NSSS. Some
.

i of these systems, such as the radwaste system, will
4

routinely contain radioactive materials over the operating
O
i life of the plant. Others, although not themselves

i handling radioactive materials, are in proximity to

radioactivity.

I

Q.6. Are there certain design principles which reduce{},

radiation exposure and which have been taken into account
:O

in the design of Byron Station?

O
.

O

i .
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f A.6. Yes. There are four means of reducing radiation ex-:

posure. They are: (1) provide shielding between the
() radioactive source and accessed area; (2) provide

1

distance between the radioactive source and workers;
:O

(3) reduce the time spent by the worker in the radiation

field; and (4) removal of the radioactive source material.

:O
Q.7. Please describe generally the application of these

principles to the design of a nuclear power plant such
as Byron.

'O
A.7. Example of the use of each of the above is as follows:

1. Shielding can be interposed between radioactive

areas and those areas containing systems which do not

O (>) have radioactivity pe.*mitting general access in thesew

latter areas; and shielding can be interposed between

radioactive components to permit maintenance on one
I) '

component without undue hazard from the other component.

But in some cases it is not practical to interpose

shielding; for example, consider work on a pump containing
O

radioactive material. Other principles are then called upon.

2. Perhaps distance can be provided by remote

handling tools or remote operations.

O 3. or in our pump example, the ALARA guideline can be

met more effectively by the reduction of the time spent
'

by the worker in the radiation field. This can be done
O by providing, in design, enough laydown space fors

O
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removed mechanical parts, maintenance tools and supplies,
s

permanent galleries for ready access to radioactive
f~) areas when necessary, cranes for efficient handling ofv

materials in a radioactive area and removable shield
O

walls to improve access to radioactive components when
maintenance is required; or

4. Providing draining and backflushing pro-
n
''

visions to remove the source from the work area.

Generally, it is a combination of all of the above

O design features which contribute to ALARA. The plant

procedures as described in the testimony of Mr. Van
Laere further help keep doses ALARA.

O C)''
O.8. Is the manner in which specific features of Byron

Station have been designed to take account of ALARA

principles described in the FSAR?

A.8. Yes. Attached to my testimony as Lahti Exhibit 1

are section 12.3 through section 12.3.2.1.8. These
.

t

t

|

O sections were prepared under my supervision and control

and describe the detailed application of the design
principles described above to the Byron Station.

:

O

()
O

,A.
,

O

- ._. .
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12.3
RADIATION PROTECTION DESIGN FEATURESs-

% Radiation protection design features are provided to reduce(j/ direct radiation
radiation areas, , decontaminate personnel and equipment, control airborne radioactivity, identify
radiation monitors, and maintain personnel raciation exposure ascalibrate,

/}
i

low as is reasonably achievable (ALARA) .
12.3.1 Descriotion of Facility Desian Considerations

0 12.3.1.1 Equinment selection. Lavout, and secrecation

In selecting and shielding equipment and components containing
radioactive materials, prime consideration is given to
the operating and maintenance personnel from radiation, protectingmaintain personnel exposures ALARA. and to.

:O

Equipment containing radioactive materials is located in separate
rooms or cubicles, where practicable, to protect operating and
maintenance personnel from radiation associated with otherequipment.

Components are remotely operated and/or remotelyserviced whenever practicable.

Items which require frequent maintenance and which are
radioactive or potentially radioactive, such as pumps, valves,
and instrumentation are to the extent practicable, separated from
passive radioactive components such as tanks, filters,denineralizers, etc.

'O
!

! Areas containing more than one piece of radioactive equipment
where practicaDie, designed and provided with shielding such

are,
!

that maintenance of one item is not restricted by radiation fremother pieces of equipment. Where it is not practicable toprovide permanent shielding, provisions (discussed in Subsectiong 12.3.2) tor temporary shielding to minimize maintenance doses areprovided.

Components which are not radioactive or potentially radioactive
are physically separated, to the extend practicable, from
components which are radioactive or potentially radioactive. *

I)
Radiation detector proDe access holes are provided in shield
walls (e. g. , shield hatches) for all isolated equipment cubicles
where access is only by means of removable shield walls.

Partially shielded configurations are reviewed for radiation
g scatt ering.

12.3.1.2 Cubicle Access

() Access to radioactive or potentially radioactive cubicles or
compartments is through entrances designed, where practicable, to
permit access to an area of the room which has the lowest or$) ,_ k. relatively lowest fadiation level. Entrances are designed to .

,

12.3-1

,0 ~
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prevent source radiation from passing directly through entranceopenings and into occupied areas. Tr'.s is done, where{, practicable, by providing labyrinthine entrances to radioactive[ and potentially radioactive cubicles.

Typical labyrinthine entrances are seen in Figures 12.3-1 and(] 12.3-2. Radiation traveling through such labyrinthine entrancesv:
collides with the shield walls and consequently can be attenuated
to some small fraction of the incident quantity.

!O cubicle access for Byron /Braidwood is either through a
labyrinthine entrance with an overlap of 1 to 1 1/2 times the
passageway width as seen in Figure 12.3-1 or through a double
labyrinth arrangement as seen in Figure 12.3-2.

,I3 Not all entrances to radioactive areas are designed with
labyrinthine entrances. Where labyrinthine entrances are notfeasible, other alternatives include:

shield doors installed at personnel entrances,a.

b.
:O removable concrete block walls, and

wall and floor removable shield hatches and plugsc.
>

(such as for the radwaste filter and demineralizercompartments).

The following considerations govern tne design of labyrinths:
iO G A labyrinth is located and sized to cause unscattereda.

radiation to be attenuated by the required amount of
shielding, as shown in Figure 12.3-1. Normally, thelabyrinth overlap is designed so that (with worst-
case sources) the streaming leaving the lacyrinthineto entrance due to scattered radiation gives a dose rate
which is less than three to five times the design
dose rate of the surrounding area. Where strong
sources of low energy gamma radiation are,

encountered, a doucle labyrinthine entrance such as
depicted in Figure 12.3-2 is used in order to meet -() this criterion.

b. When the design of the labyrinth is determined by
other design considerations, a shield door, isolation
of the cntrance (e.g., rope off area) , extended
labyrinth overlap, or a removable labyrinth is also

g specified.

If the labyrinth height is shorter than the ceilingc.

height, as is often the case, a roof is provided,O above the labyrinth section.

O_

12.3-2

O

. - - - - .- - -. . _ _ _ __- - .. .
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d. Galleries and other elevated occupied areas are
protected from radiation passing through the roof ofe

\
Tj(s# the labyrinth. The roofs have a thickness which willmaintain the design dose rate of these elevated

areas.

(]) Labyrinths inside source cubicles require roofs ife.

any part of a source is higher than the top of the
labyrinth. The roof thickness is dependent upon the'() location of the source, and the thickness is
calculated on a cubicle-by-cubicle basis.

12.3.1.3 Draining and Flushina Cacability of Ecuicment

Consideration is given in the radiation protection design to
g identifying the need for adequate draining and flushingcapaoility of equipment

radioactive service. designed for radioactive or potentially

The potentially high activity radwaste storage tanks were
selected and their designs reviewed to assure adequate draining

,0 capability to minimize activity buildup and excessive radiation
levels over the plant lif etime. Tanks containing radioactive
material have sloped bottoms wherever practicable so that sludgeaccumulation is minimized and ease of drainage is enhanced.

Where practicaole, equipment is selected and the design reviewed{ to assure that there are no obvious ledges or pockets where%)(f radioactivity may be trapped or accumulated.
.

; 10 the extent practicable, drain piping is of welded construction4

and is welded in a manner, e.g. , using consumable inserts, to
minimize crevices which might collect radioactive material. (Useof backing rings in the welds or use of socket welds may be.O acceptable if the weld is embedded in concrete.)

The design of the spent resin storage and exchange systems is' '

reviewed to assure that the layout and components are such as to
the retention of resin beads or fragments in connections,prevent

bends, horizontal sections, reducers, etc.:O
All equipment drains which are considered to be radioactive are
directed to appropriate liquid radwaste storage tanks.;

| Sumps areused as intermediate collection points. Such sumps and tanks are
appropriately shielded or appropriately located within radiation;

i areas.
O

The design of the radwaste filters was checked to assure that the
filters can be drained and flushed prior to filter element
replacement.

Elushing capacility of radioactive service equipment is important
to assure a minimum of radioactive crud or sludge retention ing) f-

L the equipment prior to maintenance or removal of the equipment.
J;

12.3-3

O

.
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|
All potentially high activity source storage vessels were
selected and their designs checked to assure adequate draining- g

/''(
'

capability. These tanks include the volume control tank, the$( spent resin storage tank, the concentrates holding tank, the
regeneration waste drain tank, the auxiliary building floor and
equipment drain tanks, and the recycle holdup tanks.() Draining capability is assured:

'(3 to minimize oersonnel exposure during testing,
, a.

surveillance, and maintenance activities and
b. to minimize activity (crud) buildup and avoid

excessive radiation levels to accessible areas duringplant lifetime.

Adequate draining capability is assured wherever practicable by()
selecting tanks which have sloped bottoms and which have, or can
be provided with, drain lines connected to the lowest level of'

the tanks. Drainage of the above listed high activity source
storage tanks is via remotely operacea valves or by valves which

,

are located remotely from the tank cubicle in lower radiation
:() (For location of valves with respect to shielded areas,areas.
'

refer to subsection 12.3.1. 8. )
Flushing of radwaste tanks is accomplished by washing down the
tank interiors with demineralized water and/or cleaning agents.' ( Where practicable, provisions are made to remove crud

j) sedimentation by remote mechanical means with hoses. '

Where practicable, flushing of radwaste tank interior is accom-
plished by an installed sparger (where justified)
a recirculation. line for the pump servicing the tank to theor by providing
bottom of the tank so that a spraying effect can be utilized to

settled deposits in suspension, so that they may ce pumped or
.

get
')

drained out of the tank. For manual flushing, adequate
capability. is provided in the form of water connections located
near the tank cubicles.

Flushing is required when major maintenance and/or removal of the
C) tank is necessary and also when necessary to reduce radiation

levels in adjacent areas due to sources within the tank. Flushedwater is directed to tanks having sufficient capacity and
shielding necessary to contain and shield the flushed water.

When practicable, the above applies to other high activity sourceitems such as pumps. Where adequate draining and flushingO capability is not practicable, shielding is designed to accountfor worst-case radioactive crud buildup.

O
oL

.-

| 12.3-4
|

b
|

H -
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12.3.1.4 _ Floor and Sink Drains
:

.

Adequate floor drainage is provided for each room or cubicleI h,
housing components which contain, or may contain, radioactiveliquids. Floors are properly sloped to the floor drain to
facilitate floor drainage and prevent water puddles.()
All floor drains which are considered to be radioactive aredirected to appropriate liquid radwaste storage tanks.used as intermediate collection points. Sumps are-(3 Such sumps and tanks are
appropriately shielded or appropriately located within radiationa rea s. Shielding of radwaste drain piping is discussed insubsection 12.3.1.6.

t

To the extent practicable, greater potential radiation area floor
drains to protect against backflow of radioactive liquids intodrains are segregated from lesser potential radiation area floor|()

lower potential radiation areas, if drainage is blocked or if alarge spill occurs.

system is prevented by the use of water-filled sealsAir circulation through the floor drain
or by sealing individual floor drains. (loop seals)

The use of such sealsalso prevents backflow of radioactive gases into the room fromO the floor drain system. '

Sink drains which are expected to contain radioactive fluids are
reviewed for appropriate shielding and routing requirements.

( Loop seals are present on sink drain lines which may handle
,

.() P radioactive fluids.
*

All floor drains in the auxiliary, containment, fuel handling,and radwaste/ service buildings, except for those areas listed
below, are considered to be radioactive and shall discharge toeither the auxiliary building floor dr

z) drain tank through various sump pumps.ain tanks or the chemical
requirement are: Exceptions to this

diesel generator oil storage tank rooms,a.

b. auxiliary feedwater tunnel,
()

main steam / steam generator feedwater tunnel,c.

d. tendon tunnel,

tendon tunnel access area,e.

O !
f. diesel-generator rooms, )

\

O cable spreading rooms,g.

h. switchgear rooms,
o _L

12.3-5
,

l

O

H .
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B/B-FSAR AMENDMENT 22
SEPTEMBER 1979

{) 1. office areas in service building,

''
j. storage rooms in service building,

I^) k. auxiliary electrical equipment room,V
1. battery rooms,

']' m. auxiliary building HVAC equipment area (elevation 451
feet), and

n. essential service water pump.

12.3.1.u.1 nesian or orain svstemO
a. Equipment drains in the turbine building disenarge to

the two turbine building equipment crain sumps, one
per unit, from which they are piped to the turcine
cuilding equipment drain tanx. The drainc are then

o treated and recycled to the condensate storage tanks.
a

b. Equipment drains in the auxiliary, containment, and
fuel handling buildings discharge to the two
auxiliary building equipment drain collection tanks.
Pumps are provided to pump the drains to the
auxiliary building equipment drain tanks.,

c. Floor drains that are expected to handle chemical
waste solutions from potentially radicactive areas
are kept separate from other floor drains and are
routed to the chemical drain tank, unless otnerwise
specified.

,
v

d. Leak detection sumps are provided for various areas
in the auxiliary building that contain saf ety-related
equipment required for long-term operation.

e. A storm drain system, complete with oil separators,
i') is provided to remove all roof and storm drainage.
.

f. Barated equipment drains are recycled to the recycle
holdup tanks.

g. High radiation area floor drains are routed
D separately from low radiation area floor drains to

prevent backflow of nigh contamination into low
radiation areas.

,,

's_) h. Ine top elevation of ricor drains are set below
,

nominal elevations of the :loor area to be drained.

I i. Floors are sloped to the drain to f acilitate floor,;_

f} drainage and prevent water puddles.
L,'

3 12.3-6

.
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ij. Slotted cover plates are used to prevent solids fron
{ entering floor drain sumps. These cover plates are

removanle to provide full access to the sump.
k.

The arrangement of drains from cubicles containing7~3 radioactive equipment is such that air from a zone of('") high airborne radioactivity potential does not
circulate through the drain system to normallyaccessible areas. The prevention of air circulation() is done through the use of loop seals.

1. Drain piping of equipment and systems which carry
caustics or acids is the same material as theequipment or system they are draining.

) m. Drain lines are positively sicped 1/8-inch per foot
to assure complete drainage of piping.
Drain piping is of welded construction and is weldedn.

in a manner to avoid crevices (except where embedded
in concrete) , which might collect radioactive solids.;g All potentially high radioactive drain piping from
the equipment to the loop seal is welded using aconsumaole insert.

Equipment drains which interconnect pieces ofo.

equipment are designed so as not to inadvertently '

I, ) transfer fluid from one piece of equipment to
another.

Shielding of radwaste drain piping is provided asp.

necessary. Radwaste drain piping not specific 311y
shielded is routed so that is is not exposed to
normally high access areas and general access routes.U
Vertical runs of radwaste drain piping not
specifically shielded is run against walls and
sufficiently isolated so as to facilitate
compensatory shielding, if required.

C) All floor drain piping to the sumps (unless otherwiseq.

noted) is carbon steel unles required to be otherwise
by design due to flow of corrosive liquids.
Primary sample drains are routed to the chemicalr.

drain tank and from these processed in the radwaste
e vaporators.D

; 12.3.1.5 Ventino of Eauirment

r') Where practicaole, all radioactive or potentially radioactive(_/ equipment
is vented to a filtered vent (such as filters, demineralizers, and raceaste tanks)

header to minimize the possibility
,

of aircorne radi.sv tivity in cccupied areas or equipment cubicles7) (

| U' _b , due to equipment--

.unting.
| S
: : $

_/
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Radwaste sumps (i.e. , sumps designed to handle drains from radio-
acitve service equipment or from floor areas of potentiallyradioactive components) are normally either vented to a highradiation area, such as to within the cubicle the sump is
located, if it is high radiation cubicle, or to a filtered ventheader. Venting of radwaste sumps is important to control the(_y)

-

concentrations of radioactive contaminants normally released to
the air from potentially contaminated water held in the sumps. 1

Subsection 12.3.1.5.1 lists the sumps with venting. For sumps !
|

() which are in shielded cubicles and which vent to the cubicle,
cubicle ventilation rates are such as to assure adequate control
over expected airborne concentrations of radiciodine. If ventingto other areas is required, the sump covers have air inleakage
and have no special provisions for sealing since the sump can
maintain a slightly negative pressure with respect to the area inwhich the sump is located.cs

A small amount of air inleakage to''

the sump is desiracle to maintain air flow through the vent line.
12.3.1.5.1 Sumes Recuirina Ventina

Venting is provided for the following sumps:
oJ

a uxiliary building equipment drain collection sumps,a.

b. fuel handling building floor drain sumps,

fuel handling building decontamination sump,c.

O d. drum storage area sump, and

radwaste drumming station sump.e.

Venting of these sumps minimizes the possioliity of potential
airborne radioactivity in the sump areas. Venting is via a small

,,

LJ line connected to the sump cover plates. This line is
vent

routed to a filtered vent header. Slightly negative pressure is
maintained in the vent line with respect to the area in which thesump is located.

12.3.1.6
!O Routina and Shieldina of __ Lines and Ventilation Ducts

12.3.1.6.1 Routina and Shielding of Lines

All potentially radioactive process lines are evaluated to deter-
mine proper routing and shielding requirements, based on
minimizing radiation exposures to station operating and main-/0 tenance personnel.

Radioactive process piping is routed in shielding pipe tunnels,
(~)N

tre nche s,
the pipe is consistentor enases, or in areas wnere the radiation field due tox_

with the radiation zone for that area.

h|s,_ b.n
I i

%
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To aid in preventing crud buildup in process piping, sharp bends,
C. dead ends, and other obvious crud traps are minimized. In

general, socket welds and welds employing backing rings are
avoided to the extent practicable; these welds contribute to
radioactive crud accumulation which results in increasedradiation fields near the weld. Where practicable, welds

-s

(,) employing consumable inserts are used instead of socket welds or
welds using backing rings because the consumable insert weld
makes the inside-of pipe surface smoother and minimizes crevices

O which may trip crud at the weld. Socket welds and weldsemploying backing rings are used, however, if the weld is to be
emoedded in concrete (such as in concrete floor slabs) ; for these
cases, radiation fields due to radioactive crud accumulation are
attenuated by the concrete around the weld.

O Shielding of radwaste drain piping (including floor and sink
drain piping) is provided as necessary. Radwaste drain piping
not specifically shielded is routed so that it is not exposed to
normally occupied areas and general access routes. Vertical runsof radwaste drain piping not specifically shielded are run
against walls and sufficiently isolated so as to facilitate

J compensatory shielding, if required.c

To the extent practicable, radioactive or potentially radioactive
sample lines used for grab samples are routed so that grabsamples can be taken in low radiation areas.

O (es( Radioactive lines are process system piping, drain lines, sample
.

_) lines, and other lines which normally do, or may contain,
radioactive fluids. Special attention is given to the routing
and shielding of radioactive lines.

The f ollowing guidelines are followed for routing and shieldingof radioactive lines:O
Routing of radioactive lines in low radiation zonesa.

is avoided to the extent practicable.
b. Lines that require shielding are routed in shielded

pipe tunnels or in radiation areas to the extent
O practicable.

c. Penetrations tnrough shielded pipe tunnels are not
mace by lines which do not, themselves, run through
the pipe tunnels.

g d. Lines that carry radwaste cemineraliser resins,
filter backwash, filter /demineralizer sludges, or
otner particulates have large radius bends and are

(~/T continuously sloped. On radwaste demineralizer resin\_ lines, welded piping is used but the use of socket
welds or welds employing backing rings is avoided to

g' , tne extent practicable; also, the use of loop seals'

on these lines is avoided to the extent practicable.
(O

\
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Slightly radioactive lines are routed in a mannere.

} which minimizes radiation exposure to plant operating
7x

r[(gy/ and maintenance personnel. Slightly radioactive
lines in low radiation zones are, to the extent
practicable, routed at a minimum elevation above the

[,) finished floor of 10 feet 0 inch, or as high abovethe floor as is practicable. To the extent\'

practicaole, slightly radioactive lines are not
routed near normally travelled passageways, nor near

-(3 galleries or other elevated work areas. i
'

f. For field routing of 2-inch and under nonseismic
radioactive piping, the guidelines listed below arefollowed.
1.O Piping is installed at as high an elevation as is

practicable but, in no case, below 10 feet 0 inch
from the finished floor level.

2. Piping is routed as close as possible to existing
walls or structures to take advantage of their
shielding effect.u

I3. Radioactive piping is not routed near groups of l

nonradioactive piping thereby not limiting ;

accessibility to nonradioactive system
components.

O (|f'
-

4 Radioactive piping is not routed near an area
radiation monitor thereby causing abnormally hign
radiation readings which are nonrepresentative of
the general area in which the radiation monitoris located.

O 5. To aid in preventing radioactive crud buildup in
the piping, sharp bends, dead ends, and other
obvious crud traps are avoided to the extent
practicable.

The use of socket welds or weldsemploying backing rings on the piping is avoided
to the extent practicable.

)m# 12.3.1.6.2
| Routina and Shielding of Ventilation Ducts

HVAC duct routing are reviewed to assure that air flow is from
areas of lower potential radiation contamination to areas ofhigher potential radiation contamination.!

O
ventilation duct penetrations of shield walls, floors, and
ceilings are evaluated to determine if parapet and labyrinthineshielding around the ducts is necessary. Penetrations in shield

w
i 4

walls for hVAC ducts is discussed further in Subsection 12.3.2.3.
,

1

oL
n
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12.3.1.7 Waste Filters and Demineralizers

e#( The waste filters and demineralizers which accumulate
radioactivity and which, if unshielded, could cause the area
design dose rate to be exceeded, are located, to the extent
practicable, in separately shielded cubicles. Shielding ises() provided between such adjacent filters and demineralizers to '

minimize personnel exposure during removal or maintenance
opera tion s.

()
A radiation detector probe access hele is provided in all filter
and demineralizer removaole shield hatches so that radiationlevels of the contained equipment may be measured without
removing the shield hatches. The proce access hole is shown in
Figure 12.3-4.

I3
The waste filters are designed where practicable to permit
removal cy a remote handling device. Draining and flushing of
radwaste filters is discussed in Subsection 12.3.1.3.
Waste filters also includes HVAC filters which may accumulate
airoorne radioactive materials. These tilters are located innV
areas of the station where access is controlled. Shielding isprovided as necessary around HVAC filters (e.g., charcoal
filters) to ensure tnat resultant dose rates from the tilter
areas are less than the design dose rates for the areas, and to
minimize radiation exposure to naintenance personnel during,( filter removal or maintenance.O
HVAC filters are designed for easy removal and sized to allow

'

proper disposal as per Regulatory Guide 1.52, " Design, Testing|
'

and Mainenance Criteria for ESF Atmosphere Cleanup System Air
Filtration and Adsorption Units of LWR's ," Revision 2.

|
O For charcoal air filters, charcoal filtration capacities are sucn

as to assure that radiciodine loadings meet criteria for ESF
atmospheric cleanup system air riltration and adsorption units.

|1

12.3.1.8 Valves and Instruments
j) Where practicable, valves are located and shielded from adjacent

radiation sources so that they can ce operated or serviced'

| without causing excessive exposure to operating or maintenance
| personnel.

Shielded valve aisles are provided where necessary to allowl

ug greater accessibility to frequently operated or maintained
valves. The valves are installed in the valve aisle shieldedfrom the equipment they serve. The valves and associated piping(S are shielded from the valve operating area (where the valve

(_/ handwheels are generally installed) , located outside of the valve
aisle.

^

m
'
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i12.3.1.8.1 valves

t a. To extent practicable, all valves servicing
radioactive or potentially radioactive equipment ,

are |located in shielded valve aisles, apart from therx (adjacent) equipment being serviced. Walk-in valve(_) aisles are used where practicable (see Iigure
12.3-3). Locating valves in pipe tunnels cannot be

O avoided entirely, revever.
b. All radioactive or potentially radioactive manually

operated valves (onc associated piping) are shielded
from tne valve operating area, to the extent
practichole. Where practicable, use is made of
remote manual valve operators (valve extensions orO reacn rods) connected to the manual operated
handwheels or geared handsheels and passing througn
the shielding to allow valve operation in the valve
operating area (see Figure 12. 3-3) . This protects
valve operating personnel from radiation due to
radioactivity in the valves and associatec Iluid() piping in tne valve aisle.

Radioactive pipe runs to and from valves located inc.

valve aisles are minimized to reduce the amount ofradioactive material in valve aisles. This is doneoy maximizing the amount of radioactive runs hehind
g) shielding (e. g. , running as much as or the

radioactive pipe behind the shield wall which
separates the valve aisle from the [ad acent]Jequipment compartment of the component whien ene
valve services) .

d.g) To the extent practicable, all motor-operated valves
and pneumatic operated valves (air-operated valves)
which are in radioactive or potentially radioactive
service are located in areas which are shielded from
the (adjacent) component or item of equipment which
the valves service. Locating these valves--which are

[) typically higher maintenance items than manual
operated valves--in shielded areas minimizes
potential personnel radiation exposures due to other
nearby radiation sources during valve maintenance and
inservice inspection.

(J valves servicing radioactive or potentiallye.
radioactive equipment are installed and positioned

| with respect to other valves so that (1) service or
i maintenance time is minimized, and (2) compensatory
| (~} sheilding (e. g. , lead clankets) is used, where; x

practicable, to protect workers from adjacent
| radioactive valves and piping.
1)

| p/
t
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!f. For valve maintenance, provision is made for draining(' or flushing the valve and associated connecting lines
s

\- of radioactive fluids so that radiation exposures areminimized.
12.3.1.8.2 _ InstrumentsO

output devices such as instrument readouts, pressurea.

switches, electrical bistable devices, electric
O avert ers , ner 1 devi es, etc. , are installed and

located in such a manner as to minimize plant ,

ipersonnel exposure to radiation.
i

b. Instrumentation displays and controls are installed
in the lowest practicable radiation zone. (Use of33 transducers is maximized in high radiation areas.) t

Instrument readouts are located and positioned in ;

areas (e.g., at valve operating stations) which will
result in the lowest personnel exposures, if
consistent with other requirements such as instrument
accuracy and precision.

O
Instrument readouts are designed, located, andc.

positioned to minimize the time and exposure required
to take a reading. The following is considered in
the location and positioning of the instrument
readout devices to assure ALAP exposures.

;()( ) 1. Locate in readily accessicle areas.
2. Position at convenient elevation for ocservationand application of parallax corrective devices.
3.

O Face readout toward direction convenient for
reading.

4. Provide easily readable numbers and easily
observable pointers and needles.

S. Preclude or minimize application of scale
O multipliers on readout.

6. Locate to take advantage of amount of lighting
available.

d. Location of instruments and instrument readoutsg considers the possibility of local hot spots due to
streaming radiation or from the accumulation of
radioactivity in lines, ducts, filters, and
equipment.,

Wherever practicable, radiation monitoring equipmente.

.O [- with remote readout is located in areas to which
b personnel normally have access.

U
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Figure 12.3-3 shows a typical walk-in valve aisle arrangement for[ Byron /Braidwood.

\- 12.3.1.9 Contamination control and Decontamination

In addition to the safety design features discussed above, the() following saf ety design features specifically relating to
decontamination and contamination control are incorporated intothe radiation protection design of the station.

!O
a. Curbs

Where practicable and where failure of radioactive
storage tanks, vessels, or associated piping is
postulated, either the floor of the cubicle is,

:<3 situated at an elevation lower than the entrance to'

the cubicle, or curb walls are provided to restrict
radioactive material to the cubicle.
Curbs are provided for equipment decontamination pads
to restrict washdown water to the pad and avoid

I) contamination of adjacent areas.
b. Protective surface Coatings

;

Wherever these exists a potential for leakage or
spillage of radioactive material onto concrete
surfaces

4.)
(e. g., shield walls, f1cors, or ceilings) ,

such surf aces are coated with a nonporous coating toi

enhance decontamination.
{
; The f ollowing guidelines and criteria are used for the
i application of coating systems to potentially contaminated
; concrete surf aces in the station to enable them to be effectivelyiO decontaminated.

The f unction of the protective coating system is to facilitate
decontamination of surfaces by providing a clean, smooth, and
hard finish that is minimally free of cracks, is nonabsorbent,
and is water-repellent. Surface contaminants can then be removed() by means of washing, sweeping, scruboing, or wiping in one or
more applications.

The coating systems are capable of performing theira.

surface protective functions throughout the 40-year
plant lifetime (includin'g reasonable maintenance and

() touch-up activities) and under the variable radiation
source and environmental conditions anticipated f or
the plant.

() b. The coating systems applied to floors, curbs, dado,
and wainscot are capable of maintaining their

q) /' integrity in protecting these surracas under
. . - conditions of water immersion. The coating syst ems(J'
\
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used on floors, curbs, and dado is therefore solvent-
(- based. The wainscot can be either solvent or water-based.

To enable the coating systems to perform theirc.

(-) intended function, a surface preparation system
appropriate to the surface as well as to each coating
system, is first applied. The surface preparation
system includes surface cleaning, the filling ofg) holes and the application of primer coating.

d. The coating systems used on floors and ramps are
capable of maintaining their integrity in protecting
these surfaces under the traffic patterns (people,
lif t trucks, etc.) anticipated in the various areas.

n* The thickest of the field coating systems should te
specified for such areas that involve continuous use
to avoid deteriorating and thereby compromising the
coating.

Protective coating systems are applied to concrete surfaces on
3 the following basis:

Where no other requirements are necessitated, alla.

walls are coated to 1 f oot-0 inch dado height to
protect this lowest section during sweeping and
wasning of the floor.

() ( j b. Walls that require only partial height coverage are
coated to one of several standard wainscot heights
(usually S feet-0 inen or 8 feet-0 inch) . Generalexamples include the walls of potentially radioactive
heat exchangers, and certain access area locations.

O c. cubicles containing radioactive equipment that reach
above the highect wainscot level are coated to full
height and in most cases, the ceiling. The coatingof rooms utilizing monorail or crare systems for
handling radioactive materials are based on the
elevated height of the materials.

|O
d. Cubicles containing radioactive processing equipment

such as pumps or pressurized pipe with valving are
coated to full height, where necessary. Potentially
radioactive contaminated water from the room or areaon the floor above, through penetrations in the

O C*ilin9-
i e. Walls are coated to full height if the potential!

(-)3 exists for leakage of radioactive contaminated water( from the room or area on the floor above, through,

penetrations in the ceiling.
\0 l_gy

./
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f.
/~ ; Cubicles, rocus, and areas that require complete wall

coverage have their ceiling fully coated as well.
This includes the underside of removable shieldhatches and plugs as well as fixed ceilings.

(~} g. Pipe tunnels that are accessible and containN_- radioactive pipes are fully coated.

O Areas that require partial wall coverage (although complete wall
coverage may be dictated by equipment size) include the
following:

a. areas around sampling stations or panels receiving
radioactive process streams f or monitoring; ,

!

Q. b. areas through which heavy traffic patterns are
expected; and

clothing change areas, personnel monitoring points,c.

and counting room.
O 12.3.1.9.1 Eauiement Decentamination Facilities

Equipment decontamination facilities are provided in the station
as required f or the decontamination of contaminated equipment,tools, etc. The design of these facilities includes adequateshielding, and ventilation and filtration of the room air.

Qt(_)u
'

A separate area, the auxiliary machine shop and equipment decon-
tamination facility is provided on elevation 426 feet 0 inch inthe auxiliary building for cleaningi repairing, and decontamina-
ting tools and small pieces of equipment. Decontamination andrepair is done under radiation protection personnel supervision.
The room is equipped with shelves, taoles, hooded sinks, welding

p
'#

equipment, a lathe, a saw, a drill press, and tanks. For larger
pieces of equipment, c1 caning and decontamination takes place inthe spent fuel shipping cask decontamination pit, in the fuelhandling building.
12.3.1.9.2 Personnel Decontamination Facilities

A personnel decontamination facility is supplied on elevation 426
feet 0 inch in the auxiliary building to provide for promptdecontamination of plant personnel, if the need should arise.

, 12.3.1.9.3 Station Decontaminatien!O
!

Radiation decontamination of the station is currently expected to
be required at least once during the life of the station.() radiation protection safety design features discussed above The;

'

assure less complicated station radiation decontamination when itis required.,

c?(_st i

V
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12.3.1.10 Traffic Patterns and Access Control Points
(n .'

Traffic patterns are established to maintain occupational radia-
tion exposures ALARA. Anticipated traffic patterns have been
used to determine design dose rates in the various areas, and

/D thus have affected the determination of radiation zones.
kJ The majority of normal personnel traffic occurs between the

service building and the auxiliary building. The remainder ofthe traffic occurs in operating areas (where panels and motor-nv control centers are located), hallways, elevators, and
stairwells.

Access control points (i.e. , check points f or personnel) are
flexible and are determined on a day-to-day basis, depending on

O contamination levels and maintenance activities.
-

12.3.1.11 Radiation Zones

Five main radiation zones have been defined as a means of
classifying the occupancy restrictions on various areas withinthe plant boundary. The design criteria ror each zone areO
described in the subsections which follow and are tabulated inTable 12.3-1. The radiation zones assigned to the areas of the
plant, and upon which tne shielding has been designed, are shown
in the radiation zone maps in Figures 12.3-25 through 12.3-44.

( Zone I-A
,

k_) Zone I-A has no restriction on occupancy. A I-A area would
repre sen t, for example, plant site where radiation due.to
occupancy on a 40 hr/ week, 50 week /yr casis, will not exceed the
whole body dose of 0.5 rem /yr, as specified in paragraph 20.105of 10 CFR 20. The environs around the plant such as the pump9 house , electrical switchyards, and turbine hall, are examples ofa Zone I- A area.

It is expected that nonplant personnel or vistors to the site
will receive considerably less than 0.5 rem /yr because of the
relatively small time interval during which they are on the site.

O Zones I-s, I-C, and I-o

Zones I-B, I-C, and I-D are radiation areas which individuals can
occupy on a 40 hr/ week, 50 week /yr casis, and not exceed the
allowaole whole body dose of 1.25 rems per calender quarter. The

C) design dose rates are from 0.5 to 2 mrem /hr in these zones. Thearea will be posted and will remain accessible.
Corridors in theauxiliary building and areas outside radioactive enclosures where .

personnel can walk freely are included in this zone.f-

o (_
,

G7's |v)8
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Zone II-A

Zone II-A is a radiation area that( periodically. plant personnel can occupy
This zone has a design dose rate of 4 mrem /hr.

The radiation level in a Zone II-A area will be posted, butarea will remain accessiole to the plant the
personnel.

(S Zone II-B, II-C, and II-DV

Zones II-B,'II-C, and II-D are radiation areas which will be
() posted with " Caution-Radiation Area" signs. The radiation levelsare from greater than 4 mR/hr to 100 mR/hr. Occupancy is limited. |The time a worker with a permit can stay in enis room isdetermined by four factors:

the actual radiation level in the room;a.

O b.
the nature of the radioactivity (airborne, gamma,
etc. ) ;

.

the past radiation history of the worker; andc.

d.
C)

nature of the required job.'

The " nature of the required joo" means that the necessity of tne
job being done to ensure the safe operation of the station will
ne considered when work in these radiation areas is beingplanned.

-

n /- Auxiliary equipment which requires manual operation or inspection"(.w)
or maintenance during unit operation will not ce located in enesezones.

All equipment in areas designated as tone I-A, I-B, I-C, I-D, orII-A will not contain radioactive materials, or if it does, the
activity will be suca that the dose rate outside the equipment73"

censistent with the design dose rate in the area. is
Such equipment

could include fluid system, monitor tanks, and monitor pumps.
Zone III

_

C) Zone III is a "high radiation area" (10 CFR 20. 203) which will be
secured oy locked doors or other suitable means. Radiation inthis area is in excess of

100 mR/hr and occupancy periods are very
|

limited.
,

This is a restricted area and entry into the area is prevented by
,

a locr.ed door, or entry will energize a conspicuous visiole,()
and/or audible alarm in such a manner that the individualentering,

and the control room, are made aware of the entry.
Entry is permissible only with the knowledge of the control room,

( *

(shif t operating engineer or a designated alternate) .' ' '
area will be monitored prior to occupancy to determine theA Zone III
permis' eble time limit.s

/2's
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Zone IV

/
Ok ' Zone IV has no restriction on occupancy. Zone IV covers the

lowlevel counting room and personnel dosimeter storage area where
a low dose rate is desirable. The dose rate in this zone will be{} less than or equal to 0.01 mrem /hr above background.
Zone V

C) Zone V is the main control room area. Zone V normal dose rate
will be less than or equal to 0.2 mR/hr during normal operations.
During an accident the integrated whole oody dose will not exceed
5 rem.

12.3.1.12 Laboratorv Comclex
O -

The station laboratory complex is located in a controlled access
area on the mezzanine floor of the auxiliary building. Thefacilities located in this complex are: a high level laboratory,
a low level laboratory, a counting room, a chemical storage room,
a radiation chemistry management room, a hot instrument room, a

.(3 personnel decontamination room, a supply room, a radiation
office, and supervisor offices. This complex will serve as a,

| center for the health physics and radiochemistry activities at
| the station.

| 12.3.1.12.1 Mich Level Laboratorv '

O
The high level lacoratory is designed to provide for the saf e and
efficient processing and analysis of radioactive and potentiallyradioactive samples. Such samples may be expected for such
systems as the: primary coolant loop, chemical and volume
control, f uel handling and storage, steam generator blowdown, and

g radwaste.

The major facilities provided in this laboratory are: fume hoods
(with HEPA filtered exhausts) , sinks (with drains routed to the
liquid radwaste system) , sufficient workbench space to allow
frequently used equipment to be left in place, sufficient built-
in storage space to assure a safe, uncluttered work environment,cU computer grade regulated electrical circuits, and a close
tolerance HVAC system (temperature and humidity) to assure
optimal performance of sensitive laboratory equipment.

To minimize ' he accumulation and spread of surf ace contamination;t

O floor coa tings, surface coatings, workbench surfaces, fume hood
interiors, and sink and drain pipe materials are chosen to
minimize the adherance and ease the removal of contamination. Tominimize' the spread of airborne radioactivity, fume hoods are() provided for the storage and processing of volatile radioactive
samples, and the high level laboratory is kept at a negative
pressure with respect t o' all adjacent areas. All air exhaustOf's(, from this laboratory is filtered prior to its release to the
environment via the station vent stack.s

\
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JULY 1979( 12.3.1.12.2 Low Level Laboratory

1

- The low level lacoratory is located adjacent to the high level
'

laboratory on the mezzanine floor of the auxillary building.r
4d

is designed to provide a radiation and contamination free It

environment for the chemical preparation and analysis of
i

} (''T nonradiotetive samples
a radiological danger to the laboratory worxers) .(i.e. , those samples whien could not posek_/

The majorequipment provided in the low level laboratory includes: tumehoods, sinks, workbenches, and storage facilities.
12.3.1.12.3 countine Room

The counting room is located near tne high and the low level
laboratories on the mezzanine Iloor of the auxiliary building.
This room is provided with computer grade regulated electric .

>0 circuits and nonfluorescent lighting to assure the optimalperf ormance of the counting equipment. The desired radiationlevel in the counting room should be celow background (0.1mrem /hr) . To assure that the counting room will not be affected
|oy any in-plant airborne radioactivity the room is maintained at

a positive pressure with respect to all surrounding areas and isO ventilated with fresh filtered and conditioned air. The rocm
HVAC is designed to maintain the temperature and humidity
tolerances required by the detectors ano their associated
electronics and computer equipment. The use of thick concretewalls for shielding the counting room was precluded due to

() (^()considerations of natural radiation emanating from the concrete,

itself.
wJ ,

The original equipment to be provided in the counting roomincludes:

a. gamma-ray spectrometer suosystem,n
'"

b. multichannel analyzer subsystem,

data analysis suosystem,c.

d. standard alpha, beta counting subsystem,
O

low-background alpha, beta counting subsystem,
. e.

.

f. automatic sample changer (f or d and e) , and
g. liquid scintillation counting system.

O
Localized radiation snielding will oe providea for the countingequipment as is needed.

OkI
9=
\
\
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12.3.1.12.4 chemistry Storace

( A chemistry storage room is located between the low levely chemistry room and the counting room on the mezzanine floor of
the auxiliary building. It provides storage space for the
radiochemistry supplies used in the laboratory complex.

k.))
r

12.3.1.12.5 Survev Instrument Storace Room

O The survey instrument storage room is designed to provide a
location where radiation proctection instrumentation can be
stored, serviced, and decontaminated when necessary. This roorand its f acilities are designed to minimize the accumulation and |

spread of airborne and surface contamination.
12.3.1.12.6 Decontamination RoomO
The decontamination room associated with the laboratory complex
is designed to facilitate the decontamination of station
personnel.

l

12.3.1.12.7 Sucolv Room
O

The supply room in the lacoratory complex is designed to provide !for the storage of health physics related supplies.
12.3.1.12.8 office Scace

es r c The radiation chemical management office, the radiation office," (_) and the supervisor of fices in the laboratory complex are proviced
to assure adequate, local office space for the laboratory complexworkers.

.

12.3.1.13 Laundry Facility

E3
The station laundry facility is located on the mezzanine floor of
the auxiliary building. It is designed to receive,
decontaminate, store, and distribute the radiation protection
apparel used in-plant. The major equipment provided in this,

| facility includes: a 25- and a 50-pound washer, two 50-pound
|,O dryers, a contaminated clothes hamper (where incoming

contaninated apparel will be dropped of f) , a sorting table (with
local ventilation), sinks, a folding and monitoring table, andclean clothing storage racks. The floor and surf ace coatings and
the equipment in the laundry have been chosen to minimize the
buildup of and ease the removal of surf ace contamination. Thelaundry is kept at a negative pressure with respect to allO surrounding areas, to minimize the spread of airoorne
contamina tion.

() The laundry facility also includes a mask facilit) . The mask'-'

area includes space and equipment for collecting, cleaning,inspecting, and storing masks.-

;th(O

I(d)
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12.3.2 Shielding

The design of the station shielding is based on the design dose
rates and the established design criteria. Using the sources
given in Section 12. 2 and the shielding design criteria, the

, shielding design is determined.

-

12.3.2.1 General Shieldino Design Criteria

Every component that handles radioactive fluids may require |
n
'J shielding; the thickness of which is based on the operational

cycle of the component, the design dose rate, and the shielding
material.

12.3.2.1.1 Reaulatory R ecuirements

() The shielding design dose rates for Byron /Braidwood meet 10 CFR
20 and 10 CFR 50, which are concerned with allowable radiation to
individuals in restricted and unrestricted areas. The only -

shielding required to be safety-related is the control room anc
the primary containment shielding; this shielding satisfies the
requirements stated in Criterion 19 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, andO 10 CFR 20.

12.3.2.1.2 shieldina Recuirements

Radiation protection of personnel, equipment, and materials is

O (~()
largely dependent upon the adequacy of the design of the station
shielding system. Radiation shielding has the passive protectionA' function of radiation attenuation and consists of material placed
between radiation sources and personnel and/or equipment and
materials needing protection from radiation.

The shielding system is designed and constructed to assure that
() the station can be operated and maintained such that the

resultant radiation level and doses are within the limitations of
applicable regulations and are as low as is reasonably achievable 1( AL ARA) . Specific design dose rate limits recommended to achieve
this objective are discussed in Subsection 12.3.1 and listed in
Table 12. 3-2.

O -shielding must be capable of performing its protective function
throughout the plant lifetime and under the variable source and
environmental conditions associated with all normal, anticipated
abnormal operational, and design-basis accident conditions
identified in the saf ety analysis reports and as- noted below. ,

O a. Normal Ooeratina Conditions

7~ For the purposes of shielding design, normal station
(j operating conditions are considered to include

conditions generally known as anticipated abnormal
[ operational occurrences. Two modes of normal stationJ, ( operation are:

12.3-22
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1. normal power operation of the reactor, including
anticipated operational occurrences, ands

\9- 2. normal shutdown of the reactor.

(n) Shielding is designed to provide the required
_ protective function under such conditions.

b. Accident conditions
O

Station shielding provides protection to plant
operating personnel and the general public under
postulated design-basis accident conditions as
defined in the Chapter 15.0.

,

O 1. Control neem saditability
'w.

The main control room and associated areas is
shielded such that, after a postulated design-
basis accident (LOCA) , the whole body dose in the
control room for the duration of the accident

g will not exceed 5 rem or its equivalent to any
part of the body, including ingress and egress,
as per requirements 10 CFR 50, Appendix A,
Criterion 19. Subsection 6.4.2.5 descrires
control room shielding.

O(])(-
The radiation shielding protecting the main

-

control room (and associated areas) is designed
based on the anticipated radiation environment
resulting from the postulated LOCA. Figure 6.4-2
shows an isometric view of the main control room
shielding.

() 2. Direct Offsite Doses

All sources in the plant are adequately shielded
to assure that radiation levels at the restricted
area boundary are in compliance with 10 CFR 20
limits. Adequate station shielding is providedO to limit site boundary doses, due to direct and
scattered radiation from contained sources within
the plant, to as low as practicable limits during
normal operation in conformation with 10 CFR 20
and to within the limits specified in 10 CFR 100
during accident conditions.

O
3. Seismic and Safety Classification

km) Structural walls of the station are designed, as
w

required, to meet Seismic category I
requirements. Walls which are shielding walls

O may ne designed Seismic Category I, depending
upon the particular design requirements other

(
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than radiatirn protection requirements (e.g.,
[ structural integrity, load bearing capacity,

et c. ) that the walls must meet.
The primary shield, the shield walls for the mai-

7- control room, and the shield walls for the spentt) fuel pool are examples of shield walls which are'

designed Seismic Category I.

O c. Protection of Ecuipment

Appropriate shielding is provided, where needed:

1. to limit radiation heating of build structural
concrete ,

O 2. to reduce neutron activation of equipment, and
3. to limit radiation to equipment and materials.

Protection from neutrons and from neutron-induced
O gamma rays is important around neutron sources such

as the nuclear reactor core. The primary shield
around the reactor vessel and the neutron shield
plugs at the reactor vessel nozzles and examples of
station shielding designed to protect personnel and
equipment against neutron radiation and neutron-
induced gamma rays.O ]

d. Additional Recuirementss

In addition to the radiation protection functions
discussed above, the shielding system have other
f unctional requirements. These depend, however,

C) generally upon the location of the shield and the
access requirements to equipment or areas beyond the
shield. Thus, access to an area may be through the
shield itself; e.g., through removable shield walls.
Removable shield walls, portable shields, and
compensatory shielding are discussed in Subsection

0 12.3.2.1.6.

12.3.2.1.3 Desian Recuirements
.

The station shielding system must be capable of performing its
protective functions throughout the plant lifetime and under the

g variable source and environmental conditions which are
anticipated and/or postulated for the _ plant.

(T The radiation attenuating materials which comprise the station
(,) shielding system are selected to assure no significant loss in

radiation attenuation characteristics f or at least 40 years of
plant operation.g .

nV
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12.3.2.1.4 General Description and Design Parameters

C@ The shielding system includes all concrete walls and associated
radiation attenuating materials (e.g., lead, steel, and water)
which are used to protect the public, plant personnel, equipment,(w and materials from radiation emitted from radioactive sourcesps) contained or generated within the plant. The radiation exposure'

of individuals, equipment, and materials is a function of the
following basic parameters, which are given due consideration inO the shielding design:

a. source strength (type, intensity, energy) ;
b. number of sources, source geometry, and self-

absorption factors;
n"

shielding material, geometery, and mass betweenc.

source (s) and receptor;

d. distance between source (s) and receptor;

time that receptor is exposed; and() e.

f. allowed dose rate or dose.

Where radioactive crud buildup sources are known, the source
strength parameter is appropriately adjusted and the shielding '

O ('~)'C d* i "*d * *"" ** **** *h* *ff**'8 f **"d D"iid"P f # ** 1****9
10 years of reactor operation. Where radioactive crud buildup,

sources are not known, but expected, the shielding design
reflects appropriate conservatism to accommodate the expected
effects of crud buildup for at least 10 years of reactor -

operation, and/or protective measures are used, where
) practicable, e.g. , those discussed in Subsection 12.3.1.

12.3.2.1.5 Shielding Materials and Construction Methods

Bulk shielding structures such as cubicle shielding walls,
floors, and ceilings are mainly designed of ordinary concrete,
either of (solid) block or poured-in place construction. WhereO space limitations are encountered, a special high density
concrete (e. g. , Hematite concrete) is employed to assure adequate
radiation protection. Concrete is a mixture of materials, the
exact proportions of which may differ from application to
application. Concrete for radiation shielding is classified as
oridinary or high density according to the unit weight of the

C) aggregate. The design of concrete mixtures and forms, the
construction of concrete radiation shielding structures, and the
quality assurance provisions needed to verify that the desired(~T

k- quality of construction has been achieved is in accordance with
accepted design criteria for concrete radiation shields. I

O (_
FNg
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Poured-in-place concrete construction is normally used for
shielding structures which are load-oearing structural walls.
Concrete block walls are provided where necessary to accommodate
equipment installation, removal, and construction. Con cret e
block wall installation is controlled to assure as-builtf0h radiation attenuation characteristics similar to those expectedfrom equivalent poured concrete.

In the case of the primary shield around the reactor vessel,r3"
nuclear heating is not severe enough to warrant special designs
(e.g. , water cooling coils) for cooling the primary shield.
A special hinged door design is used at the reactor vessel no::le
inspection openings. Inese doors are designed to allow pressure

() relief in the event of a reactor coolant pipe break. The shieldconsists of special neutron shielding material, Heat Resistant
Cement 277, supplied by Rea'ctor Experiments Inc.

Where a potential of leakage or spillage of radioactive material
exists, effective features are provided in the design of the

() shielding to prevent the spread of contamination by seepage
through walls. As discussed in Subsection 12.3.1. 9, wall
surfaces are coated with a nonporous coating to permit effective
decontamina tion.

12.3.2.1.6 Removable Shield Walls, Portable Shieldino, and
Comoensatorv Shieldingesv .

Shielding is designed to be removable, where required, to provide
personnel &ccess for inspection, servicing, maintenance, or
replacement of plant equipment.

C) Removable shield panels are provided in shield walls, floors, or
ceilings as necessary where frequent access for maintenance or
removal of equipment is required and if radiation levels in the
area can cause excessive exposure. Such shielding is designed to
minimize exposure to operating and maintenance personnel.

C)
Compensatory, portable, or temporary shielding is considered in
station design only as required where other more permanent
shielding is not practicable. Where compensatory shielding is
necessary, provisions are made to accommodate such shielding in
terms of space, structural loading, clearances, and equipment
accessibility.

() The station snielcing system uses three types of removaole ~ shield
walls: stacked unmortared block, shield hatches and plugs, and
shield coors. The primary functions or a removable wall are

(s} equipment installation, ins pection, maintenance , and removal.

o (_
(D
V
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The f ollowing are guidelines for the design of removaole shield
walls. The term major requires the removal of a removable shield

'

wall in addition to repairing and maintaining equipment.O 12.3.2.1.6.1 Stacked (Unmortared) Block

ggg Removable stacked block walls that are providea to accommodate
removal of equiement are constructed such that the top of the
removaole unmortared block sections are offset and provided with
a lintel arrangement. The clocks are held in place by special,

(s metal frames to resist lateral pressure anc seismic loads. Use
of stacked anmortared block avoids unnecessary exposure
associated with disassembly or mortared blocks.

Removable stacked block shield walls are used in the shield
design when a room contains equipment that seldom requires

O replacement or major maintenance. Seldom is defined in the
section as once a year. The type of shielded equipment which
fits into this category are heat exenangers, pumps, and radwaste
tanks.

12.3.2.1.6.2 Removaole shield Hatenes and Pluas
O

Removable shield hatches (or removable floor slabs) and plugs are
used in the snield design when a room contains equipment which
often requires replacement or maintenance. often is defined in
this section to mean more frequent than once a year.

n(eT
In addition to all equipment that f alls into "the of ten" _.j category," shield hatenes or plugs are used, whenever
practicable, for access to equipment and piping which have, or
are in radiation areas that have, a dose rate greater than
3 R/hr.

<3 The use of removable shield hatches or plugs minimizes the main-
''

tenance exposure to station personnel; shield hatch and plug
design and construction shall be in accordance with ANSI 101.6-1972

A radiation detector probe access hole is provided in all filter
and demineralizer removaale shield hatches so that radiationn

" levels of the contained equipment may be measured without
removing the shield hatches. This is provided by boring a
vertical stepped hole in the top of the shield hatch for
insertion of a radiation detector. The arrangement is pictured
in Figure 12.3-4.

O The types of equipment that require removable shield hatches are
denineralizers, filters , and pumps and motors, which are radio-

,w active or are in radioactive areas. Removaole shield plugs are
I' 'j also used for shielding around the reactor nozzle inspection

openings.

O k -

,
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12.3.2.1.6.3 Shield Doors,

C;
Shield doors are used when access requirements, maintenance re-
quirements, or design considerativn make it undesirable to
adequately employ the removaole shield walls mentioned

g previously. Shield doors can also be used with labyrinthine
. entrances where the dose rate at the entrance due to scattered

radiation is greater than the design dose rate.
[) 12.3.2.1.7 Insoection (Ins ervice) and Maintenance Pecuirements

Shielding is designed to permit access for required inspections,
testing, and maintenance of plant systems and components which
require these functionse

[) During construction, shield walls are visually inspected for
cracks and separations that might compromise the shield. There
are initial preoperational radiation surveys taken as well as
periodic routine radiation surveys during power operation. These
strveys serve as a check on the radiation buildup within
auxiliary equipment and the adequacy of shielding design.

3 Installed radiation monicoring systems survey continuously the
radiation condition at certain areas of the plant and also serve
as a check on the adequacy of shield wall design and
construction.

As discussed in Subsection 12. 3.1, biological protection of
p personnel during anticipated inspection and maintenance

activities are considered in shielding design in the effort to
maintain exposures ALARA.

12.3.2.1.8 Shield Thicknesses

O Shield thicknesses cre designed to reduce the average area dose
rate to or below the assigned area dose rate level for worst-case
conditions of normal plant operation or, where applicable, for
accident conditions. Worst-case conditions include source terms
appropriate to maximum power level and 1% failed fuel fraction as
discussed in Section 11.1.

D Shielding thickness are designed with consideration given to all
sources in the area including localized hot spots or
pene tra tion s. Design parameters are listed in Subsection
12.3.2.1.4. Byron /Eraidwood's shielding design is pictured in
Figures 12. 3-5 through 12. 3-2 4. Computer codes used in shielding
design account for energy spectra and source strengths for eachD nuclide (including daughter products) , material cross sections or
attenuation coefficients for each material or element comprising
the shield, dose buildup factors, and other relevent parameters.

D (_.
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1 MS. HERRIN: If nobody has any objections, I do

2 have a few supplementary questions that I would like to

3 ask Mr. Lahti.
,

4 JUDGE SMITH: Go ahead.

5 BY MS. HERRIN:

6 Q Mr. Lahti, does the design of Byron provide for the

7 protection against alpha radiation?

8 A In a nuclear power plant, there are two places where there

9 are radionuclides which emit alpha rays.
s
-

10 One is in the core. When you have high burn-up

11 fuel, successive neutron captures result in a whole host

12 of transuranic elements up through plutonium, americium,
rs

' (--) 13 California. These spontaneously decay, releasing alphas.

14 However, these radiations are contained within the

15 fuel element. They are contained within the cladding

16 material.

17 They would only get into the coolant stream if the

18 cladding is breached.

19 The station has a program to monitor coolant by

20 sampling and there is a surveillance program to assure

21 that there is no alpha activity in the coolant.

22 The second place is in small calibration or test

(O'S 23 sources, which are kept in the rad chem lab facilities.

24 These are sealed and also monitored to assure that
'

25 they do not leak.c.s

ks)
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1 They do not present a radiation hazard as far as the

2 plant radiation protection is concerned.
'

3 Q Does the design of Byron -- excuse me.
1

4 MR. THOMAS: I am sorry. I was talking to her.

5 BY MS. HERRIN:

6 Q Does the design of Byron Station provide for protection
0

7 against beta radiation?

8 A In the course of radiodecay of fission products, which are

9 in the coolant stream, these decay by emitting both betas
3

10 and gammas.

11 However, the nature of beta rays are such that they

12 would be shielded by the pipe containing the fluids

13 themselves.

14 Gamma rays would penetrate the pipe, and do present

15 radiat' ion hazard, for which shielding is provided.

16 Therefore, no shielding for betas per se is provided

17 in a nuclear power plant.

18 Earlier Mr. Rescek mentioned that protection against

19 betas is provided in certain cases, when a worker is

20 exposed to an airborne field which emits both betas and

21 gammas, in which case certain protective clothing or face
3

22 masks would be provided, or if one is in contact with

/~ 23 radioactive fluids, then rubber gloves or other personnel
U}

24 protection might be provided; but there is no structural

25 protection provided for betas per se.

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 Q And does the design of Byron provide for protection

2 against neutrons?

3 A Yes. Again, there are three sites in the plant where

4 neutrons may be a hazard.

5 One is within the reactor cavity itself where

6 neutrons escaping from the core get into the reactor
*

>

7 cavity.

8 This is shielded by approximately five-foot thick

9 concrete biological shield in that vicinity.

10 A second place would be in the calibration

11 laboratory facility, where, as Mr. Van Laere mentioned,

12 small californium sources would be present for instrument,

( ')
k' 13 calibrations. -

14 These would be contained in their own protected

15 shielded castings.
'

16 The third place is, again, in high burn-up fuels,

17 when you have the transuranics, such as plutonium,

18 americium, californium, generated. These are alpha
:

19 emitters. The alpha react with oxygen in the fuel matrix,

20 resulting in alpha N reactions, and these could present a

21 source. Some of these transuranics are also spontaneous
)

22 fission items and they can release neutrons.

() 23 However, protection is provided against the spent

24 fuel in refueling by flooding the reactor cavity, handling
)
g3 25 the spent fuel under water, under approximately 20 feet of
\
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1 water. They are transferred to the spent fuel storage

"T 2
(O

pool and, again, stored under 20 feet of water, providing

3 adequate protection against neutrons.
3

4 MS. HERRIN:. Thank you very much.

5 The witness is now available for cross examination.
6 JUDGE SMITH: Just a moment.

)
7 BY JUDGE SMITH:

8 Q Do they actually -- can they remove the fuel from the top

9 of the reactor head and still keep it under water all the
3

10 time? Does it come out the top when they take the head

11 off?

12 A Yes.

( 13 The procedure, if I may --
.

14 Q Yes.

15 A There is a large cavity and then a secondary smaller

16 cavity in which the reactor vessel itself sits; and the

17 refueling procedure, to the best of my recollection, is

18 the reactor vessel is filled. There is still more than

19 ten feet of water above active core. The head is removed,

20 the core is still under water. Seals are placed around

21 the rim of the reactor in the smaller cavity. Then the

22 whole of the refueling cavity is filled with water and the

} 23 refueling machines come in, pluck the spent fuel elements,

24 bring them over, lay them down to the fuel transfer tube
'

25 where the fuel then goes to the spent fuel pool. All of
)
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1 this manipulation is done under water.

2 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Thomas.

3 MR. THOMAS: May I proceed, your Honor?
)

4 JUDGE SMITH: Proceed.

5 CROSS-EXAMINATION ON BEHALF 0F INTERVENOR

6 ROCKFORD LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
)

7 BY MR. THOMAS

8 0 Is Byron going to --

9 JUDGE SMITH: We don't have your cross
)

10 examination plan.

11 MR. THOMAS: I filed it with the other Judge

12 while you were asking a question.7-

-) 13 BY MR. THOMAS:

14 Q Is Byron going to use the high burn-up fuel that you

15 mentioned in your testimony?

)
16 A I don't understand your question.

17 Q What did you mean? What did you say, high burn-up fuels?

18 Is that the phrase you used?
)

19 A Yes. You start off in a fuel cycle with slightly enriched

20 uranium, enriched U-235, approximately 2 to 3 percent. So

21 the fuel matrix consists of U-235, U-238, in oxide form,

)
22 which is a ceramic pellet,

p) 23 As the course in life progresses, captures of(

24 excess neutrons by uranium-238 causes plutonium,
'

s 25 americium, mercurium, californium and so on up the stream. !
(-) )

1
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1 The longer you let the fuel sit in there, the more

2 of the transuranics you develop.

3 Cur: cat -- I don't know the exact fuel schedule; but
J

4 in all cases for light water reactors this is a fact of

5 nature. Yes, you do get transuranics. .

6 Q Okay. I guess the question -- what did -- the phrase,
3

7 "high burn-up fuels," exactly what were you referring to?

8 Were you referring to the type of fuel that is going

9 to be used?
)

10 A No. If you have fuel that is burned up, that is exposed

11 in fission for, say, on the order of a thousand megawatt

12 days per metric ton of heavy metal, it's not in there long-

() 13 enough to build up all of the transuranics.

14 If you keep it in through the fuel cycle, as Byron

15 and other light water reactors do in this country, burn it
~)

16 up to 30,000 megawatt days per ton or even more, then the

17 longer you burn it up, the more transuranics you generate

18 in the course of exposure.

)
19 MR. MTILER: Just for the record, would it be--

20 helpful if *i'. Lahti describes what he means by burning it

21 up?
)

22 THE WITNESS: Okay. The phrase, burnups,

| ([]) 23 burnup," means depletion of the original charge of uranium
!

24 U-235 in the course of fission.
)

rs, 25 BY MR. THOMAS:
U
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1 Q Can you tell me what types of fuel Byron will use?

2 A What types?

3 Q Yes. If that makes any sense.
:)

4 A No, it doesn't.

5 JUDGE COLE: I think he already answered that,

6 didn't he, Uranium 235 and uranium-238.
.)

7 JUDGE SMITH: There is still an aspect of the

8 question which, I agree, I don't believe has been

9 explained.
)

10 You referred to a high burn-up, and high seems to be

11 relative to low.

12 THE WITNESS: Yes. As I tried to explain, if

) ()L- 13 you have fuel that is exposed to of the order of a

14 thousand megawatt days per ton of metal, it's not in there

15 long enough to generate very many transuranics.
')

16 However, if you expose it for of the order of

17 20,000, 30,000, 60,000, then you will. That is high

18 burn-up fuel.
)

19 JUDGE SMITH: The latter exposure produces high

20 burn-up?

21 THE WITNESS: Yes.
)

22 BY MR. THOMAS:

(} 23 Q So you are referring to the time of the exposure of the

24 fuel?

25 A The time of exposure.
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1 Q Okay, all right.

2 How long can it be stored in the spent fuel ponds?

3 A There is no practical limit. As far as I am concerned, if
3

4 one maintains water chemistry of the pool, one could keep

5 it there forever.

6 Q Uh-huh. Are there any -- but, I mean, are there any
2

7 operating procedures or policies of Commonwealth Edison

8 regarding how long the fuel will be stored onsite?

9 A I have no knowledge of Commonwealth Edison's policy on

10 this matter.

11 Q Okay. Are there ALARA considerations regarding the

12 storage of this fuel in the spent fuel ponds?
/~N

'\J 13 A Yes. From the shielding point of view it's stored under

14 water.

15 Q Is there any shielding other than the water itself?
3

16 A For the spent fuel?

17 Q Yes.

18 A At the lower reaches, there are accessible areas in the
> \19 plane of the pool where the fuel is, the shield walls of -- 1

|
20 substantial concrete shield walls are provided.

21 Q In the pool itself?

1)
22 A To house the pool itself, yes.

f ') 23 BOARD EXAMINATION
%-

| 24 BY JUDGE SMITH:
{)"

r3 25 Q Mr. Lahti, I think that maybe the question arose is, as we
U
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1 all know, many utilities have had to expand their fuel

2 pool.

3 A Yes.
0

4 Q And that, I would assume, would cause some additional

5 occupational exposure.-

6 I should put that in a question form. Does it?
1

7 A Not really. Because of the nature of the fuel cycle, you

8 may -- originally the philosophy may have been to design a

9 fuel pool to hold, say, two core loads worth of fuel, and
)

10 later designs have' expanded that.

11 The practice is approximately to -- when you get

_
12 into the equilibrium fuel cycle is to unload about

- 13 one-third of the core every year or year-and-a-half.

14 I don't know the details of Commonwealth Edison's

15 fuel management program; but what happens is in the

)
16 interim, before you unload the next third of core, the old

17 core has decayed, so each additional part becomes less and

18 less of a radiological hazard.
)

19 Q What is the capacity of their fuel pool?

20 A I am not sure what Byron's capacity is.

21 BY MR. THOMAS:
)

22 Q That capacity is going to place some finite limits on the

t() 23 amount of fuel that can be stored there, though; right?
-

24 A As far as the grand total inventory, yes.
)

~S 25 The question, as you originally posed it, I believe,
(O
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1 was how long can one keep spent fuel in the fuel pool, and

2 that is --

3 Q That's right. This is a different question.

'1
4 Are there ALARA considerations in the removal of the

5 spent fuel from the spent fuel pond for transportation to - -

6 is it taken to Morris?

3
7 A I do not know what Commonwealth Edison's policy or

8 contracts are in this regard.

9 Q Okay. Are there ALARA considerations in the removal of
#

10 the spent fuel from the spent fuel pond?

11 A Again, it's transferred under water to a -- if it is

_ 12 transported offsite, then it would be -- there are

%) 13 provisions to transfer it under water to a heavily

14 shielded shipping cask, meeting appropriate regulations

15 and so on, for safe shipment.

16 Q Are workers -- I am sorry. I didn't mean to interrupt.

17 Are you finished with your answer?

18 A Yes.
'

19 Q Are workers suited up for that operation?

20 A I do not know Commonwealth Edison's procedure in this

21 matter.

22 Q What about during the process of taking the fuel from the

(m) 23 reactor to the spent fuel pond?

24 A What is your question in that regard?

~)
e 25 Q The question is: Are the workers suited for that

f N.')s.

|
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1 operation -- or suited up, I should probably say?

2 A I do not know the details of the refueling procedure per

3 se.

7
~

~

4 Q Is there any shielding with regard to that operation?

5 A Yes; the water that I mentioned before that floods the

6 refueling cavity.
3
~

7 Q Is there any other shielding, other than the use of the

8 water?

9 A The spent fuel transfer tube itself is -- passes through a

10 shielded area.

11 There was one occasion, probably about four years

12 ago, with a Westinghouse PWR -- and I think the station
,es

k- 13 was Trojan -- where there was a case where there was a
'

14 radiation pathway between -- a construction gap between

15 the edge of containment and, let's say, the main part of

16 the containment.

17 So workers that happened to be near that opening got

18 a shine as fuel was transferred up there.
)

19 That problem was mentioned in NRC information

20 bulletins.

21 I don't recall the exact form of the release, but it
)

22 was called to the attention of all licensees with this

( ); 23 particular fuel transfer arrangement.

24 We did address that for Byron and provided shielding
)

25 for that gap streaming pathway to eliminate that from(3w)
)
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1 concern from Byron Station.

2 Q What kind of shielding is provided?

3 A It was presented in the form of a stepping, stepping the
O

4 gap, and also providing the steel collar arrangement

5 around the spent fuel transfer tubing in that particular,

6 very, very local area.
3

7 Q Are there any remote control instruments used in that

8 operation?

9 A I can't speak in detail. The refueling is done by a
3
'

10 contractor, such as Westinghouse, which, it is my

11 understanding, is very efficient at this, has automated

12 procedures, tools, grappling hooks, et cetera, for coming
[\3

'
N/ 13 in, doing the refueling.

14 Q Have you ever seen them do Luis?

15 A No.

16 Q Okay. In answer to the first supplemental question you

17 were asked about whether the design protects against alpha

18 radiation.

19 A Yes.
|

| 20 Q You gave a long answer to that question.

| 21 Is your answer basically yes, it does, or no?

f 22 A The answer is: We provide no specific radiation

(]) 23 protection for alphas, because it is contained within the

24 core.

(~ 25 Q All right. That's what I thought your answer boiled down
i x_-)
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1 to, I just wanted to clarify that.

2 A Yes.

3 Q With regard to the subject of shielding, can you tell me
)

4 what the various different types of shields that are used

5 at Byron are?

6 A I am not sure what you mean by "ty' pes."

3
7 Q Well, you have water as one type of shield that you use;

8 is that correct?

9 A Yes.
)

10 Q Okay.

11 A The bulk of the shielding that is provided in tha plant is

12 to provide protection against gamma rays and this, in,

' s' x' 13 virtually all cases, is provided with ordinary concrete.

14 In a few exceptions a high-density concrete is used

15 where space limitations are present.

16 On certain other very rare occasions a steel

17 shielding door might be used, but because of cost,

18 ordinary concrete is the principal shielding material.

19 Q So it's basically water, steel shields and concrete?

20 A Yes.

21 Q Are there any locations where you use pumped lead shot as

22 shields?

/~N( ,) 23 A Pumped lead shot?

24 Q Yes.

's 25 A Not to my knowledge.
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1 Q What use do you make of remote equipment to place and

2 remove shields, if any?

3 A Remote -- I don't understand the context of your question.
7

4 Q Well, in terms of the repair or installation or removal or

5 movement of shields, do you use any remote equipment?

6 A Not remote equipment for removing the shield walls
3

7 themselves, unless, for example, there may be stepped

8 hatches over filters or demineralizers which may be picked

9 up with a local hoist or something like that; but I
J

10 wouldn't call that a remote handling equipment. There is

11 no necessity for that at that point.

12 Q Do you make any use of robots to place shields or to do
~) I~)

i/ 13 other tasks to reduce occupational exposure?-

14 A That would be your procedural item, and I can't answer

15 that.

)
16 I will say that no consideration was given to that

17 in the design.

18 Q Do you make any use of fish pole instruments?
)

19 A That is a plant procedure, and I can't answer that.

20 Q Is there any use made of closed-circuit TV?

21 A Again, that is a plant procedure. I can't answer that.
)

22 Q Do you provide local shielding for change of filters,

({} 23 cleaning out traps and that sort of thing?

24 A Again, that would be a plant specific maintenance
)

,f- 25 operation.
U)
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1 Q Are any of your shields placed in a high neutron flux?

2 A Yes, the shield around the reactor itself.

3 Q Do any of those shields, as a result of being subjected to
)

4 high neutron doses, become radioactive themselves through

5 activation of elements in the shield itself?

6 A They might.

3
7 Q And what is done in that event?

8 A It has no impact, since the activation would be near the

9 interface of the reactor and the shield itself; and I

10 mentioned before that this shield, to my recollection, was

11 five, five-and-a-half or six feet thick. The accessible

12 areas at the outer boundary of that would have sufficient

\
13 shielding to shield against any activation gammas that

14 would be formed in the concrete mass.

15 Q Are there any shields where the activation of the shield

)
16 itself could extend to the outer perimeter of the shield?

17 A Not to my knowledge.

18 Q I am not sure this is within the area of your expertise.

19 Do you -- is there any plan to keep track of time

20 when workers are on a hot job?

21 A Again, that's a plant procedure.

)
22 Q During the early days of reactor start up, will there be a

O 23 entoer -- so-o=11ea =91aer -- surver. 1a other words.
24 somebody who will climb over the area around the reactor

'
25 looking for radiation leaks?
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1 A I don't understand that one at all.

2 Q Well, with regard to potential leaks in a shield, is there

3 any provision for placing X-ray films over areas in a

3
4 shield that are suspected of leaks in order to locate

5 faults in the shield?
'

6 A I am not sure what you mean by leaks in a shield.
3

7 0 Well, I suppose areas in the field where radioactivity is

8 penetrating the shield itself.

9 A The language is --
3

10 Q The quesclon may be imprecise. If you can indicate --
r

11 A Are you suggesting -- let ce try and help you out and

12 rephrase the question.
,

) ( )
k/ 13 Is there some kind of surveillance for radiation,

| 14 perhaps, streaming through some fault in the concrete

15 shield?

)
16 Q Right, right, if that is -- if you are more comfortable

17 answering that.

18 A There will be -- it's my understanding there will be -- a

19 plant surveillance program and a shielding benchmark

20 program within the plant where certain places will be

21 monitored.

)
22 I would also mention as the pH staff walks through

() 23 the plants with their instruments on, they, too, can

24 identify, perhaps, these hot spots, as you define, and
)
rS 25 they can -- something can be done about them.
U
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1 Q I take it then that there is no provision as far as you

2 know for the use of X-ray films to do this, to detect --

3 A I have no knowledge of an X-ray film program. If you are
)

4 talking, for example, about wallpapering a shield wall

5 with X-ray films.
|

6 Q Right.

)
7 A I have no knowledge of such a program nor, by the way,

8 have I ever heard of such a program being done.

9 Q Again, I am not sure this is within your area.
')

10 Are you aware of the kinds of respirators in use at

11 Byron?

12 A No. Again, that is a plant specific item.
l'),

kJ 13 Q Is the subject of sui;s within your area of expertise, the
'

14 use of suits?

15 A No.
,

)
16 Q What about the potable water supply; is that included

17 within balance of the plan design?

18 A Potable water, yes, sir.
)

19 Q Is that supply completely separated from the process water

20 supply?

21 A Again, within the last six months, to my recollection,
i)

22 there was an NRC I and E bulletin or notice advising that

(}) 23 interconnection was found at some station, apparently, so

24 there was a possibility of contamination.
)

25 As a. result of that, all plants were asked to review
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1 their system.

2 To my knowledge, such a review was done at Byron.

3 Q Did you do it?
3

4 A No.

5 Q Do you know the results of that review?

6 A There were no interconnections.
]

7 Q How were you informed of the results? I mean, on what do

8 you base that answer?

9 A In talking with project engineers at Byron.
)

10 Q Was that done under your supervision?

11 A No. That was done in the mechanical department.

12 Q Does Byron use backflow preventers or positive air brakes
/~

lN) 13 to separate the two systems?
'

14 A I do not know the details of the mechanical designs of the

15 systems.

16 Q What kind of shield is used for the neutron calibration

17 source?,

| 18 A A neutron calibration source is usually part of a
'

)
19 calibration package provided by a vendor. So the vendor

20 would provide the source, it's shipping cask, its other

21 accouterments, jigs and fixtures for mounting instruments
)

22 and so on.

() 23 I do not know the details of the shielded cask.

24 Q Are those sources ever stored at Byron?
)
es 25 A Oh, yes.()
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1 Q What about during storage, what sort of --

2 A Again, there is a shipping and storage cask provided for

3 those sources.
)

4 Q The place where -- do you know where they will be stored

5 at Byron? -

6 A In the rad chem instrument calibration facility, to my
3

7 knowledge.

8 Q And is there any shielding there for storage of the

9 sources in addition to whatever shipping --
)

10 A No, there is none necessary. The cask design is such

11 that, you know, that one can approach it safely.

12 Q The cask --

O3~
13 A Independent of any other shielding.

14 Q All right. So the cask design then is the only shielding

15 for those sources?

)
16 A Yes.

17 Q Do you know what is used at Byron as a portable neutron

18 source? I

)
19 A It's out of our range, but to my recollection, Mr. Van

20 Laere indicated that they were to procure a californium

21 252 source.
)'

22 Q I don't want you to answer beyond what --

([)
'

23 A Okay.

24 Q I am going to ask you a question using a word which I am
)

25 not sure is the right word. Just let me know if it's not.
)
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1 Do you have special shields for your beta

2 calibration sources in order to reduce the bremsstrahlung?

3 Do you know what that word is?
.)

4 A Yes.

5 Q Okay. Can you answer?

6 A No. Again, I do not know the nature of Byron specific
')

7 sources or what their procedures are for handling those

8 sources, calibrating their instruments.

9 MR. THOMAS: For the record, that word is
>

10 spelled b-r-e-m-s-s-t-r-a-h-1-u-n-g. I

11 THE NOTARY: Thank you.

12 BY MR. THOMAS:

('

13 Q Do you use any special paints or other coatings on floors,
14 walls, sinks and so forth to minimize the buildup of

15 radioactive contamination?
)

16 A Yes.

| 17 Q What -- first of all, what types of paints or coatings and

18 where are they used?<

|)
19 A I am not sure of the details of the paint makeup itself.

| 20 To my knowledge, it's an epoxy-based paint.

21 We prepare a set of coating drawings. We will go
)

22 through the plant layout, determine which cubicles or

() 23 areas in the plant are likely to -- which may encounter

24 spills of radioactive fluids.

25() We will then specify that the floors be coated or,

_
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1 perhaps, partial walls to four-foot or eight-foot height

2 be coated with this to permit ease of decontamination in

3 the event of a radioactivity spill in that area.
7

4 Q All right. Is there any other use of special paints other

1
5 than that, other than what you have specified so far?

6 A For radiation protection?
:o

7 Q Yes, or to simplify decontamination.

8 A That's radiation protection, yes.

9 Q Okay, all right. How does Byron dispose of contaminated
s
'

10 water and chemicals used in decontaminating equipment?

11 A That would be a plant procedure, but the ordinary practice

12 would be to route these to the rad waste processing holdup
[)~3 (/ 13 tanks and then make a decision.

14 Q Eo you know the balance of plant design considerations in

15 connection with that routing?
)

16 A Well, let me say that if one hoses down a cubicle, there

17 is a floor drain.

18 We have designed the floor drains such that if they
!)

19 will receive -- if there is any potential for receiving

20 radioactive water, they are routed to holdup tanks in the

| 21 rad waste processing system.
'

22 Q And, again, these tanks are separate from the --

({} 23 A From those that under no circumstances would be

24 radioactive.
'

-) 25 In other words, we have a segregated floor drain
w)
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1 system radioactive, potentially radioactive and

2 non-radioactive.

3 Q Can you -- would you describe the decontamination

4 fa cility , please?

5 A The decontamination facility, which?,

6 Q Is there a decontamination -- well --
)

7 A There are several areas designated as decontamination

8 areas. One is for equipment and one is for personnel, for

9 example.

3
10 Q All right. Can you describe the one for equipment?

11 A Generally, a work area which would permit working on

12 contaminated equipment. Nothing special.

13 Q You --

14 A A designated area with suitable floor drains and so on.

15 Q Is there any remote equipment in there for use in the

? 16 decontamination process?

17 A Again, it would be a plant procedure, depending on what

18 they are doing in that area. There is not a specific jig
;

Y 19 and fixture for handling a specific piece of equipment.

20 One can't tell what kind of maintenance one has to
21 do.

22 Q Are you saying the balance of the plan as you described

23 that term in testimony, design considerations are

24 concerned, it's just a room with a drain which is separate

2L from the other water supply?
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1 A Yes. I do not know how the plant has modified that to

2 suit.

3 Q Does the plant provide shielding for -- strike that.

4 Are there any flammables used in the decontamination

5 facility?

6 A I can't answer that.

3' i

7 Q Are there -- again, this may be beyond your expertise.

8 Are there written rules regarding such procedures as

9 sand blasting, grinding and welding and so forth of

3
10 contaminated materials?

11 A Again, those would be plant safety procedures.

12 Q All right. Now, in the FSAR the term is frequently used

13 to the extent practicable or where practicable for many of

14 the designs to minimize worker radiation exposure. j

15 What are the means used to reduce exposure where

16 these designs are not practicable?
,

17 A I am not -- can you read that question back again?

18 Q Yes. Throughout the FSAR practically every sentence is

9 19 qualified by the words, "where practicable," or "when

20 practicable" or "to the extent practicable."

21 What means are used to reduce exposure when the

3
22 designs are not practicable?

O 23 "s "saa ": ' "r " =or- daeet- '" t

24 question is very general.

25 Maybe he could direct it to specific instances where
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1 the words are used, but it's so broad I think it would be

2 very hard for Mr. Lahti to answer that.

3 JUDGE SMITH: Well, if there is a general
, _

"
I4 practice, he can so say. If there is not, he can say

5 that, too and then we can zero in on the s73cific.

6 A Well, let's take -- let me take a simple assemblage of a
7'

7 holdup tank, its discharge pipe, discharge pump and its

8 valving.

9 Our practice is to separate the pump from the tank

10 by an intermittent shield wall. The tank is a passive
,

11 item and very rarely needs any repair. The bump is a

12 dynamic item which may need maintenance.
0'

13 A valve -- valves may be mounted in the vicinity.

14 Now, it's not practicable, for example, to separate

| 15 the valve from its piping. We have done -- by separating
)

16 the tank from the pump and as best as possible putting the

17 valve body in a shielded valve area, we have done as good

18 a practicable job as we can of separating the radioactive

)
19 components.

20 Q Okay. Is that what is done then where the design is not

21 practicable? You --

3
22 A We have done the best, the best job that we can; and at

() 23 that point the next step, again, would be a plant
'

24 procedure.

25 If one has to work on the valve, we can't,
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1 obviously, separate it from its piping; but we can drain j

2 the piping to get rid of the radioactive fluids in the

3 pipe to eliminate the source. The plant can then put lead
,

4 blankets or whatever around the pipe so they can then

5 service thc valve.

6 Q Are you tamiliar then with those procedures?
)

7 A In general, yes, those maintenance procedures, yes.

8 Q Okay. What would be done in the instance of the valve

9 that you are talking about?
-

'

10 A Just what I said.

11 Q Putting lead blankets around them?

12 A That's one way of doing it.
r^
(-)/ 13 Q What are some of the other methods used where the design

14 considerations are not practicable or the design features,

15 let's say?

16 MS. HERRIN: Your Honor, I again object. The

17 question seems so general I am not sure exactly what he is

18 referring to.

19 JUDGE SMITH: He has zerced in to the specific

20 example.

21 MS. HERRIN: Are we still talking about valves
!)

22 now?

(~') 23 A If I may, you are leading me into the details of
v

| 24 maintenance procedures.
'

f ',
J

253 Our approach in design is to make maintenance

|
w

|

,
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O
1 operations such that they can be accomplished resulting in

/~ 2 doses that are ALARA.

( )) ,

{
3 From the point, for example, we have designed the

|
s

4 point -- the plant by separating components as best as we

1
5 can; and now the next step is to turn it over to plant I

6 maintenance and they can fine-tune, they can provide --

)
7 they can drain systems, provide lead blankets depending on

8 what the situation is at the time.

9 BY MR. THOMAS:

10 Q Well, all right. Then I take it that the latter area is

11 beyond your --

12 A Yes.

13 Q In the upper drywell for the reactor, is a refueling

14 radiation shield used?

15 A You just --

16 Q Strike that, strike that.

17 In the upper drywell area of the containment, is a

18 fueling radiation shield used?

19 A You have just defined the refueling procedure for a

! 20 boiling water reactor.

| 21 Q You mean you can't answer the question or the question
1

22 doesn't make any sense?

(]} 23 A Your question does not pertain to Byron.

24 Q Are ALARA considerations used in decisions on the use of
)

25 cobalt-bearing materials?
O
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1 A The source of activation materials is primarily within the

2 nuclear steam supply system, and that is within

3 Westinghouse's scope.
)

4 Q Now, the FSAP makes reference to a station decontamination

5 estimate.

6 Do you know the area that I am talking about?
0

7 A Not specifically.

8 Q Are you familiar with 12.316 of the FSAR7

9 A 12.3.16?
i)

10 Q Dash 16 -- no -- yes.

11 A That's not in the package that I have before me, but I am

12 familiar --

13 MR. MILLER: Yes, it is.

14 MR. THOMAS: Yes, it is.

15 THE WITNESS: Page?

16 MR. THOMAS: 12.3-16, I guess.

17 MR. MILLER: Yes.

18 MR. THOMAS: Where it talks about --

19 THE WITNESS: Station decontamination?

20 MR. THOMAS: Yes.,

21 THE WITNESS: Okay.

22 BY MR. tit 0 MAS:

23 Q I guess the estimate is that that will be required at

24 least once during the life of the station.

25 Do you see where it states that?

l
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1 A Yes.

2 Q You agree with that, I take it?

3 A Yes.
)

4 Q You wrote this portion of the FSAR?

5 A It was done under my supervision, yes.

6 Q How will this be done to protect workers according to
)

7 ALARA?

8 A How will it be done?

9 Q Yes.
)

|10 A I can't give you any specific details, because, of course, |
|

11 procedures have not been worked out as to what systems in

12 particular need to be done.
|

13 However, we have designed features into the plant
14 which, in addition to keeping maintenance ALARA, will

15 permit decontamination; and those particular features are
3

16 the shielding around the systems themselves, provision for
17 draining and backfitting and provisions for equipment and
18 floor drains going to the rad waste system.

)
19 Q Now, what types of shielding are you talking about in this

20 answer; the concrete again?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Anything else?

g 23 A No.

24 Q And you spoke of draining and backfitting?
)

25 A Backflushing.e
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1 Q Backflushing?

2 A Yes.

3 Q What design considerations are involved there?
7-

4 A Fittings are provided in systems to drain and to flush

5 various mechanical systems and tanks and so on, so, as a

6 matter of course, the station can use these simply by
3

7 backflushing with water.

8 Q And this can be done --

9 A And it could be done with decon chemicals at some future
3

10 time, should it be warranted.

11 Q Can this be done from a control room -- in other words,

12 from basically remote control -- or does it require

(s)]
u 13 hands-on work?

14 A Can which be done?

15 Q Well, the backflushing and the draining.

16 A The --

17 Q In other words, does a worker have to go into the area to

18 do that or can that be done from a distance?
3

19 A There are some cases in the liquid rad waste system where
20 it could probably be done from the rad waste control room.

21 Others would require connections, but not

22 necessarily in the high radiation area, specifically of

( }) 23 the tanks, for example.

24 Q Well, would you -- |
)

25 A There are many pipes that serve many systems.

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.,
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1 Q Uh-huh. Is there a way you can specify what can be done

2 from the control room and what will require hands-on work?

3 A In the liquid rad waste system, transfer of fluids can be
.)

4 done from that control room to a great extent.

5 In other systems it would require other mechanical

6 connections or valve alignments.
)

7 Q What other systems are we talking about?

8 A Any of the myriad of hundreds of mechanical systems, high

9 pressure injection, RHR, boron, recycle.
)

10 Q Is it fair to say the majority of this work cannot be done

11 from the control room or that the majority of systems

12 cannot be --
I')') \/ 13 A It would only be conjecture on my part, since this would

14 be a future consideration.

15 I don't know what parts of the plant would warrant

)
16 the complete, say, chemical decontamination.

17 Q In the FSAR, when it states " decontamination" -- when you

18 talk about radiation decontamination of the station, what

)
19 does that refer to exactly?

20 A Removing radioactivity that has adhered to pipes, tanks

21 and other mechanical equipment.

)
22 Q Primary side?

() 23 A Anything handling water that may have been contaminated by

24 radioactivity.

25 Q Do you plan to use chelating agents?~

,.-
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1 A I know not of what you speak.

) 2 MS. JOHNSON: That's what they use at Dresden.,

3 BY MR. THOMAS:

4 Q What type of decontamination solvent is currently planned

5 to be used?

6 A That is conjecture. There are -- to my knowledge, there
1

7 are no plans, no specific plans, for anything of this

8 nature.

9 Again, as pointed out in the FSAR, we have provided - -

)
10 we have made provisions to facilitate this should it be

11 used.

12 Decisions would be made at that time, depending on

( 13 the nature of contamination and so on.

14 It may turn out, if it's loosely adhered, a water

15 backflush may be sufficient.

16 It may turn out that you may need chemical things to

17 dissolve some of these things, as you suggest.

18 Q You mean it depends upon the extent of the contamination

'
19 and the nature of the contamination?

20 A Certainly, yes.

21 Q Okay. Is it fair to say then that, although it is

)
22 estimated that decontamination of the station will be

() 23 required at least once -- at least once -- during the

24 lifetime of the station, at this time there is no specific
)

25 plan or procedures for that decontamination process?O
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1 A That is correct, there is no specific plan for such a

) 2 decontamination, to my knowledge.

3 Q Is there any remote control equipment, to your knowledge,
)

4 available for use during the decontamination process?

5 A Again, there is -- I know of no decontamination plan.

6 Q Or equipment?
3
'

7 A Or equipment.

8 Q In your experience, isn't the process of decontaminating

9 the station one of the -- source of much worker radiation
)

10 exposure?

11 A I have had no direct experience with decontamination as

12 you outline.

a (}~ ' 13 Q Well, what sort of balance of plant design considerations
'

14 went into the subject of station decontamination, if any?

15 MS. HERRIN: I object, your Honor.

')
16 This has been asked and answered already.

17 MR. RAWSON: Judge, I have an additional

18 objection to interpose at this point.

19 I don't know how much more deeply we are going to

20 delve into the subject, but the subject of decontamination

21 and the particular decontamination of the primary coolant

)
22 was a subject of contention by DAARE/ SAFE dismissed from

(]) 23 the proceeding by summary disposition.

24 The League was a party to the proceeding and had an

25 opportunity to participate in that summary disposition() |
l
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1 process; and it seems to me we can explore this up to some

2 point, but at some point here we are trying to reinject a

3 contention that was dismissed from the proceeding.

4 MR. THOMAS: It's part of the FSAR that they

5 have attached as part of his testimony.

6 I certainly think that the question and -- I don't

*

7 know if this makes any difference, but I think that this

8 is probably my last question in the area; but I certainly

9 think it's a fair question in light of the FSAR.

10 JUDGE SMITH: It certainly does relate to ALARA;

11 but I think it's quite obvious that your line of

12 questioning isn't going any place, too.
,, f 3
-(> 13 MR. THOMAS: Well, when you say it's not going

14 any place, I think --

15 JUDGE SMITH: There are understanding terms --

16 MR. THOMAS: -- establishing the parameters of

17 what was and was not considered is going someplace in

18 itself.

19 JUDGE SMITH: Well, go ahead. Let's complete

20 this.

21 MR. THOMAS: You probably want the question read

3
22 back at this point?

( }) 23 THE WITNESS: Yes.

24 (The question was thereupon read by the
\
~

25 Reporter.)q
v
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1 A Again, as I answered earlier, the provisions for draining, |
i

2 backflushing, segregating of potentially reactive fluids i

3 into the appropriate drain systems, in addition to
,
'

4 permitting plant operations to be ALARA, should also

5 permit decontamination operations to be ALARA.

6 JUDGE SMITH: Now, have you concluded that line - -

3
7 MR. THOMAS: I think I have concluded

8 completely.

9 JUDGE SMITH: -- because before you continue,
,
'

10 please look at the FSAR, what it says, that the radiation

11 protection safety design features discussed above assure

12 less complicated station radiation decontamination.
3 ('s

(_) 13 Don't ask him to repeat all of this if you are
'

14 already aware of this.

15 MR. THOMAS: Well, I am testing the -- I am

16 testing that statement to see exactly what it means.

17 I think I know what it maans at this point.

18 BY MR. THOMAS:

19 Q You state on Page 2, in Question and Answer 2, that you
20 were responsible for assessing the radiological impact of

|
21 radionuclides released during normal and abnormal plant

#
22 operations.

{ ') 23 Do you have any health physics background?

| 24 A No, but I am not convinced that a health physics degree

25 per se is necessary to do that job.73

V
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1 Q I didn't ask you only if you had a degree.

O 2 I asked also if you had a background, any <

3 background, in the area of health physics.

4 A Can you explain -- I don't understand what you mean by
5 " background."

6 Q Well, let's begin with education.
O
. 7 Do you have any special training or education in the
1

8 area of health physics?

9 A Not health physics per se, but formal course work in
3

10 radiation protection at the University of Michigan, for

11 example.

12 Q And how much of that have you had?

3() 13 A Probably formally nine semester hours at the University of
14 Michigan, plus all the peripheral work associated with

15 laboratory courses at the University of Michigan.

3 16 Q Was this in 19607

17 A Yes.

18 Q Have you had any formal education in this area since 19607

3
19 A Formal meaning university, no; but on-the-job training

20 through working with test reactor facilities and

21 conducting radiation experiments myself at --

22 Q Have you published any articles in this area?

{} 23 A Probably about three dozen.

24 JUDGE SMITH: Three dozen?
'

25 THE WITNESS: Yes.
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1 BY MR. THOMAS:

2 Q What are your qualifications regarding assessment of

3 radiological impact during abnormal power plant
n
''

4 operations?

5 A I guess that might be best summarized in two publications

6 refereed in the Journal of Health Physics which prdvided
3

7 kernels for relating offsite dose to releases of various

8 nuclides under various atmospheric conditions.

9 Q Excuse me. Are these publications of yours?

3
10 A Yes.

11 Q Okay. In these -- are you saying in these publications

12 you state your qualifications in this area?

) 13 A No. I am saying that the work that I had done was

14 submitted to the journal for publication. It was refereed

15 by my peers, deemed suitable for publication and
3

16 published.*

17 Q Well, again, what are -- congratulations; but what are

18 your qualifications?

19 A I have a Master's Degree in Nuclear Engineering, if that's --

20 if you consider that to be a qualification. I have got

21 about 20 years of experience in various aspects of

22 radiation protection.

{} 23 Q Regarding the abnormal, have you ever been involved in any

24 nuclear power plant operation under accide'1t conditions?.

.

#
25 A No, I haven't.
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1 I might add, though, that I have been involved in a

# 2 number of emergency planning exercises and drills.

3 Q All right. Have you ever done any work in accident
,
'

4 analysis?

5 A Yes.

6 Q What type of work?

7 A Radiological dose assessments, for example, provided in

8 Chapter 15 of the Byron FSAR are mine.

9 Q To your knowledge, are you the most qualified person
1

10 regarding the radiological impact of radionuclides during

11 abnormal power plant operations as far as Commonwealth

12 Edison is concerned?
) (_) 13 A You are attempting to heap great laurels upon me.

14 (Laughter.)

15 Q I am not attempting to do anything. I am simply asking

16 you.

17 A I have -- the methodology that was described in those two

18 health physics articles dose form the basis for

3
19 commonwealth Edison's accident radiological dose

20 assessment that is included as part of their emergency

21 plans, if that's what you mean, yes.

22 Q Is there anybody else that you know of in the company or I

(' }) 23 involved with Byron that has greater qualifications than

24 you in this area?

25 JUDGE SMITH: That area being?7s

l-)
|
|
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1 MR. THOMAS: That area being the radiological

) 2 impact of radionuclides released during abnormal power

3 plant operations.
7
~

4 A My peers may be upset at the answer, but let me say that I

5 am a key person in this area.

6 JUDGE SMITH: You are a key person?
3

7 THE WITNESS: A key person.

8 MR. THOMAS: Excuse me, your Honor, just a

9 minute.

10 BY MR. THOMAS:

11 Q Referring to 12.3-3 of the FSAR, the page number there,

12 under the heading, " Draining and Flushing Capability of

) 13 Equipment," at several points there -- for example, the

14 third paragraph and the fourth paragraph -- you indicate,

15 "Where practicable," for example, " equipment is selected

16 and the design reviewed to assure that there are no

17 obvious ledges or pockets where radioactivity may be
1

18 trapped or accumula~ced."

)
19 What is done when that is not practicable?

20 A It depends on what flexibility we have in the design of a

21 specific piece of equipment.

3
22 If we are constructing tanks, those features will be

(]) 23 explicitly required.

24 Q You said if we are what --
)

25 A Constructing.

O
.
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1 Q Okay; tanks.

) 2 A Then those features will be explicitly required.

3 If other package facilities are being purchased on
Q

4 specific performance, ALARA considerations will be in<

5 -there; and, again, we will do the best job that we can to

6 attempt to eliminate any crud traps.-

. )
7 Q With regard to the -- strike that.

8 JUDGE SMITH: In your cross examination this

9 morning, the parties have to bear in mind that time has to,

10 be allowed for the Board's questions.

11 MR. THOMAS: Yes, I understand. That's why I am

12 striking that line of questioning.

() 13 I have completed my cross examination.

14 MR. RAWSON: Judge, I have two very brief

'

15 follow-up questions.

16 CROSS-EXAMINATION ON BEHALF

j 17 0F NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

18 BY MR. RAWSON
.)

19 Q Mr. Lahti, when you were asked a question by Mr. Thomas

20 about ALARA aspects of spent fuel transfer, and in the

21 course of discussing an incident at Trojan, you used the

D
22 phrase " workers got a shine."

(]) 23 Can you explain for the record your use of the term

24 " shine"?
)

25 A Radiation was transmitted up through a narrow gap between

O
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1 the bulk concrete in the containment and the very

2 containment wall. Radiation passage up through this

3 narrow pathway simulated an optical light shine up through

3
4 and is what attracted the workers there.

5 Q Thank you, sir.

6 You were also asked a couple of questions with

3
7 relation to a survey of radiation leaks.

8 Are you aware of any technical specific requirements

9 to be in place at the Byron station relating to a start-up

)
10 survey for radiation leakage?

11 A To the best of my recollection, I think there is a TECH

12 SPEC requirement to survey bulk shielding at several

() 13 levels of power.

14 Q And is that something that will be done as part of the low
!

15 power testing program, if you know?

16 A Yes.

17 MR. RAWSON: Thank you, sir.

18 Nothing further.

19 BOARD EXAMINATION

20 BY JUDGE COLE:

21 Q Mr. Lahti, really, just one question, possibly followed by

) 22 another, depending upon your answer.;

() 23 How does Sargent & Lundy assure that their balance

24 of plant designs result in designs that really result in

a
: 25 doses that are as low as reasonably achievable?
! ()
|
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1 A We develop design criteria at the onset of a project

2 stating the many principles of how a plant should be

3 designed to keep things ALARA.

)
4 Our mechanical designers are educated to these

5 points. My shielding staff is educated in these points.

6 Then, further, we do conduct an independent ALARA
)

7 review of the design at various stages in the plant

8 design.

9 For example, we will do this, one of these, at near
)

10 CP stage, one at an intermediate stage and one as we

11 approach OL.
,

12 For the Byron station we did conduct these, to the

( 13 best of my recollection, one in 1975, one in 1977 or 1978,

14 and one we have completed just recently.

15 Q All right, sir.

)
16 Sargent & Lundy has been involved in the balance of

17 plant designs for a number of nuclear power stations.

18 Do you know how many, Mr. Lahti?

19 A I --

20 Q Roughly.

21 A Probably two dozen or so.

22 We have seven stations currently in the design

(']) 23 stage, plus continuing backfit and service work on several

24 operating stations.

)
25 Q Is there any kind of a feedback program from these past |-s

U
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(~} 2 A Yes. We continually get feedback from the field relating
3 to these kinds of radiation protection problems.

)
4 One good example I like to cite is our choice of

5 removable shield walls, for example.
,

6 We got a call from one of the stations indicating
3

7 that this -- in the early days, the so-called removable

8 shield wall was stacked, mortared, concrete block and had

9 to be removed with jackhammers.
)

10 As the wall became thinner, the radiation became

11 higher and there were a lot of man hours tied up, and we
12 got some comments back that your removable shield wall is

() 13 not really too removable.

14 Q It wasn't their idea of' removable.
15 A So since that time we have developed, for example,
16 criteria, which I don't recall the numbers offhand, but

17 something to the effect if an area needs to be accessed

18 several times a year, we will make a hinged door. If
3

19 it's, perhaps, once year, we will make a stepped plug that

20 can be removed by a fork truck or something. If it's less

21 than once a year, we will make it of unmortared, stacked,
3

22 staggered block.

{} 23 That's typical of the kind of things that will occur

| 24 from feedback.

')'

25 Q All right, sir.()
|
{

,
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1 Are you one of the principals at Sargent & Lundy

2 that is involved in assuring that the balance of plants

3 design are ALARA?

4 A Yes.

5 Q How much of your time do you spend looking at other

6 designs and visiting other plants to check to make sure
3

7 that these designs are, in fact, ALARA?

8 A When you say "other plants," do you meanother than Sargent

9 & Lundy's plants?

10 Q Any other plants, whether they are Sargent & Lundy or

11 other, to try to identify problem areas.

12 A We have sent people to other stations, both of our design

13 and others, on general visits and walk-throughs,

14 particularly helpful to walk through with health physics

15 staff.

16 Many times problems don't come through channels, but

17 by making a walk-through with station personnel, they will

18 say, " Hey, look at this. Let's do something about it."

19 JUDGE COLE: All right, sir. Thank you.

20 That is all.,

!

21 JUDGE CALLIHAN: I have no questions.
)

22 JUDGE SMITH: Is there any additional cross upon

23 the Board questions?

24 MR. THOMAS: I don't know whether this can

25 fairly be considered based upon the Board's questions.
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1 JUDGE SMITH: All right. Ask it.

) 2 MR. THOMAS: It's a general questio'

3 CROSS EXAMINATION

4 (Continuing.)

5 BY MR. THOMAS:

6 Q How is cost factored into .t e of plant design
7-

7 considerations as far as concerned?

8 A It is not on a formal basis.

9 Q But on an informal basis how is it done?
)

10 A I don't ever recall any time when we have made a design

11 change recommendation for ALARA that it was not

12 considered.

( 13 JUDGE COLE: I am sorry. I didn't hear that.

14 THE WITNESS: I don't recall any time that we

15 have made a recommendation for an ALARA consideration that

16 it has been summarily refused.

17 JUDGE COLE: Oh, okay-

18 On the basis of cost or any other basis?

-)
19 THE WITNESS: Yes, or any other basis, for that

|

20 matter.

21 BY MR. THOMAS:
')' 22 Q Are there any other specific dollar guidelines or figures

() 23 used in terms of calculating the design considerations?

24 A No.

25 MR. THOMAS: That is all I have.
)
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1 JUDGE SMITH: Ms. Herrin, do you have redirect?

2 MS. HERRIN: Yes, I believe I just have one

3 question.

)
4 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

5
.

BY MS. HERRIN:

6 Q Mr. Lahti, do you remember you were asked several
)

7 questions about radiation decontamination at Byron?

8 A Yes.

9 Q I think it was referred to on Page 12 3-16.
3
'

10 A Yes.

11 Q At what point would you expect this station

12 decontamination to occur, how many years in the future?

p)s
'

(_ 13 A Probably mid-life, 20 years from start of operation.

14 MS. HERRIN: Thank you, sir.

1" BOARD EXAMINATION
-

16 BY JUDGE SMITH:

17 Q Is this a single event or is it some time during the

18 lifetime of the operation you can expect each component of

19 the plant to be subject to decontamination?

i 20 A Again, it depends on the buildup within particular systems

21 or subsystems.

)
22 Dresden 1 is really the first whole plant

| (' }) 23 decontamination that is being considered.

| 24 Q But it's more of a design basis concept than it is an
'

25 operational consideration?7s

| U
l
i
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1 A Wait. The decision to decontaminate?

2 Q Yes.

3 A The decision to decontaminate is an operational

4 consideration.

5 Q And your approach to it is you are making design basis

6 decisions under the assumption there will be an

7 operational need for decontamination?

8 A Or the other way; that the facilities we have provided can

9 be easily utilized to facilitate decontamination.
'

10 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. Anything further?

11 THE WITNESS: No?

12 (No response.)

'

13 JUDGE SMITH: Okay. Thank you.

14 THE WITNESS: Thank you.

15 (Witness excused.)

16 MR. RAWSON: Judge Smith, at this time the Staff

17 calls as its remaining witnesses on these contentions

18 Michael A. Lamastra and Dr. Edward F. Branagan, Jr.

19 JUDGE SMITH: Gentlemen, may I administer the

20 oath, please?

21 (Witnesses sworn.)
'

22 MICHAEL A. LAMASTRA

23 EDWARD F. BRANAGAN, JR.

24 called as witnesses by counsel for the Nuclear Regulatory

25 Commission, having first been duly sworn by the Chairman,p
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1 were examined and testified as follows:

2 DIRECT EXAMINATION

3 BY MR. RAWSON
)

4 Q Gentlemen, would you each of you state your name for the

5 record?

6 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Michael A. Lamastra.
)

7 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) My name is Edward F. Branagan, Jr.

8 Q By whom are you employed and in in what positions?

9 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
s
'

10 Radiological Assessment Branch.

11 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN). I am employed as a health physicist

12 in the Radiological Assessment Branch.

( 13 Q Do you have before you a copy of the prefiled testimony

14 for the Staff on these Contentions 42, 111 and 112?

15 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes.

16 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Yes.

17 MR. RAWSON: Judge Smith, if I may take a

18 moment, there have been some changes.

19 Mr. Skelton has already appeared and his testimony ,

20 has been admitted.

21 In addition, as I informed the Board last week, John

>
22 J. Hayes, Jr., has withdrawn from the Staff's panel on |

l
I() 23 this subject.

24 If I may take a moment, it may be useful for all the

25 parties to know what exactly the testimony is that we will

,
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1 be introducing at this point.
i

2 The testimony, as I will give it to the reporter in

3 just a minute, consists of a cover page, one summary page,
3

4 Pages 1 through 17, Substitute Pages 18 A, 19 A, 20 A, a

5 reference page --

6 JUDGE SMITH: Substitute for what?
O

7 MR. RAWSON: I am sorry, Judge.

8 As we announced last week, we would not be producing

9 Pages 18 through 26 of the original _y prefiled testimony.
's
~

10 Instead, substitute those three pages indicated with A's.

11 Those were distributed to the Board and parties on

12 Monday.

) 13 After Page 20 A is a reference page, followed by the

14 professional qualifications of Mr. Lamastra, the

15 professional qualifications of Dr. Branagan, the
3'

16 professional qualifications of Mr. Skelton and then

17 attachments A, B, C , D , E, F, G, H.

18 There is not an Attachment I because of the
19 withdrawal of Mr. Hayes, and Attachment J, which was again
20 submitted to the Board and the parties on Monday

21 JUDGE SMITH: The reporter has a conformed copy?
J

22 MR. RAWSON: The reporter will shortly have a

(]) 23 conformed copy.

24 We have a few corrections to be made.
.

''

25 BY MR. RAWSON:

-
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1 Q Gentlemen, did each of you prepare the portions of the

2 Staff testimony as indicated by your names respectively in,
/

3 the answers?

4 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes.

5 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Yes.

6 Q Are your professional qualifications attached to the
3

7 Staff's testimony?

8 A (WI*fNESS LAMASTRA) Yes.

9 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Yes, they are.
3

10 Q Are there any corrections or changes which you wish to

11 make to those professional qualifications?

12 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes, I do.

() 13 On the cover page, John J. Hayes, Jr. --

14 Q I am sorry.

15 To your professional qualifications, Mr. Lamastra,

16 any changes there?

17 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) No.

18 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) None here.
J

19 Q Are they true and correct as submitted?

20 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes.

21 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Yes.
0

22 Q Are there any corrections or changes which you wish to,

() 23 make to the prefiled testimony?

24 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) I have changes.

25 Q Mr. Lamastra, would you begin, please?

) SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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i' 1 A The cover page, the name John J. Hayes, Jr., should be

2 removed.>

3 On the summary page, Item No. 4, after the word
:s

4 " established," the following should be inserted, "in-plant

5 radiation monitoring to keep workers' doses ALARA."

6 Everything following, " Established" should be struck,
b

7 removed.
.

8 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Would you recite that again,

9 please, Mr. Lamastra?

10 (WITNESS LAMASTRA): Okay. On the summary page,

11 Item No. 4, following the word " established," the
,

12 following should be inserted, "in-plant radiation

f() 13 monitoring to keep workers' doses ALARA."

14 JUDGE COLE: And strike everything after that?
'

15 (WITNESS LAMASTRA): Strike everything after

16 that.

17 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) On Page 1, John J. Hayes, Jr., should

18 be removed.

19 On Page 1, Answer A 1, the two sentences starting

20 with, "I, John J. Hayes, Jr.," should be removed.

21 JUDGE SMITH: The next sentence should be

22 removed -- two sentences should be removed?

} 23 JUDGE COLE: Yes.

24 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) (Continuing.) On Page 3, Answer 4,

/ 25 sixth line down from the top, the sentence beginning, "I
}

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 prepared" --

2 JUDGE SMITH: Excuse me. This is going to be on0,

3 the reporter's conformed copy?
a
'

4 MR. RAWSON: Yes, it is already marked on the

5 reporter's conformed copy.

6 JUDGE SMITH: There is no point in doing this on
a
'

7 the record then.

8 All right. Go ahead. Proceed.

9 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Okay. The sentence beginning "I
O

10 prepared that" --

11 JUDGE SMITH: Excuse me.

12 There is no point in people making the corrections

() 13 on the record since you are going to have a conformed

14 copy.

15 MR. RAWSON: Judge, if I may -- there is one
0

16 sentence of substance being added.

17 If I can just have Mr. Lamastra make that change on
i 18 Page 3 and one other change, then we will proceed.
>>

19 JUDGE SMITH: That is not in the conformed copy?

20 The whole point is I don't like to read through all

21 of this stuff when I don't have to when it's going to be
)

22 in the written testimony.

} 23 MR. RAWSON: That is fine, Judge.

24- JUDGE SMITH: It will be in the written part?
'

25 MR. RAWSON: Yes, sir.

SCNNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 JUDGE SMITH: All we are doing is conforming our

2 working copies now."

3 MR. RAWSON: But we have to have it.

4 JUDGE SMITH: Off the record.

5 (There followed a discussion outside the

6 record.)-

7 JUDGE SMITH: Back on the record.

8 Are those all the changes then?

9 MR. RAWSON: Yes.
J

10 JUDGE SMITH: Back on the record.

11 BY MR. RAWSON:

12 Q Gentlemen, with all of those corrections to your testimony

( 13 is it true and correct and do you adopt it as your

14 testimony in this proceeding?

15 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes.
)

16 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Yes.

17 MR. RAWSON: At this time the Staff would ask

18 that the prefiled testimony would be incorporated and

)
19 bound into the transcript as if read.

20 MR. THOMAS: No objection.

21 JUDGE SMITH: The testimony is received.

22

() 23 (The documents referred to, the prepared

! 24 testimony of Michael A. Lamastra and

)
25 Edward F. Branagan, Jr., received in

s

!) SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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SUMMARY

.O
The following testimony addresses League Contention 42, 111 and 112

.

O which reiete seaereiiy to the sub3ect of AtARA end onsite radiation -

monitoring. The principal points made in this testimony are as follows:
O

1. Appropriate steps have or will be taken in accordance with NRC
regulations and regulatory guidance to control radiation doses to
transient workers and to keep occupational exposures ALARA.

2. Appropriate and conservative risk estimators have been used in
O estimating health effects which may occur as a result of

occupational exposure at Byron.

3. Applicant's design, record-keeping, training and education programs
meet NRC regulatory requirements relating to radiation exposure,

iJ-7444 f -174Pt *9 flo e)
:O 4. Applicant has established adequatep onitoring of r:dic::ti e

embe4 ens to keep radi;tica ir;:.lqALARA.and " ccr.fc.e..ce ,,ittr
-10 Cf", ":rt 50, Appendi- L snraru ' p.s45

oO

:O
.

O

:O

O
O

1
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
'O NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

O BEr0ae TsE ATOMI: SArETv AND tICEnSING BOAaD-

O In the Matter of )

COMMONWEALTH EDIS0N COMPANY Docket Nos. 50-454
) 50-455

(Byron Station, Units 1 and 2) )

O
NRC STAFF TESTIMONY OF MICHAEL A. LAMASTRA,

EDWARD F. EMANAGAN , JR. , J^"" J. " AYES , J". ,,

AND ROBERT F. SKELTON ON LEAGUE CONTENTIONS 42, 111 AND 112
,

:O Q.1. Please state your names and positions with the NRC?

A.1. (Panel)

I, Michael A. Lamastra, am a Health Physicist in the Radiation

OQ Protection Section of the Radiological Assessment Branch. A

copy of my professional qualifications is attached.

I, Edward F. Branagan, Jr., am a Health Physicist in the

10 Radiological Impact Section of the Radiological Assessment

Branch. A copy of my professional qualifications is attached.

I, Jcb J. ";yc;, Jr. , = ; telcar Eni;ineer ir. the

.O m teorelegy 3na rrrinent Treatment gr;7,ch. A c;py of my-e

, prefaccinnal analificatient it :tt:ched.
1

I, Robert F. Skelton, ara a Plar.t Protection Analyst in the

:O Power Reactor Safeguards Licensing Branch, Division of

Safeguards. A copy of my professonal qualifications is
,

attached.
,

:O

Q.2. What is the purpose of your testimony?

O

. - . __ --_. , . . - _ . - . _ - . _ _ _ _
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A.2. (Panel) .

:O
The purpose of our testimony is to provide the Staff position

O ie response to tee 9ue Contentions 42. 111 and 112 reiatino

generally to ALARA and radiation monitoring onsite. Copies of
.O

these contentions are attached to this testimony.

(AttachmentA).

.O
Q.3. With respect to League Contention 42, what consideration, if

any, has been given by the Staff to the use of temporary,

transient workers by the Applicant in order to reduce overall
.O

worker doses?

A 3. (Lamastra)

During shutdown for refueling and/or special maintenance work,
Oq
L the Applicant may obtain the temporary services of transient4

workers. The Applicant will be required to control the

quarterly doses to these transient workers in accordance with
,;O

the provision of 10 CFR 5 20.102. Pursuant to 10 CFR

% 20.102, a licensee shall require any individual, prior to

first entry into a restricted area under circumstances in
O

which that individual could receive, in any period of one

calendar quarter an occupational dose in excess of 25 percent

of the applicable standards specified ir. 10 CFR 20.101 and
,0

20.104, to disclose in a written signed statement either that

the individual had no prior occupational dose during the

I current calendar quarter or the nature and amount of such

exposure. 10 CFR 20.101 provides that, before permitting any

|O

_
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.
individuel in a restricted area to receive a whole body

O
occupational dose in excess of the standard specified in 10

O crR20.10ica)sutwithiatheiimitsof10cFR20.i0 ice),a
,

licenseeshallobtainacertificationonFormNRC-4(AttachmentB)
O

or signed statement from the individual containing all the
'

information required in Form NRC-4.

O
Q.4. What is the annual onsite design dose for the Byron station?

A.4. (Lamastra)

In section 12.4 of the FSAR for Byron (prior to Amendment #40),

the applicant estimated a design dose of 500 person-rems per

unit. In section 12.4 of NUREG-0876, " Safety Evaluation

Report Related to the Operation of Byron Station Unit 1 and 2"
OAV ("SER"),theStafffoundtheApplicant'sestimateddesigndose

th As
acceptable. I prepared that SER section and adopt it a part of3 3

my testimony in this proceeding. In Amendment No. 40 of the
:O

FSAR, dated November 1982 the Applicant revised its estimate

i for Byron's design dose to 400 person-rems per unit. I have

reviewed the Applicant's revised dose assessment and conclude
O

that it meets the intent of the Standard Review Plan, is

equivalent to the dose estimate of currently operating PWRs,

and is acceptabic.

(] Q.E. What provides the Staff with reasonable assurance that the

Byron design will provide safe operation with respect to

low-level radiation hazards?

O

u . _
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A.5. (Lamastra)

The applicant has provided a comitment in the FSAR to ensure

C that Byron will be desionci and operated in a manner consistent

with the guidance of Regulatory Guide 8.8, "Information Rele-
O vant to Ensuring That Occupational Radiation Exposure At Nuclear

Power Stations Will Be As low As Is Reasonably Achievable"

(Attachment C) and +be Regulatory Guide 8.10 "Operatinq

! Philosophy for Maintainina Occupational Radiation Exposures As

low As Is Reasonably Achievable" (Attachment D). The Byron
'

plant has been designed using the ALARA policy and the Appli-

cant and architect-engineer have continued to review, update,

and modify the plant desion during plant construction using

ALARA guidelines. The applicant's ALARA design procedure is

OO described in its response to NRC Ouestion 331.3 (Attachment E).

Q.6. What health effects might occur as a result of occupational

exposure at Byron?

A.6. (Branagan)

A discussion of potential health effects to occupationally
io

exposed persons is presented in section 5.9.3.1 of the Byron

FES (NUREG-0848). I, Edward F. Branaaan, ilr., have reviewed

that portion of the FES concerning occupational exposure

(i.e., pp. 5-22 to 5-25) and adopt it as part of my testimony.

10

'O

9
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The following risk estimators were used to estimate health
O

effects: 135 potential deaths from cancer per million

O gerson-rems and 258 poteatia, cases of aii fo ms of senetic

disorders per million person-rems.
'O

.

The risk of potential fatal cancers in the exposed work-force
O

population at the Byron facility and the risk of potential

genetic disorders in all future generations of this work-force

population, is estimated as follows: multiplying the annual
O

plant-worker-population dose (about 440 person-rems per reactor

unit) by the risk estimators, the staff estimates that about

0.06 cancer deaths may occur in the total exposed population

'O O and about 0.11 genetic disorders may occur in all future

generations of the same exposed population. The value of 0.06

cancer deaths means that the probability of one cancer death
'O

over the life-time of the entire work-force as a result of one;

year of reactor operation is about 6 chances in 100. The value

of 0.11 genetic disorders in all future generations of the
O'

entire work-force as a result of one year of reactor operation
| is about 11 chances in 100.

.O
Q.7. What is the basis for the risk estimators used in the FES and

in this testimony?

O

l

|0
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A.7. (Branagan)
g

The Staff's estimates are based on information compiled by the

O netionai acedemy of Scieace's advisory co eittee on the

Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR I). (Ref.1).
The estimates of the risks to workers and the general public

are based on conservative assumptions (that is, the estimates

are probably higher than the actual number).
.O

The cancer-mortality risk estimates are based on the " absolute

risk" model described in BEIR I. Higher estimates can be
O

developed by use of the " relative risk" model along with the

assumption that risk prevails for the duration of life. Use

of the " relative risk" model would produce risk values up to
.O O about four times greater than those used in this testimony.

The Staff regards the use of the " relative risk" model values

as a reasonable upper limit of the range of uncertainty. The
'O

lower limit of the range would be zero because health effects

have not been detected at doses in this dose-rate range. The

number of potential non-fatal cancers would be approximately

;O
:

1.5 to 2 times the number of potential fatal cancers. Values
i

| for genetic risk estimators range from 60 to 1500 potential

| cases of all forms of genetic disorders over all future
;O

generations per million person-rr.ms (derived from BEIR I).

O!

;

:O

O
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0.8. Are the risk estimators that were used in the FES consistent
O"'

with the values recommended by the ma,ior radiation protection

O eraa#42 tio"s7

A.8. (Branagan)

O '

Yes. The somatic risk estimator for exposure of the whole body

that were used in the FES are compared with risk estimators

from other sources of information in Table 1 of this testimony.

(Attachment F). The risk estimators that are compared in Table

1 include values from the BEIR I Report, the National Academy

of Sciences BEIR III Report which was published in 1980, the
'O

International Comission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), the

National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements

(NCRP), and the United Nations Scientific Comittee on the

Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR). (Refs. 2-7). These

oraanizations represent the views of the overwhelming ma,iority

of the members of the scientific community. The risk

estimators used in the FES are consistent with the values from

these other sources of information.

0.9. Does the available evidence indicate that the use of temporary

workers for compliance with NRC regulations increases the

risk of health effects by spreading a given quantity of dose

over a larger number of workers?

A.9. (Branagan)
s_/

No. The Staff's position is that conservative values of

health risk estimators are obtained for low-LET (linear energy

!O l

1
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transfer) radiation at low doses and low dose rates by a linear
:O

extrapolation from measured values at intermediate-to-high I

O deses end dose retes down to the natureily-occurria9

spontaneous incidence (i.e., at zero dose). This position is
.O

consistent with the recommendations of the major radiation

protection organizations. Based on the use of the linear

non-threshold model, the spreading of a given quantity of dose
O

over a larger number of workers would not increase the overall

risk of health effects. Moduin, /r spoon 2t dortv rddf
fML 10146 po.14 par A 'PArtfMM77 675 MAY T/ w Dod

fMC MantlK of wnritt.s WWfo77MtJ6- THC 65.
Q.10. Is the linear non-threshold model a conservative model to

use for evaluatino potential health impacts from radiation

associated with the %ron facility?

O pJ
A.10. (Branagan)

Yes. In regard to the use of the linear non-threshold model,

the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
O

(NCRP) cautions that:

(Llinear interpolation between the naturally occurring
,

I spontaneous incidence and the incidence observed
I following exposure at intermediate-to-high doses and dose
~O rates generally overestimates the risk of low-LET

radiation at low doses and low dose rates. This
observation has also been incorporated in reports by the
ICRP (1977), NCRP (1975), and UNSCEAR (1977), (Ref. 7).

j Essentially all of the whole body doses to plant workers are
tO

due to low-LET radiation.

O
.O

O

_ _
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0.11. Do the best current estimates concerning the health effects of

-O
low level radiation indicate that the risk is as high as one lethal

O ceacer ner 1ooo aersaa-rems 2

A.11. (Branagan)
O

No. The Staff has estimated that a reasonable upper limit to

the range of uncertainty in the cancer-mortality risk estimator is

about 0.5 potential fatal cancers per 1000 person-rems. A value of

-O'

1 potential fatal cancer per 1000 person-rems is very unlikely.

Q.12. Why is the routine person-rem per year estimate for Byron
'O

acceptable under ALARA criteria?

A.12. (Lamastra)

.O () The Staff has reviewed Byron's radiation protection /ALARAw

proaram using the acceptance criteria stated in the Standard

Review Plan (NUREG ngo0), section 12. Specifically, the Staff
O

assured that occupational radiation doses will be maintained

ALARA by evaluating the Applicant's conformance with the

provisions of Regulatory Guide 8.8. Special attention was

:O
qiven in our licensing review to:

1. management policy arid crganization;
.O

2. personnel qualifications and training;

3. design of facilities and equipment;

4. radiationcontrolprogram, plans,andpro/edures;and

O

- - - . . . . .-._ .-. --
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5. availability of supporting equipment,
'O instrumentation, and facilities.

O 11 1s the Steff s conciusion es documented 4n Section 12 of

the SER that Byron's radiation protection /ALARA program meets

the acceptance criteria stated in section 12 of NUREG-0800.

. Q.13. Has a design dose been considered for the inspection and
O

replacement of steam generators?

A.13. (Lamastra)

No. The Applicant has not specifically estimated a design dose

for the inspection and replacement of steam generators. The

expected dose to plant workers perfonning steam generator

:00 inspections would be included in the routine inspection dose

estimate of 300 person-rems listed in Table 12.4-3 of the FSAR

for both units. The dose for steam generator replacement, if

required, would be considered special maintenance. In Table

12.4-3 of the FSAR, the Applicant using historical data
$

estimatesthattherewillbe300 person-remsperyearof
O

special maintenance for both units. The Staff finds the

Applicant's use of historical data for estimating special

maintenance doses reasonable. However, as noted in section

5.9.3.1 of Byron's FES, some plants require a higher than

Q average amount of special maintenance (including replacement

O

'O
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of steam generators), and may experience annual average
O

lifetime doses as high as 1300 person-rems.

O -

Q.14. Is the Staff satisfied that the applicant will have an

adequate health physics staff in place to provide necessary

radiation protection services? Explain.

A.14. (Lamastra)

Yes. The Staff has reviewed the qualifications of the

Radiation / Chemical Supervisor and found him to meet the criteria

for a Radiation Protection Manager as listed in Regulatory Guide

1.8, " Personnel Selection and Training." The Applicant has also

proposed implementing a training and qualification program for

health physics technicians that meets the criteria of ANSI
OO 18.1, " Selection and Training of Nuclear Power Plant

Personnel." As stated in Section 12.5 of the SER, the Staff

= finds this comitment acceptable.
:O

Q.15. Is there an increased risk of sabotage by allowing additional

personnel on the site?
.O:

A.15. (Skelton)

While there is a potential increase in risk of sabotage

associated with the additional perscr.nel allos.co on site, the

Staff believes the overall risk is still small provided

Q appropriate regulatory requirements are satisfied. In this

.

regard, we have reviewed the Byron Nuclear Power Station's

fPhysical Security Plan (Rev. f , dated y , 1982) and
1 canen sfpainoin n

O

.. - -
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determined that the licensee has comitted to implement the
'O

prescriptive requirements of 10 CFR 73.55(b) through (h).

O nese 4nciude e-ng other things-

O
Access Controls

- identification & picture badge system
'

search of individuals for firearms & explosives-

vehicle searches-

delivered package & material identification and-

search

O escort of visitors-

pre-employment screening for all employees who have-

unescorted access

screening for contractor employees who have-

OO unescorted access

Protection of Vital Equipment

located behind a second barrier-

;O
access further limited to performance of duties-

- locking and alarming areas that contain vital
equipment

:O - special controls for containment during refueling
and maintenance

O

O
O-

O
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Also, the Physical Security Plan contains a specific chapter 1

.O !

which deals with " Security Measures During Maintenance,

O Refueiing and Me3er nodificet4 ens.- This chepter conteins

additional commitments to specifically deal with activities
O

which require additional personnel. Because of these

commitments, it has been determined that the security plan

provides the necessary measures to protect against any
.O

potential increased risks caused by these additional persons.
.

8

It is the Staff's position that a Security Plan that satisfies

'

thespecificrequirementsof73.55(b)-(h)alsosatisfiesthe

General Performance Objective of providing high assurance that

operation of the reactor would not constitute an unreasonable

'OO risk to public safety. The Staff is satisfied that the

Applicant's Security Plans are adequate to minimize any

.

potential increase in the risk of sabotage associated with the
O

use of temporary workers onsite at the Byron Station.

Q.16. Can you summarize the NRC Staff conclusion regarding
O

Contention 42?
,

i

A.16. (Lamastra)

Yes. As stated in Section 12.5 of the SER, the Staff finds
|O|

that the radiation protection design and program described in the

] FSAR for Byron are in accordance with the criteria of the

Standard Review Plan and Regulatory Guides 8.8 and 8.10 and are

acceptable.
,

t

iO

..
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Q.17. With respect to League Contention 112, do NRC regulationsO
require occupational doses to workers to be as low as achievable?

A.17. (1.amastra)

No. 10 CFR Part 20 allows a career average of 5 rem per yearg
(under certain circumstances, the provisions of _10 CFR Part 20

would permit an individual to receive up to 12 rem in a given
;

year). H wever, 10 CFR 20.1(c) specifies that radiation
O

exposures should be "As low As Reasonably Achievable" (ALARA).

Q.18. What consideration has been given by the Staff to the adequacyO
of the Applicant's worker ALARA program?

A.18. (Lamastra)

:O O The Staff evaluated the Applicant's radiation safety /ALARA

program contained in their FSAR using the criteria of

Standard Review Plan Section 12. The results of this evaluation

are presented in Section 12 of the SER. It is the Staff's'O
conclusion that the radiation protection measures incorporated

into the plant design will provide reasonable assurance that

occupational doses will be maintained ALARA and below the

limits of 10 CFR 20.

jO Q.19. Have appropriate preventive measures been taken to reduce

doses? Explain. '

O ^.19. (temestre)

Yes, as explained in the Answer to Question 5 above. As part
O

.

of the Applicant's comitment to implement Regulatory Guide 8.8,

:O
.,

, , , - , , , ----,-n. - - ~ - - - , , -

-
.
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the Byron plant design has been continually reviewed during the
.O

construction phase to ensure that occupational radiation doses

h will be ALARA. This design review was performed by Westinghouse

and the architect-engineer, Sargent and Lundy. The ALARA design
'O

review included access control, radiation shielding, and

control of airborne contamination. A description of the

Applicant ALARA design procedure is present in the Applicant's
O

response to NRC Question 331.3 (Attachment E).

0.?0. With respect to Contention 112(a), has the design of Byron been
;O

modified in any way to respond to "new evidence on low levels

of radiation"?

A.20. (Lamastra)
OO

The Staff is not aware of any plant design chances proposed byv

the applicant to respond to alleged "new evidence on low

levels of radiation."
:O

Q.21. With respect to Contention 11?(b), is Edison's record-keeping

adequate to evaluate cumulative wcrker exposures from Byron
:O

and other area nuclear facilities?

A.21. (Lamastra)

Yes. In order tr> meet the requirements of 10 CFR g 20.401,
'O

which requires all the information listed on Form NRC-5

(Attachment G) to be recorded, the Applicant has committed to

follow the cuidance of Regulatory Guide 8.7, " Occupational
-O

Radiation Exposure Records System" in developing its

_

i O

i
__- _ _ _ _ . . .
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occupational records system and to record doses by tasks to

provide feedback information for ALARA reviews. Reculatory

Gbide 8.7 endorses, as modified, ANSI 13.6-1966 (R 1972),

"American National Standard Practice for Occupational

Radiation Exposure Records System" ANSI 13.6 requires, in

part, the following:

:O
1. positive identification of individuals;

2. a summary of prior radiation exposure received by an

individual;

3. radiation exposure received by individuals at other

installations during current employment;

4. identification of the type of dosimeters used;
!OQ 5. radiation exposure received by individuals at the

facilities (x-ray, gama, beta, and neutron);

. 6. a record of bioassav data; and
O

~

7. a record of bioassay data interpretation.

I The Applicant's exposure tracking by task system is described
:O

in their response to NRC Ouestion 331.32 (Attachment Hl. This

commitment is suffir4nt to meet the requirements of 10 CFR

| Part 20 and is acceptable to the NRC SNff.

O 0.22. With respect to Contention 112(c), is Edison's training

program adequate to minimize radiation doses, particularly as

it relates to transient or temporary workers?
;

i

|O

_ . _ . _ . . - - _ . __ _. _ ____ __
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A.22. (Lamastra)

Yes. The Applicant intends to meet the requirement of 10 CFR

f 19.12 and Regulatory Guide 8.8 by providing training to each

individual so that he is capable of carrying out his

responsibility for maintaining his own dose Al. ARA. The

Applicant has committed that plant personnel, including

contract personnel, will receive generci employee radiation

protection training and other specific radiation protection

training depending on his assigned duties within the plant.

:O
Regulatory Guide 8.13, " Instruction Concerning Prenatal

Radiation Exposure," Regulatory Guide 8.27, " Radiation Protection

Training for Personnel at Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Plants,"
*O and Regulatory Guide 8.29, " Instruction Cocnerning Risks for

Occupational Radiation Exposure" describe radiation protection

and biological risk training programs acceptable to the Staff

2 to meet the requirements of 10 CFR $ 19.12. The Applicant's

training program will be routinely ev,aluated by NRC inspection

personnel against the Staff criteria to ensure compliance with;

;O
10 CFR 5 19.12.

.

Q.23. With respect to content. ion 112(d), is there any program at

Edison to limit higher deses only to volunteers or older

O workers? Is such a program advisable?

;O

lO

.. . -- -- -
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A.23. (Lamastra)
'O

The Staff is not aware of any program at Edison to limit

O hisher doses to volunteers or oider workers durins norme,

i operations of the Byron plant. It is the NRC Staff position
iO
j that current NRC occupational dose and ALARA criteria listed

in 10 CFR Part 20 and Regulatory Guide 8.8, together with

worker training requirements in 10 CFR 519.12, are c' equate

to reduce the risk to workers' health and safety.

Q.24. With respect to Contention 112(e), is the Applicant's
O;

education program for workers adequate to ensure their

cooperation in reducing doses?

A.24. (Lamastra)
OQ

The Applicant's training program is sufficient to meet NRC
.

regulatory requirements and should ensure that workers

understand the potential risk of radiation exposure.
,O-

Can[yousummarizetheNRCStaffconclusionregardingQ.25.

Contention 1127
.Oi
'

A.25. (Lamastra)

The Staff fiids that the Applicant has designcd and intends to

|g operate ti e Byron nuclear power station in a manner that will

keep plant personnel doses ALARA.

IO
Q.26A. With respect to League Contention 111, has the Sta'ff evaluated,g

Applicant's in-plant monitoring of radiation exposure to

workers?
!

! O

,

, . , _ _ _ . __ _ , - , _ . . . . , . . . . _ _ . . _ . . . _ _ . , , _ . . . . . . , . . . - , - - _ _ - - - _ - , . , - - --. .
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A.26A. Yes. Sections 12.3.4, 12.5.2 and 12.5.3 of the SER discuss
O

the Applicant's area, radiation monitoring instrumentation,
OV airborne radioactivity monitoring instrumentation, radiation

survey equipment and personnel monitoring equipment. I
O

prepared these SER sections and adopt them as my testimony on

Contention 111. Copies of Sections 12.3.4, 12.5.2 and 12.5.3

- are attached as Attachment J.
;O

Q.27A. Please summarize the results of the Staff's review of

Applicant's in-plant monitoring program as reflected in SER

Sections 12.3.4, 12.5.2 and 12.5.3?

A.27A. The Applicant's in-plant monitoring system consists of:

-O O 1) fixed area radiation monitors designed to monitor and

record gamma radiation levels at selected locations within the

plant and to sound an alarm when fixed gamma levels are

reached; 2) fixed and portable continuous air monitors (CAMS)
.O
.

designed to detect 10 mpc-hours of particulate and iodine
'

radioactivity in any compartment that has a possibility of

containing airborne radioactivity and that may be occupied by

personnel; and 3) general radiation protection instrumentation '

such as portable radiation survey instruments, laboratory

;g equipment, air samplers, and respiratory protective equipment.

In addition, the Applicant intends to use film badges, thermo-

O luminescent dosimeters (1to) bedses eee penc4l desimeters to:
|

g measure external radiation dose to plant workers and to use

whole-body counts and other bioassay procedures to determine
i

!
,

O

:

- . _ _ _ - _ _
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internal dose to plant personnel. The staff evaluated the
!O

Applicant's in-plant system against the requirements of 10 CFR

Part 20, NUREG-0800 (Standard Review Plan), and Regulatory

.
Guides 8.8, 8.9 and 8.26 and found the system acceptable,

~

iO
:

| Q.28A. What is the Staff's conclusion with respect to League

. Contention' 111?
20

A.28A. The Staff's position is that the Applicant's in-plant radiation

monitoring system is sufficient'to meet the acceptance
,

criteria of Section 12 of NUREG-0800 and the requirements of
'

10 CFR Part 20 and is sufficient to ensure that worker
'

exposures will be ALARA.

oO

iO

,

io.

>
_

!O
J

i O
: O

;O

e
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Michael A. Lamastra*

Professional Qualifications
'

O Radiological Assessment Branch
Division of Systems Integration .

Q -

.

I am a Health Physicist in the Radiological Assessment Branch, Division of
Systems Integration, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

My formal education consists of an A.A. degree in Radiation Science from
Montgomery Community College in 1972, a B.S. degree in Physics from Towson4

: State College in 1974, and an M.S. degree in Radiological Health from the
University of Pittsburgh in 1975.

O .Before joining NRC, I served three years as a partime employee of the Radiation
Protection Department of the National . Institutes of Health in 'Bethesda, Maryland.>

My duties included collecting air samples to determine the level of radioactivity
.for specific isotopes, radiation contamination surveys of research labs, and
advising research personnel in safety procedures involving the use of radioactive

O . isotopes. .

I joined the NRC in June 1976 as a Health Physicist in the Radioisotopes
.

Licensing Branch, Office.of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards. My principal
. function was to review' applications from medical and academic institutions for.; .

~ byproduct, source, and special nuclear material to determine the adequac~y of
:O A - their proposed radiation safety program and the related efforts proposed to
() assure that occupational radiation exposure and release of radioactive material'

|
to the general public are as low as is reasonably achievable.

| Since February 1981, I have served as a' Health Physicist in the Radiation Protection ~ ~
Section of the Radiological Assessment' Branch. My principal function is the

O review of power reactor applications, both at the construction permit and operating
license state, to determine the adequacy of proposed occupational radiation
protection programs and the related efforts proposed to assure that occupational
radiation exposures will be maintained as low as is reasonably achievable.,

I am a member of the health Physics Society and the Baltimore-Washington Local
|O Chapter of the Health Physics Society. -

|
| .
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EDWARD F. BRANAGAN, JR. l-

0FFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION -O .

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

O
From April 1979 to the present I have been employed in the Radiological
Assessment Branch in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). As a Health Physicist with the Radiological
Assessment Branch, I as responsible for evaluating the environmental radio-

'

logical impacts resulting from the operation of nuclear power reactors. In
.O particular, I am responsible for evaluating radioecological models and health

effect modelt for use in reactor licensing.

In addition to my duties involving the evaluation of radiological impacts from
nuclear reactors, my duties in the Radiological Assessment Branch have included
the following: (1) I managed and was the principal author of a report entitled

O " Staff Review of 'Radioecological Assessment of the Wyh1 Nuclear Power Plant'"
(NUREG-0668); (2) I served as a technical contact on an NRC contract with
Argonne National Laboratory involving development of a computer program to
calculate health effects from radiation; (3) I served as the project manager on1

an NRC contract with Idaho National Engineering Laboratory involving estimated
and measured concentrations of radionuclides in the environment; (4) I served

OQ as the project manager on an NRC contract with Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
concerning a literature review of values for parameters in terrestrial radio-
nuclide transport models; and (5) I served as the project manager on an NRC
contract with Dak Ridge National Laboratory concerning a statistical analysis
of dose estimates via food pathways.

!O From '976 to April 1979, I was c'nployed by the NRC's Office of Nuclear Materials
Safety and Safeguards, where I wt ' involved in project management and technical

i work. I served as the project manager for the NRC in connection with the
NRC's estimation of radiation doses from radon-222 and radium-226 releases
from uranium mills, in coordination with Dak Ridge National Laboratory which
served as the NRC contractor. As part of my work on NRC's Generic Environmental

10 Impact Statement on Uranium Milling (GEIS), I estimated health effects from
uranium mill tailings. Upon publication of the GEIS, I presented a paper
entitled " Health Effects of Uranium Mining and Milling for Commercial Nuclear;
Power" at a Conference on Health Implications of New Energy Technologies. " , '

..

! I received a B.A. in Physics from Catholic University in 1969, a M.A. in .
.

O Science Teaching from Catholic University in 1970, and a Ph.D. in Radiation -
.

Biophysics from Kanses University in 1976. While completing my cobrse wo'rk *

I for my Ph.D.. I was an instructor of Radiation Technology at HaskJ11*Ju*nior .-

O. College in Lawrence, Kansas. My doctoral research work was in the alea of DNA
base damage, and was supported by a U.S. Public Health Service traineeship; siy
doctoral dissertation was entitled " Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy of

iO Gamma-Irradiated DNA Bases."

I am a member of the Health Physics Society. -

..
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EDUCATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

Robert F. Skelton
Division of Safeguards,,

(> U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
.

() My name is' Robert F. Skelton. I am a Plant' Protection Analyst
with fifty-nine months experience in the Division of Safeguards, U.S.

4) Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I am respo'nsible for the review,,

assessment, and approval of physical security plans and site specific
measures employed by licensees to protect power reactor facilities. I
have also participated in the review of security contingency plans and
guard training and qualification plans for reactor and fuel cycle
facilities as well as physical security plans for the protection of

73 special nuclear material . I have evaluated the effectiveness of^#

installed security systems in connection with the NRC safeguards,' - assessment activities.

Aft-er receiving a Bachelor of Arts Degree from Parsons College in 1968,
-

- -1 served as a Police Officer / Radio 0perator (summer,1968) and for four'

~ ') years as a Counterintelligence Special Agent and Intelligence Photographerc

with the U.S. Army. My assignments included conducting personnel sec6rity
investigations, physical security surveys, classified document ~ inspections,
counter-sabotage / espionage investigations, and intelligence photographic.

duties. For thirteen months I was involved in a number of sensitiveassig,nments in these areas in Korea.

OO- .

.
'

(PoE 1972 to 1977, I was. employed as a Senior Security Specialist, with
ths U;S. Secret Service at The White House. During that time, I pro-

.

vided_ worldwide, advance security operations for the President and other
protectees of the Secret Service, assuming responsibility for all aspects
of their technical security. A portion of those technical security.C) - duties involved audio and explosives countermeasures; the installation
and maintenance of locking mechanisms. protective lighting, and alarm
systems.

-

I am also currently serving in a volunteer capacity as a sworn D.epdty
Sheri~ff in Arlington County, Virginia.

.
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ATTACHMENT A
O

.

League Contention 42

As the Staff has recognized in NUREG-0410 and in the Black Fox

testimony previously cited, occupational radiation exposure to station
0 and contractor personnel has generally been increasing in recent years,

and violation of the limits of 10 CFR Part 20 has been avoided by C.E.,
as by other licensees, by obtainino the temporary services of transient
workmen rather than by devotino adequate effort to reducing excosures.
Among other things, this pracHee results in using laraer numbers of
people and thereby increasing the risk of sabotage, operator error and

'O similar safety-related hazards. Furthermore, new information on
low-level radiation effects indicates that the Byron design basis will
not provide safe operation. Accordingly, both because of the lack of
assurance of the practices of using transient workers, as a result of
this serious and unresolved problem the findings required by 10 CFR
6 50.57(a)(3)(8) and 50.57(a)(b) cannot be made.

Leaque Contention 111

C.E. has not met the requirements of NEPA and the Regs, including
but not limited to 10 C.F.R. 69 50.34(a) and 50.36(a) because C.E. has

'O (] not adequately monitored and provided a design base for the Byron plant
which will keep radiation levels as low as achievable as required for
operation of the plant to protect the health and safety of the public.
To keep radiation levels as low as achievable, C.E. should provide and
utilize:

.O A. More adequate environmental and discharge montoring of
radioactive emissions from the Byron plant, which include:

(1) Monitorina devices at more locations within and without
the plant site.

;O (2) Provisions for more frequent reading of monitors by
independent analvsts.

(3) Retter monitoring devices which include:

(a) An automatic system of monitoring that notifies
O local authorities by an alarm when discharge

emission exceed design limits:

Q (b) Monitorino devices that measure differences in
alpha, beta and gamma dose levels, which presently

,

are not proposed to be considered and measured;

(c) Monitoring and recording of emissions of all
dangerous long lived radionuclides, including
especially I-129 and Plutonium;

O
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(d) Bioaccumulative testing in a tiered system to assess
O the uptake of radioactive and chemical polutants

from bottom sediments or soil to lower oraanisms and .

to contamination of the food chain of man and otherO) life.-V

:O teaaue contention 112

C.E. has not met the requirements of NEPA and 10 CFR Part 20
because it has not adequately assessed the effect of radiation on plant
workers and provided a design base for the Byron plant which will
provide radiation levels as low as achievable. To keep radiation levels

O as low as achievable there is a need for better use preventive measures
to reduce radiation, including neutron, exposure levels to regular plant
personnel and transient workers. These include but are not limited to:

(a) Plant designs for reducinq amount of radiation exposure which take
into account new evidence on low levels of radiation which were not

O considered in design of the plant.

(b) Imoroved record keepina of radiation exposures, includina
cumulative exposures both at the plant site and at other facilities.

(c) Better training of personnel -to prevent radiation exposures,

OQ~
including more use of renular trained personnel rather than
transient or temporary workers with little experience and training.

(d) Limiting exposure to high levels of radiation to volunteers and/or
only older workers beyond the child bearing age or others incapable
of biological reproduction.

:O'

(e) Better education about radiation dangers to ensure cocoeration of
workers in keeping radiation exposures to a minimum.

As a result, the applicable findings required by the Act, NEPA, and the
Regs, cannot be made herein.

O

;

O

O
!O
|
!
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OCCUPATIONAL EXTERNAL RADIATION EXPOSURE HISTORY '
,

See Instructions on the Back

iD
V IDENTIFICATION

=.
,

J 1. NAME (PRINT- LAST, FIRST, AND MIDDLE) 2. SOCIAL SECURITY NO.

U
*

-

3. DATE OF BIRTH (MONTH, DAY, YE AR) 4. AGE IN FULL YEARS (N).,

\.J
OCCUPATIONAL EXPO $URE - PREVIOU$ HISTORY

$ PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENTS INVOLVING 6. DATES OF EMPLOYMENT 7. PERIODS OF EXPOSURE 8. WHOLE BODY 9. RECORO OR CALCULATED
RADIAllON EXPOSURE-LIST NAME AND (F ROM-TO) (REM) (INSERT ONE)
ADDMSSOF EMPLOYER

a

O

|O O

.O
10. REMAR KS 11. ACCUMULATED OCCUPATIONAL DOSE

- TOTAL

O

13. C AL CULATIONS - PE RMISSIBLE DOSE 12. CERTIFICATION:I CERTIFY THA Y THE EXF0SURE HISTORY,O wnott RODY: tiSTeD iN COtuuNS s. c. AND 7 tS CORRECT AND COMPLETE ,

TO ThE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF.
(A) l'E RMISSIBL E ACCUMULATED REM.

DOSF = 5(N-18)

*O' (P) 10TAL EXPOSURE TO DATE REM EMPLOYEE'S SIGNATURE DATE,.

(F HOM ITEM 11)

(C) tlNUSE D PART OF REMO PL RMISSIBLE ACCUMULATED
,

OOSE (A-B)

=

O. ATTACHMENT B_
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF NRC FORM 4.
-,

e
,

|is is form or a cicar and Irafble record containing ed the of the individual 'as calculated under Section (in mmation wouired on this toem must be prepared by each 20.102. Dose is to be given in rem.
|In ensee of the Nuclear Replatory Cummission who, pursuant to

Setion 20.101, proposes to cupose an individual to a radiation " Dose to the whole body" shall be deemed to in.
!

i

d<-a in excess of the amounts spes.ified in Paragraph 20.101(a) clude any dose to the whole body, gonads, active |7 of the regulations in Part 20, " Standards for Protection Against blood forming organs, head and trunk, or lens of/ Ruhation," 10 CFR, The requirement for completion of this eye.
to m is contained in Sect.on 20.102 of that regulation. The a

in ormation contained in this form is used for estimating the item 9. After each entry in item 8 indicate in item 9'

en acrnal accumulated occupational dose of the individual for whether dose is obtained from records or calcu-wtvra the firm is completed. A separate Form NRC 4 shall be lated in accordance with Section 20.102.
cc npleted for each individual to be exposed to a radiation dose item.10. Self-explanatory.
in excess of the limits specified in Paragraph 20.101(a) of Part 20

'_' of the Commission's regulaimns.* Listed below by item are
in roctions and additional information directly pertinent to com- Total Accumulated Occupational Dose (Whole Body)

'

ph ling this form;
Item 11. The total for the whole body is obtaintd by sum

rnation of all values in item 8.
Id ntifecation

Certificationitem 1. Scli emplanatory.
Item 2. Self explanatory encept that,if individual has no

_" social security number, the word "none" shall be item 12. Upon completion of the repor*, the employee must
inserted. certify that the information in Columns 5,6, and 7

ltem 3. Sell explanatory. is accurate and complete to the best of his know.
Item 4. Enter the ace in full years. This is called "N" when ledge. The date is the d.te of his signature,

used in calculatinti the Permissible Dose. N is equal
to the numler of years of age of the individual
on his last birtSday. Calculations

Or upationat Exposure item 13. The lifetime accumulated occupaG.nal dose for
each individual and the permimble dose under
Paragraph 20.101(b) are obtained Mr carrying out

item 5. List the nanw and address of each previous em- the following steps: The value for N should be
ployer and inc aildress of employment. Start with taken from item 4. Subtract 18 from N and multi-
the most recent employer and wodt back. ply the difference by 5 rem. (For example, John

Smith, age 32, N = 32. PAD = 5(32-18) = 70 rem.)
include only those periods of' employment since Enter total exposure to date from item 11. Suty
the eighteenth turthday involving occupational tract (b) from (a) and enter the difference under

e, exposure to radiat.on. For periods of self+mploy. (c). The value in (c) represents the unused part ofn'
( ) ment, insert the word "self. employed." the permissible accumulated dose. This value for

item 6. Give the dates of och employment listed in item 5. permissible dose is to be carried forward to Fomi
Item 7. List periods during which occupational exposure NRC-5, " Current Occupational External Radiation

to radiation occurred. E moosure (Whole Body)."
ltem 8. List the dosc recosded for each period of exposure

from the secords of previous occupational exposure item 14. Self explanatory.

'Tt, tooii m ww s.v.aiu e e ow eminiwee coaceraed.

m
)

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
Pur ant to 5 U.S C. 552 ale) (3), ensted into law by section 3 of the Privacy Act of 1974 (Public Law 93 579). the following statement is furnished to individuals
wh. supply mformanon to the Nurwar Peplatory Commission on Form NRC4. This informationis ma.ntained in a system cf records designated as NR C27 and
des. nbed at 40 Feceral Registe 45344 (October 1.1975L

_ 1. AUTHORITY Sections 53. G3. 65. 81,103.104,161(b). and 161(o) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2073. 2093,2095. 2111,

{} 2133,2134. 2201(b), and 220 t101). The authority for soliciteng the social security number is 10 CF R Part 2'').

2. FRINCIPAL PURPOSE (S) The informatiers is used by the N RC in its evaluation of the risit of imhatoon empotre assooatert with the licensed activity and
i e esercising its statutory respons.bility to monitor and regulate the safety and health practices of its 1.cenwes, The data permits a rneaningful comparison of both
canrent and long term esposuse espotience among types of licemees and among licensees with.n each type. Data on yoise expotte to rad ation is available to you
uan reouest,

3 I OUTINiiU*E* ihe .atnemation may be used to proWe data to other Federal and Sta 1 e.ienc.cs imoh ed in monetoiing ansur es aluating iadwtion em.
. onuse recovec by e. Jwiebels e ul oyml as rmhation workers un a permanent or temprary tw s and euw6ae reteivt 1 bw r umturest vis. tors The mf urraationd

n.sy also be d scissed to an amnys sete Federal, State, or local agency in the event the snfor mat.on mduct a violation or potential violation of law anri en the
r .urse of an admenestratrwe os ju.fwisl peoceedseg

4 t.h(THE R ts.SQO5GstE lt per A;OHY OR v01 UNI ARY AND EULcT ON INDIVIDUAL OF P.OT PROVID% tNFOf;MATION l' es volun
t..s y tSat yrx foon.e the reg c.t+t mf ssmat on, incluJ.ng social senerit/ number; hawever, tae licenw most have a compier .1 Form NRC4 on eed. endiidual
W.'%rirn the la eri*ce ; toposes to e$1** to a radiation dose in euress of the amounts specif sed iP 10 CF R 20101(al. F ailu.e tr. obtam the requeste f inforrration

[ l rtuse permit 1teg UCh en psme.te may mehrert the lhCNe to enICs cement action in emo danse vsth 10 C# R 20 601, The soual secterity r umber is use t to asesre
/ t at NRC has an arcurate ickintilwe not sub oct to the coincedence of similar remes or birthdates among the lasge number of persons on whom data is maintained.l

.

5. !ySTEM MAN AGERIS) AND Allt1HLSS Ducctor, Office of Management information and Program Control
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commiss.on, VVashington. O C. 20M5
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t INFORMATION RELEVANT TO ENSURING ThAT OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION
EXPOSURES AT NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS WILL BE AS LOW AS

IS REASONABLY ACHIEVABLE
,

A. INTRODUCTION high dose rates.2 An ad hoc committee of the Na-
tional Council on Radiation Protection 'and Meas-.i > Paragraph 20.l(c) of 10 CFR Part 20, " Standards
urements (NCRP) (Ref.1) chose in 1959 to make thefor Protection Against Radiation," states that heen-

sees should make every reasonable effort to maintain cautious assumptions that a proportional relationship

exposures to radiation as far below the limits spect- exists between dose and biological effects and that

fied in Part 20 as is reasonably achievable. This the effect is not dependent on dose rate. Essentially,,

guide provides informaten relevant to attaining goals this amounts to assumptions of a nonthreshold,

4 g and objectives for planning, designing, constructing, e. linear" (straight line) dose-effect relationship.

. | operating, and decommissioning a !ig5t-water reactor The International Commission on Radiological
(LWR) nuclear power station to meet the criterion Protection ICRP), the Federal Radiation Council
that exposures of station persor.nel' to radiation dur- (FRC) whose functions now reside in the Environ-
ing routine operation of the station will be "as low as mental Protection Agency (EPA), and committees of
is reasonably achievable" (ALARA). This guide is the National Academy of Sciences / National Research
also responsive to the admonition of the Federal Council (NAS/NRC) have used this hypothesis to es-

t p Radiation Council (now EPA) that occupational rad:- timate conservatively the number of possible biologi-
ation exposures be maintained ALARA. Major acci- cal effects that statistically may be associated with
dent situations and emergency procedures are not exposures to radiation.
within the scope of this guide.

The NAS/NRC Biological Effects of Ionizing
Much of the information presented in this guide Radiation (BEIR) Committee (Ref. 2) reiterated that

also is applicable to nuclear power stations other than the assumptions of a nonthreshold linear relationship
< p those cooled with light water. The applicable goals between dose and biological effects independent of

and objectives should be used for all nuclear power the dose rate should be applied for radiation protec-
stations until more specific goals and objectives are tion purposes. This recommendation has been
available for other types of power reactors. adopted by EPA (41 FR 28409) for the purpose of

estimating the potential human health impact of low

B. DISCUSSION levels of ionizing radiation. The radiation protection
goal is to reduce doses wherever and whenever rea-

The relationship between radiation dose and sonably achievable, thereby reducing the risk that is
biological effects is reasonably well known only for assumed (for radiation protection purposes) to be
doses that are high compared with current annual iProport onal to the dose.
dose li. nits n.1 only when <tch ,*ons are t'alimed at

3
. . . .

ta 1973, tN TRP (R-i. 3) stand.
* Lines s%cate oubstaritive char.ges from previous issue. "Whilst the values praposed for maximum permis-,

'I 7 8 " Stat!on personnel," as used in ,his guide, ixtudes all per-sp sons marting at the st. tic r. *Sether full-,ime or part tir,e and 8 Throupt.out this guide the nord " hse" wi!! altv A to " dose
oh thcr employed by the Neasce or by a contractor for the eqtiivalent," the term used for radiation protect.oe purposes,licensee. with the unit empressed is " rems."
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O, ible d:ses are such as to inv:lve a risk which is doses among broad job categ: ries and among thes

small compared to the other hazards of life, equipment systeins or components that represent sub-
,

nevertheless, in view of the incomplete evidence stantial sources of exposures. Doses to station per-,

on which the values are based, coupled with the sonnel are influenced by many variables, including
,

f-knowledge that certain radiation effects are irrever- the ability of fuel elements to retain fission products, j'

sible and cumulative, it is strongly recommended the extent of deposition of activated corrosion prod- (/O that every effort be made to reduce exposure to all ucts throughout the primary and auxiliary coolant sys-
types of ionizing radiation to the lowest possible tems, the reliability of other specific equipment, the
level. " station layout, and radiation protection programs.-

Merely controlling il$e uaximum dose to individu- If design reviews or inspections had revealed that
als is not sufficient; the collective dose to the group radiation exposures at nuclear power stations were ((measured in man-rems) also must be kept as low as unavoidable or that the cost of reducing the exposures

O is reasonably achievable. " Reasonably achievable" would be unr:ssonable, the exposures might be con-
is judged by considering the state of technology and sid: red ALARA by definition. However, this has not I

the economics of improvements in relation to all always been the case, and this guide is intended to
the tenefits from these improvements. (However, a assist in achieving a status wherein exposures are
comprehensive consideration of risks and benefits considered to be ALARA.
will include risks from nonradiological hazards. An

. A major port,on of the radiation exposure of sta-action taken to reduce radiation risks should not re- n

O sult in a significantly larger risk from other hazards.) tion personnel is received during maintenance, rad-
, ,

waste handh,ng, inservice inspection, refueling, and
, ,

Under the linear nonthreshold concept, restricting nonroutine operations (Ref. 6). The decommissioning
the doses to individuals at a fraction of the applicable process alsn has a potential for substantial exposures
limit would be inappropriate if such action would re- to personnel. Effective design of facilities and selec-
sult in the exposure of more persons to radiation and tion of equipment for systems that contain, collect,
would increase the total man-rem dose. The radiation store, process, or transport radioactive material inO proteciion> community has recognized for many any form will contribute to the effort to maintain
years that it is prudent to avoid unnecessary exposure radiation doses to station personnel ALARA. '

to radiation and to maintain doses ALARA. In addi-
.

tion to reduced biological risks, the benefits of such Products of erosion or corrosion (i.e., " crud,,*)
practices may include avoidance of costs for extra that become mobile and are activated constitute an
personnel to perform maintenance activities and trnPortant (perhaps principal) source of radiation with

,

O (d
avoidance of nonproductive station shutdown time respect to the exposure of station personnel. (Crud is'S

,

caused by restrictions on station personnel working in accumulated in and transported by the coolant. Some
radiation areas. components of the crud become radioactive when

passing through the reactor enre. Migration of crud to
Annual collective radiation dose equivalents re- other systems occurs with coolant or steam. Specific

ceived by personnel working at an LWR nuclear radionuclides that have been identified in crud and
power station have ranged from less than 100 man- that can contribute substantially to the radiation

O rems to oser 5,000 man-rems (Refs. 4 and 5). Typi- source are Co-58, Co-60, Mn-54, Zn-65, and Zr-95.)
cally, annual collective dose equivalents range from
400 to 1,000 man-rems at LWR stations that have Exposures of station personnel who service equip-
been in operation from 2 to 14 years and have ment contaminated by crud can generally be reduced

generating capacities ranging from less than 100 substantially by minimizing the formation of erud and

Mw e to 800 Mw e. In view of the anticipated growth by designing or modifying equipment to minimize lo-,

of nuclear power stations over the next few decades cations where crud can deposit and accumulate. Pro-

and the radiation exposure experience to date, addi- visions for isolating components and flushing with

tional efforts to reduce radiation doses to nuclear crud-removing fluid such as demineralized water can

power station personnel are warranted. often reduce accumulations prior to activities such as
maintenance or equipment replacement.

TN * de rage in co?ls S e : d.atien dacs to sta.
S' don ard equiprsm layout als0 cari affect 1%tion perso:.ncl amor.y the saria nions appears to

. i,

be pt;marily a function of doses received m mainte- potential for radiation exposures. Exposures at sites !
, where multiple radiation sources exist sometimes can (4 gnanye oparctions in radiation area:. Some data arev

a ailebie to permit estin ates of the distribution of be reduced by addi* ion I separadou of individual
sources. Adequate space for ease of maintenance and '|,

, m m radiation protection." as used in this guide,is con- other operations can permit the tasks to be completed
Q sidered to be synonymous with the term " applied health Tr. ore qJickly, thereby reducing the length of expo-

physics";i.e., the development and implementation of methods
and procedures necessary to evaluate radiation hazards and to * " Crud"is torrosion and erosion products and other solids that

Q provide protection to man and his environment from unwar- are formed by chemical and physical reaction between the reac-
ranted exposure. tor coolaat and structural materials.

I
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sures. Shielding by structural materials, equipment, ing at the judgment, but it should not be the decisive'

and auxiliary or permanent shleids can reduce expo- factor in all cases.
-

O(
sures by isolating radiation sources. Where equip-
ment components constitute a substantial radiation De nuclear steam supply system (NS$5) vendor,
source that cannot be efrectively reduced in place, the designer, the architect engineer (A/E), the con.
features that permit the removal of such components structor, and the operator of the nuclear power facil- |
for maintenance at remote locations often can be ef- ity each have responsibilities related to the effort of '

O fective in reducing exposures. The use of remote- maintaining occupational radiation exposures
handling features also can reduce exposures of station ALARA. Thus, coordination and cooperation are es-
personnel in certain instances. sential to achieving these goals and objectives of

maintaining occupat!onal radiation exposuresO Station technial and supervisory personnel, work- ALARA.
g ing closely with radiation protection personnel, can

his guide is written primarily for the applicant orreduce exposures by planning activities of personnel licensee. However, the designer, the A/E, and thewho must enter radiation areas, by studying the ac-
tions and procedures of individuals working in such constructor will find many of the guide's consid-

erations helpful in the design and construction proc-stess, and by conducting postoperation debriefings
ess to ensure that their efforts are consistent with the

.O on projects resulting in substantial exposures to iden- needs of the applicant or licensee tr maintain radia-tify how procedures might be modified to reduce ex- tion exposures ALARA.
pesures on subsequent similar tasks. Training pro-
grams for all station personnel can establish and rein. Specific design or operational objectives for main-
force the principles of radiation protection as applied tainmg radiation exposures ALARA are suggested by
to specific job functions. By making personnel aware the parameters that determine the magnitude of doses
of the methods and the special equipment and protec- to station personnel, both as individuals and as a

O cive equipment available to them, potential radiation group. Doses to personnel in nuclear power stations
doses can be reduced. are predominantly from external exposure, i.e., from

The concept of ma. taining occupational radiation radiation sources external to the body. However.m
exposures ALARA does not embody a specific num- there also exists a potential for doses from internal

erical guidehne value at the present time. Rather, it is exposures, i.e., from radioactive materials taken into

a philosophy that reflects specific objectives for radi- the body.

.O ation dose management in: Important parameters in determining doses from
1. Establishing a program to maintain occupational CXt8Tn8I CKPosures uc (1) the length of time that the

radiation exposures ALARA; receptor remains in the radiation field and (2) the in.
2. Designing facilities and selecting equipment; tensity of the radiation field. Some degree of expo-

f station personnel cannot be avoided during3. Establishing a radiation control program, plans, sure
and procedures; and the operation and maintenance of nuclear power sta-

- O 4. Making supporting equipment, instrumentation, ti ns. However, there are many ways by which the
and facilities available* expsures and resultant doses can be lowered by re-

ducinf the time interval of the exposure and the in-
When an adequate data base, including economic tensity of the radiation field. The intensity of the

information, is available, the criteria for keeping an- radiation field is determined by (1) the quantity of
nual collective doses to station personnel ALARA radioactive material, (2) the nature (i.e., characteris-
might be derived or selected in numerical terms. tics) of the emitted radiation, (3) the nature of the

O H wever, a data base of operating experience and shielding between the radiation source and the re-
! cost information to provide quantitative guidance for ceptor, and (4) geometry (e.g., distances andi establishing such criteria is not available at this time, dimensions),

and the criteria for meeting the provision of para.
Praph 20.i(ci af 10 CFR Pa* 20 must t!.nefore f:ke Parameters impcrtant in determining doses from
th imm at 9atiuuve pl.he fe s., m's. objec. insmal exposur,:s are (1) the gaantity of radioactive*
tives, and statements of good practice). ' material then into the body, (2) ihe nature (isotopi-

g/ The NRC staff has not perforr.ed a cost-benefit and (3) the time inter"el over which the material
cal aad bvdy deposition charac' eristics) cf the material,

.* analysis for enh of the cc,nsiderations discus:ed or 15 retained by the body. The principal modes by
presented in Section C of this guide. This guide pre- which radioactive material can be taken into the body

J sents goals and objectives that were selected to are (1) ichalation, (2) ingestion, (3) skin absorption,'

satisfy the principles, philosophy, and criteris for and (4) injection through wounds. At nuclear power
maintaining occupational radiation exposures stations, radioactive materials are generally confined,

j

tO ALARA. Attaining these goals and objectives will but some dispersion within the station is unavoidable
require good engineering judgment on a case.by case and constitutes the source of (1) contaminated air andbasis. A cost. benefit analysis may be helpful in arriv- liquids that present the potential for intake by inhala-

1
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tion and absorption and (2) contaminated surfaces Attaining the following objectives'to the extent
that present the potential for intake by ingestion and practicable throughout the planning, designing, con-

O through cuts or abrasions in the skin. Absorption structing, operating, maintenance, and decommis- #%
generally is not an important intake mode at nuclear sioning of an LWR station will be considered to, pro-
power stations except for tritium, which can be ab- vide reasonable assurance that exposures of station '

O' sorbed through the skin. personnel to radiation will be ALARA. The methods
Consequently, the basic variables that can be con- are deliberately stated such that considerable flexibil-

trolled to limit doses from internal exposures are "Y **" * ". sed in the manner by which the objectives

O those that limit (1) the amount of contamination, (2) acineved. EUmncys among stations mightcan
.

the dispersal of the contamination, and (3) the length necessitate further innovauon in methods used to
,

of time that personnel must spend in contaminated achieve the objectives.
,

areas. Protective equipment can keep the intake of 1. Program for Maintaining Station Personnel I

the contaminant to a minimum. Physical and chemi- Radiation Doses ALARA
cal methods can be used to hasten the elimination of
radioactive material taken into the body; however, To attain the integrated effort needed to keep expo-

_O because of the risks associated with the use of these sures of station personnel ALARA, each " applicant
methods, they are reserved for very seriots cases and licensee should develop an ALARA piogram that

where the probabihty of experiencing biological ef- reflects the efforts to be taken by the utility, nuc! car
fects is quite substantial, e.g., large intakes such as steam supply system vendor, and architect-engineer
those that might occur in serious accident situations. to maintain radiation exposure ALARA in all phases

of a station's life. This program should be in written
Objectives stated in this guide for maintaining occu- form and should contain sections that cover the gen-

O pational radiation exposures ALARA are derived by erally applicable guidance presented in this guide, as
considering the parameters that affect dose, the vari- a minimum, and more specific guidance as required -
ables that exist in the station design features, and the to address the particular LWR that is the subject of
variables that can be provided by station administra- the licensing action. This program may be combined
tive actions. Section C, Regulatory Position, states with the station's radiation protection manual, safety
objectives in a manner that encourages innovation by analysis report, or other documents or submittals. It

O h
permitting considerable flexibility on the part of the need not be an independent document.
utility, the NSSS vendor, the designer, the construc-
tor, and the A/E. However the regulatory position n. Establishment of a Program To Maintain Oc-

.

also desenbes a large number of specific concerns cupational Radiation Doses ALARA

that should be addressed in meeting the goals and ob- (1) A management policy for, and commitment
jectives. to, ensuring that the exposure of station personnel to

radiation will be ALARA should be established.
O

C. REGULATORY POSITION (2) The policy and commitment should be re-
flected in written admimstrative procedures and in.

, ,

The goals of the effort to maintain occupational structions for operations involving potential expo-
radiation exposures ALARA are (1) to maintain the sures of personnel to radiation and should be re-
annual dose to individual station personnel as low as flected in station design features. Instructions to de-
is reasonsbly achievable and (2) to keep the annual signers, constructors, vendors, and station personnel

O integrated (c llective) d se I stati n Personnel (i.e., specifying or reviewing station features, systems, or
the sum of annual doses (expressed in man-rems) equipment should reflect the goals and objectives to
to all station personnel) as low as is reasonably maintain occupational radiation exposures ALARA.
achievable. (Few utilities design or build their nuclear power sta-

s but u e astomers of desipers and builders, '
'the NRC staff Miicus that the stated objatius un u;n dould expect the designers and b iilder< to

are attainab!c with 6urrer.t techaolop'aining these ob-be responsive to their needs and instructions.)
m.d anh goed

Perating practices. The costs for attO ,

jectives have not been established r.nd are expect-d to b. Organizati m, Psrsonnel, and Responsibilities
vary widel) d(pending on the fean.res of the specific
power reactor facihty and the method selected to ac- ggggggg

O complish the objectives. The favorable cost. benefit ment support, responsibility and authority for imple-
,

ratio for achieving some of these objectives may be rnentm, g the program to maintam occupational rad a-
, ,

3 (
obvious without a detailed study. For other objec. Il n exposures ALARA should be assigned to an in-

O tives. however, a cost-benefit study might be re- dividual (or committee) with organizational freedom
quired to determine whether the objectives are rea- to ensure development and implementation. Respon-
sonably achievable. Doses to station personnel can sibilin,es and authorities should include:

j
affect station availability, and this factor should be (a) Ensuring that a corporate program that in-
considered in assessing the cost-benefit ratio. tegrates management philosophy and regulatory re-

.O
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quirements is established, with specific goals and ob-
jectives for implementation included; (3) The Radiation Protection Manager (RPM)

,

( .

(onsite) has a safety function and responsibility to
(b) Ensuring that an effective measurement both employees and management that can be best ful-

system is established and used to determine the de- f 11ed if the individual is independent of station divi.
gree of success achieved by station operttsons with alons, such as operations, maintenance, or technical
regard to the program goals and specific objectives; support, whose prime responsibility is continuity or

\ improvement of station operability. The RPM should
(c) Ensuring that the measurement system re. have direct recourse to responsible management per-

sults are reviewed on a periodic basis and that correc. sonnel in order to resolve questions related to the
-

I rive actions are taken when attainment of the specific conduct of the radiation protection program.
objectives appears to be jeopardized;

y
(d) Ensuring that the authority for providing (The specific responsibilities given here for.

procedures and practices by which the specific goals the RPM are illustrative and not intended to be all-
and objectives will be achieved is delegated; and nelusive with respect to the ALARA program or ef-

,

*

fort. They do not include any of the responsibilities
(e) Ensuring that the resources needed to

in areas other than ALARA efforts.)p achieve goals and objectives to maintain occupational
radiation exposures ALARA are made available. Responsibilities of the RPM with respect to a

program to maintain occupational radiation exposuresIn view of the responsibilities required to n.,m- ALARA should include:

.

plement a program to mamtain occupational radiation
exposures ALARA, the individual (or committee)
selected for this function might also be chosen to (a) Participating in design reviews for

g coordinate the effort among the several corporate facilities and equipment that can affect potential radi.
functional groups (such as the operations, mainte- ation exposures;

nance, technical support, engineering, safety, and (b) Identifying locations, operations, and con-
radiation protection groups) and to represent the cor. ditions that have the potential for causing significant
porate interests in dealing with the NSSS designer, cKPosures to radiation;s
vendor, A/E, and builder during the design and con-
struction phases. If the expertise for performing this (c) Initiating and implementing an exposure

9 4 tion is in the design stage, consultants who possess
function is not within the corporation when the sta- control program;

(d) Developing plans, procedures, and
the required expertise should be used. The utility methods for keeping radiation exposures of station
should obtain assurance that available data and ex. personnel ALARA;
perience obtained from similar nuclear power stations
are considered and reflected in the work of the NSSS (e) Reviewing, commeniting on, and recom-

y designer, vendor, A/E, and builder so as to provide mending changes in job procedures to maintain expo-
features m, the new station that permit an effective sures RARA-
ALARA program.

(f) Participating in the development and ap-
(2) The Plant Manager (Superintendent or Proval of training programs related to work in radia-

equivalent) is responsible for all aspects of station ti n areas r inv lying radioactive materials;
operation, including the onsite radiation protection (g) Supervising the radiation surveillance pro-g program.

gram to maintain data on exposures of and doses to
Responsibilities of the Plant Manager with re- hadon rsonnel, by specific job functions and type

spect to a program to maintain occupational radiation
exposures ALARA should inc!ude:

(h) %retvising the collec tio :, en,!ysis, and
(s) Lasudnv wppet Sr i dl xaum. per or.- '" # U" '" ' * " * " ' #d '*. -

144io:cgical suiveys and monitoring activities;,,,3;
*1

(b) Participarmg in the selectior. of specific (i) Supervising, training, and goalifying the
,- goah and objectives for the station; nadiat. ion protecton staff of the station; and

O (c) Supporting the onsite Radiation Protection (j) Ensuring that adequate radiation protection
.

. .

Manager (RPM) in formulating and implementing a coverage is provided for station personnel during all
station program in maintaining occupational radiation working hours.

g exposures ALARA; and

O (d) Expediting the collection and dissemina-

U) to the corporate management. tion of data and information concerning the program* Dans corrected during ouisses can indiente trends or radiation
,

'

buildup in equipment that can permit estimates of probable redi- !
ation levels to be encountered during out sequent ousases.

!
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' Qualifications * needed for the RPM job, as keep it current. Station personnel whose duties do not,

well as those r.eeded for other positions in organiza- require entering radiation areas or working with
tions operving nuclear power stations, are presented radioactive materials should receive sufficient in.

O in Regulatory Guide 1.8, " Personnel Selection and struction in radiation protection and station rules and
Training." regulations to understand why they should not enter

such areas. (

e. Training and Instruction Training programs that have as their goal an in-

A training program in the fundamentals of radia- crease in craft skills provide a broader base of knowl-

tion protection and in station exposure control proce, edgeable station personnel available to service -

O dures should be established. It should include in- equipment m radiation areas and permit the services

structing 6 personnel whose duties require (1) work. to be performed more reliably and more efficiently.
ing with radioactive materials (2) entering radiation hs can piomote lower individual and collective 9

dose levels.areas, or (3) directing the activities of others who
work with radioactive materials or enter radiation d. Review of New or Modified Designs and
areas. The training program also should include suf- Equipment Sdection

O ficient instructi n in the biological effects of expo-
sures to radiation to permit the individuals receiving (1) Since several groups within a utility (e.g.,
the instruction to understand and evaluate the signifi. maintenance, operations, radiation protection, tech- |
cance of radiation doses in terms of the potential nical support, engineering, and safety groups) are in-

risks. terested in station desigri and equipment selection,
the utility should ensure that these groups are

ne training should be commensurate with the adequately represented in the review of the design of

O duties and re5Ponsibilities of those receiving the in- the facility and the selection of equipment. A coordi-
structions, as well as with the magnitude of the po- nated effort by the several functional groups within
tential doses and dose rates that can be anticipated, the utility is required to ensure that station features
Personnel (including contractor personnel) who direct will permit the goals and objectives of the ALARA
the activities of others should be familiar with the program to be achieved. Although the A/E and desig-
licensee's radiation cos, trol program and should have ners greatly influence station design features, utilities
the authority to implement the licensee's commitment should not delegate all responsibilities for station de-

OP to ensure the radiation exposures of station personnel sign review and equipment selection to the NSSS de-
A will be ALARA. signer, vendor, or A/E.

*

The training program should include instruction (2) Design concepts and station features should
on (1) radiation protection rules for the station and reflect consideration of the activities of station per-
(2) the applicable Federal regulations. Copies of sonnel (such as maintenance, refueling, inservice in-
these rules and regulations should be made available spections, processing of radioactive wastes, decon-

O to those receiving the instructions. ne training pro- tamination, and decommissioning) that might be an-
gram should be approved by the RPM and presented ticipated and that might lead to personnel exposure to
by competent instructors. The information presented substantial sources of radiation. Radiation protection
in the training program should be reviewed periodi- aspects of decommissioning should be factored into
cally and modified, where necessary, to reflect con- planning, designing, construction, and modification
temporary techniques and adjustments based on ex- activities. Station design features should be provided
Perience in station operations. Instruction of station to reduce the anticipated exposures of station person-O personnel should stress the importance of exposure- nel to these sources of radiation to the extent practic-
reduction efforts by every individual and should em- able.
phasize the need for feedback ofinformation obtained
wher'similar tasks were performed previously. (3) Specifications for equipment should reflect

the objectim of tbc ALW A program, Wluding
St.: ion per,ca .e! shouid :eceive intruction at wnstmtiom of reliatiSty, s:rviceability, Nitations "

:O
Periodic intervals to reinforce their knowledge and of internal accurautations of rad:aactive material, and

other features addressed in this guide. Specifications 4
* Consideration has !cen given to peer ErouP certification,i c., for toplacement equipnen! also sinculd reflect mod- ,

p certification of health physicists by the American Board of afications based on experience gained from using the
g r Health Physics (ABHP). as representing evidence of adequate original equipment.
U qualifications for RPM candidates. While the staff believes that

peer group certification is desirable, the present ABHP certifica- 2. Facility and Equipment Design Features
tion is not necessarily specifically applicable to applied health

O physics or radiation protection needs in nuclear power stations. Radiation sources within a nuclear power station
However, the staff is discussing with the ABHP the prospects differ appreciably with respect to location, intensity,
for a special certification program specifically directed toward

and characteristics. The maEnitude of the dose ratesthe needs of radiation protection personnel at nuclear power
stations. that results from these sources is dependent on many'
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factors, including the facility and equipment design, areas and control over the movement of sources of( layout, mode and length of operation, and radiation radiation within the station. Where high radiation
source strength and characteristics. areas (>100 mrem /h) exist, i 20.203 of 10 CFR PartI>

. 20 requires that station design features and adminis-
To provide a basis for des.ign, the quantity and trative controls provide effective ingress control, caseA isotopic cornpo.sition of the radioactive material that of egress, and appropriate warning devices and

,

U can be anticipated to be contained, depos,ted, or ac- notices. Access control of radiation areas also shouldi

cumulated m the station equipment should be esth reflect the following considerations:,

mated. Fission product source terms should be esti-
ti mated using these bases: (1) an offgas rate of (1) Extraordinary design features are warranted

100,000 pCi/sec after 30 minutes delay for BWRs to avoid any potential dose to personnel that is large
# and (2) 0.25% fuel cladding defects for PWRs. Acti- enough to cause acute biological effects and that

vation source terms, including activited corrosion could be received in a short period of time. Positive
products, should be based on measurements and ex- control of ingress to such areas, permanent shielding,
perience gained from operating stations of similar de- source removal, or combinations of these alternatives
sign. ANSI N2371976 (Ref. 7) is based on such ex- can reduce the dose potential.

'I perience and provides information that can be used as
(2) Adm. . trative controls such as standardinis

.

a basis for estimating activation source terms. When
operating measurements are used, extrapolation of operating procedures can be effective in prevent ng
data to equilibrium conditions may be needed to esti. inadvertent exposures of personnel and the spread of

mate ultimate activation so rce terms. Neutron and c ntamination when radioactive material or contami-

prompi gamma source terms should be based on ap- nated equipment must be transported from one station

'<p plicable operating experience and reactor core location to another and when the route of transport
physics calculations. through lower radiation zones or " clean" areas can-

not be avoided.
ALARA program objectives are presented below

for each of several station features or functions. Each (3) Station features such as platforms or walk-
statement of objective is followed by a number of ways, stairs, or ladders that permit prompt accessibil-

specific concerns or suggestions that should be ad- ity for servicing or inspection of components located
dressed. in higher radiation zones can reduce exposute of per-g(r~]) sonnel who must perform these services.

U a. Access Control of Radiation Areas
a n ds and GommyTo avoid unnecessary and inadvertent exposures

.

of personnel to radiation, the magnitude of the poten- Radiation shields should be designed using the
tial dose rates at all locations within the station design basis assumptions explained in regulatory po-

O should be estimated during station design. Actual sition 2 and conservative assumptions for geometries.
dose rates should be measured periodically during Calculational methods known to provide reliable and
operation to determine current exposure potentials. accurate results (i.e., methods and medeling tech-
Zones associated with the higher dose rates should be niques that have been demonstrated to give accept.
kept as small as reasonably achievable consistent able accuracy in analyses similar to the problem of
with accessibility for accomplishing the services that concern) should be used to determine appropriate
must be performed in those zones, including equip- shield thicknesses. Shield design features should re-O meni laydown requirements. Radiation zones where flect the following considerations to maintain occupa-

.
station personnel spend substantial time should be de- tional radiation exposures ALARA:

| signed to the lowest practical dose rates.
(1) Exposure of personnel servicing a specific

(!! i< a..r.un p actice to id%!ib " radiation mpour t %h as a pu.v. filte r, or ulve) to radia-
zm.# a sthm a nuclear po*a shtion. ibe inac d% tiu f om et'.cr wmpa:ms cutainig r; Euxtiu

;g ignations are established to reflect the design material can be reduced by providing .hielding be-
-g maximum dose rates shat may exist in areas within tween the in6vidual components that constitute sub-

the st tion whsrc station persom'ei must have access stantial radiation sources and the receptor.
# to perform required services. Sescral systems for de-

{ signating radiation zones , currently exist among (2) Where it is impracticable to provide perma-

the utilmes, and ANSI Committee 6.7 is developing nent shielding for individual componen's that consti-,

s

( a standard that should prove useful in attaining com- tute substantial radiation sources, the exposure of

O m n designations and terminolosy in this matter. To pers nnel maintaming such components can be re-
avoid ambiguity, no reference to radiation zone num- duced (a) by providing as mucn distance as practica-

,

3 bers is made in this guide at this time.) ble between the serviceable components and the sd-
g stantial radiation sources in the area and (b) by pro-
N A system should be established to permit effec- viding temporary shields around components th'at

tive control over personnel access to the radiation contribute substantially to the dose rate.

.O
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' (3) Potential exposure of station personnel to (10) Floor and equipment drains, piping, and,

radiation from certain systems containing radiation sumps that are provided to collect and route any con-
sources can be reduced by rneans of a station layout taminated liquids that might leak or be spilled from S

O th8t Permits the use of distance and shielding between process equipment or sampling stations can become
|

7

the sources and work locations. These systems in- substantial radiation sources. The drain lines can be -
clude (but are not limited to) the NSSS and the reac. located in concrete floors, concrete ducts, columns,

O- tor water cleanup,,offgas treatment, solid waste or radwaste pipe chases to provide shielding. These
,

treatment, and storage systems, as well as systems systems can also become a source of airborne con-
infrequently containing radiation sources such as the tamination because of the potentid for gases to form
standby gas treatment and residual heat removal sys- in, and be released by, such systems (see regulatory ,

O tems. position 2.d(6)).

Radiation from an operating BWR turbine can e. Process lastrumentation and Controls gconstitute a subrtantial source of exposure for con-
struction pwnnel or others who have access to the Appropriate station layout and design features
site for extended periods of time if insufficient shield. should be provided to reduce the potential doses to
ing is provided. Personnel who must operate, service, or inspect sta-

.O rion instrumentation and controis. The following con-
(4) Streaming or scattering of radiation from lo- siderations should be reflected in selecting the station !

cally shielded components (such as cubicles) can be features:
reduced by providing labyrinths for access. However,
such labyrinths or other design features of the cubicle (1) The exposure of personnel who must manu-
should permit the components to be removed readily ally operate valves or controls can be reduced
from the cubicle for repair or replacement where such through the use of " reach rods" or remotely operated

O work is expected or anticipaied. Sinsle scatter v81ve5 or controls. However, these devices con re-

labyrinths may be inadequate if the cubicle contains a quire lubrication and maintenance that can be the
substantial radiation source, source of additional exposures, and these factors

should be taken into consideration.
(5) Streaming of radiation into accessible areas

through penetrations for pipes, ducts, and other (2) The exposure of personnel who must view or
shield discontinuities can be reduced (a) by means of Operate mstrumentation, monitors, and controls can

OQ iryouts that prevent substantial radiation sources be reduced by locating the readouts or control points
in low radiation zones. ,within the shield from being aligned with the penetra, ,

tions or (b) by using " shadow" shields such as (3) Instrumentation must satisfy functional re-
'

shields of limited size that attenuate the direct quirements, but the exposure of personnel can be re-
radiation component. Strearning also can occur duced if the instruments are designed, selected, spec-
through roofs or floors unless adequate shielding en- fied, and located with consideration for long service

O ci ses the source from all directions. life, case and low frequency of maintenance and
(6) The exposure of station personnel to radia, calibration, and low crud accumulation. Operating

tion from pipes canying radioactive material can be c'Perience shou!d be recorded, evaluated, and re-
. reduced by means of shielded chases, iiected in the selection of replacement instrumenta-
| tion.
H (7) Design features that permit the rapid removal
i and reassembly of shielding, insulation, and other (4) The use of instrumentation that contams min-

. . .

"O material from equipment that must be inspected or imal quantities of contaminated working fluid (e.g.,
serviced periodically can reduce the exposure of sta- Pressure transducers rather than bellows-type pres-

tion personnel performing these activities. sm gauges) can reduce the pote^t for exposure at
tne readout locaticas.

,

L 9) Space uitUn cubkles aH othee shielding to
i gu. A laydown ge for stdt tNis ed me of d. Cor!rol of Mrborne Coniamb,A und Gase.

|O
servicing activities can reduce potential doses by ous Radiation Sources

'

permitiing the services to be accomplished expediti-
oudy, thu, rcducing exposure time. station design features should be provided in all

| g y;g g ; ,

(9) The exposure oi personnel who service com- of radioactive material in air to levels well below the +

O ponents that constitute substantial radiation sources values listed in Appendix B. Table I, Column 1 of 10
or are located in high radiation fields can be CFR Part 20. Effective design features can minimize
minimized by removing the components and trans- . the occurrence of occasional increases in air contami-

.O porting them to low radiation zones where shielding nation and the concentrations and iiiPounts of contam-|
and special tools are available. Design features that inants associated with any such occasional increases.
permit the prompt removal and installation of these Designs that permit repeated, identified releases of
components can reduce the exposure time. large amounts of radioactive materials into the air

'
i|
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spaces occupied by personnel are contrary to a pro- trunks" without imbalancing the ventilation system.
,

gram to maintain occupational radiation exposures In areas where contaminated equipment must be.

ALARA. opened infrequently, portable auxiliary ventilation

.O( . systems featuring blowers, HEPA filters, and acti-
Station design features should provide for pro-

vated charcoal filiers (where radioiodine misht be an-tection against airborne radioactive material by ticipated) on carts can be used effectively. Portable
,

means of engineering controls such as process, con- auxiliary ventilation systems should be tested fre-p provision of resp,entilation equipm:nt. The routme
tainment, and v

, quently to verify the efficiency of the filter elementsiratory protection by use of indi- in their mountings. When the efficiency has been ver.
vidually worn respirators rather than engineered de- fied, the system may be exhausted to the room or the,
sign features is generally unacceptable. The use of ventilation exhaust duct without further treatment andO respirators, however, might be appropriate in c rtain % ig, g 3 gm, %,g ,,
nonroutme or emergency operations when the apple.- can be avoided.( cation of er.gineering controls is not feasible or while.

' such controis are being installed. (4) Machining of contaminated surfaces (e.g.,

gng ."I' 8' . ding, sanding, or scaling) or " plug-' *
The approved use of respirators is subject to the .

f leakmg eemm generator or condem psrequirements of i 20.103, " Exposure of Individuals
9 to Concentrations of Radioactive Materials in Air in can be substantial sources of airborne contamingtson.

These sources can be controlled by usmg auxiliaryRestricted Areas," of 10 CFR Part 20 and to regula- * '*O'''**'tory guidance on acceptable use. (See Regulatory
Guide 8.15, " Acceptable Programs for Respiratory (5) Sampling stations for primary coolant or
Protection," and NUREG-0041, " Manual of Res- other fluids containing high levels of radioactive ma-
piratory Protection Against Airborne Radioactive Ma- terial can constitute substantial sources of airborne
terials" (Ref. 8).) Design features of the station venti- contamination. Such sources can be controlled by,
lation system and gaseous radwaste processing sys- using auxiliary ventilation systems.
tems should reflect the following considerations:

(6) Wet transfer or storage of potentially con-
(1) The spread of airborne contamination within taminated components will minimize air contamina-

the station can be limited by maintaining air pressure tion. This can be accomplished by keeping contami-
gradients and airflows from areas of low potential nated surfaces wet, by spinying, or, preferably, by

g airborne contamination to areas of higher potential keeping such surfaces under water.

contamination. Periodic checks would ensure that the
design pressure differentials are being maintained. e. Cred Control

(2) Effectively designed ventilation systems and Design features of the primary coolant system,
gaseous radwaste treatment systems will contain tne selection of constructioin materials that will be in
radioactive material that has been deposited, col- contact with the primary coolant, and features of

D lected, stored, or transported within or by the sys- equipment that treat primary coolant should reflect
tems. Exposures of station personnel to radiation and consid ations . Sat will reduce the production and ac-
to contamination from ventilation or gaseous rad- :umulation of en d in stations where it can cause high
waste treatment components occur as a result of the exposure levels. The following items should be con-
need to service, test, inspect, decontaminate, and re, sidered in the crud control effort:
place components of the system,s or perform other
duties near these systems. Potential doses from these (1) Production of Co-58 and Co-60, which con-

systems can be mimmized by providing ready access stitute substantial radiation sources in crud, can be

to the systems, by providing space to permit the ac- reduced by specifying, to the extent practicable, low-

tivities to be accomplished expeditiously, by separat- nickel and low-cobalt bearing materials for primary
g. g. 3 ,, g

ing filter banks and components to reduce exposures g
-

,, gto ::Ic.t,u fr.,rn a Jeent Saab and cmpon;nts, g g ,
,and by p.%%g ',uffi:iat ecc le nomoda,e au- ,

rials for hard facings of Ear i.taterials of high-r.obalt,

g aliary vcntilation or shielding of comp nents.
content should be considered where it is shown that

o (3) kriliary vs ntilation systems tl.at a'igment tksc Mgh-cdatt mse als contribute to the overn!! ex-d

the p-nment system can provide local cor. trol of post.re levels Such considention sho.L! also take into,

airborn: contaminants when equipment containing account potentia! increased service / repair require-pd potential airborne sources is opened to the atmos- ments and overall reliability of the new material in
phere. Two types of auxiliary ventilation systems relation to the old. Alternative materials for high-
have proved to be effective. In areas where contami- nickel alloy materials (e.g., Inconel 600) should beg
nated equipment must be opened frequently, dampers considered where it is shown that these materials con-
and fittings can be provided in ventilation ducts to tribute to overall exposure levels. Such consideration
permit the attachment of flexible tubing or " elephant should also take into account potential increased

8.8-9
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service / repair requirements and overall reliability of limit the spread of contamination from leakage of
the new naterials in relation to the old. liquid systems,t

(2) Loss of material by erosion of load bearing
hard facings can be reduced by using favorable (3) Accumulations of crud or other radioactive
geometrics and lulricants, where practicable, and by material that cannot be avoided within components or

t
using contro!!cd leakage purge across journal sleeves systems can be reduced by providing features that

to avoid entry of particles mto the primary coolant. w 11 permit the recirculation or flushing of fluids with
the capacity to remove the radioactive material

q (3) Loss of material by corrosion can be reduced through chemical or physical action. The fluids con-
,

by continuously monitoring and adjusting oxygen taining the contaminants will require treatment, and
concentration and pH in primary coolant above this source should be considered in sizing station ,
250*F and by using bright hydrogen-annealed tubing radwaste treatment systems,
and piping in the primary coolant and feedwater sys-

(4) Continuity in the functioning of processing
. . . .

tems*
or ventilation systems that are important for control-

(4) Considention should be given to cleanup ling potential doses to station personnel can be pro-
i

systems (e.g., using graphite or magnetic filters) for vided during servicing of the systems if redundant
removal of crud from the primary cochnt during op- components or systems are available so that the com-
eistion. ponent (with associated piping) being serviced can be

'I' '(5) Depositi,n of en:d within the primary cool-
ant system can be reduced by providing laminar flow (5) The potential for contamination of " cleanap and smooth surfaces for coolant and by minimizing

services" (such as station service air, nitrogen, orcrud traps in the system to the extent practicable.
water supply) from leakage from adjacent systems

f. Isolation and Decontamination containing contaminants can be reduced by separatin;
piping for these services from piping that contains

Potential doses to station personnel uho must radioactive sources. Piping that carries radioactive
service equipment containing radioactive sources can s urces can be designed for the lifetime of the sta-

O
<> V be reduced by removing such sources from the ti n, thus avoiding the necessity for replacement (and

equipment (decontamination), to the extent practica- attendant exposures) and lessening the potential for
ble, prior to servicing. Serviceable systems and com- * "I****". n of clean services if it is impracticable

,

ponents that constitute a substantial radiation source I provide isolation through separate chases.
should be designed, to the extent practicable, with
features that permit isolation and decontamination. (6) Surfaces can be decontaminated more ex-
Station design features should consider, to the extent oeditiously if they are smooth, nonporous, and free

prrticable, the ultimate decommissioning of the of cracks, crevices, and sharp corners. These desira-,

facility and the following concerns: ble features can be reslized by specifying appropriate
design instructions, by giving attention to finishing

(1) The necessity for decontamination can be re. work during construction or manufacture, and by
duced by limiting, to the extent practicable, the de. using sealers (such as special paints) on surfaces
position of radioactive material within the processing where contamination can be anticipated. (ANSI
equipment-particularly in the " dead spaces" or N101.2 provides helpful, guidance on this matterh, " traps" in components where substantial accumula. (Ref. 9).)
tions can occur. The deposition of radioactive mate-
rial in piping can be reduced and decontamination ef- (7) Where successful decontamination of impor-
forts cnbanced by avoiding stsFnant legt, by locating tant systems could be prevented by an anticipated
corsed.o u shwe the [P cen:cdine. by u:ing stop- IS* Of 6 '"*J *"P*! 'n feamre, adtscel

,

ing r.ther Ibn heriantal runs, and by providing featuies that grimit atteinstin: decentar.iin tion ac-
O dr*i"5 8' lo* P*iat' in th' 5)58, . ti ns can be provieed. ,

(2) The need to decontaminate equipnie .t and (8) Contaminated water and deposited residues *

station areas can be reduced by taking measures that in spent fuel storage pools conitibute to the exposure '

]v will reduce the probability of release, reduce the at accessible locations in the area. Treatment systems
amount released, and reduce the spread of the con- that remove contaminants from the water can perform
taminant from the source (e.g., from systems or more efficiently (a) if intake and discharge points for

O component 5 that must de opened for service or re- the treatment systems are located to provide enhanced
placement). Such measures can include auxiliary ven- mixing and to avoid stagnation areas in the pool and
tilation systems (see regulatory position 4.b), treat. (b) if pool water overflon and skimmer tanks are
ment of the exhaust from ve,its and overflows (see provided. Fluid jet or vacuum-cleaner-type agitators
regulatory position 2.h(8n, drainage control such as can help reduce the settling of crud on surfaces of the
curbing and floors sloping to local drains, or samps to pool system.

O
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g. Radiation Monlioring Systems (a) Using full. ported valves constructed such*

that the slurry will not interfere with the opening or

O( , Central or " built.in" monitoring systems that closing of the valve and
give information on the dose rate and concentration
of airborne radioactive material in selected station (b) Avoiding cavities in valves.
areas can reduce the exposure of station personnel (3) The deposition of resin and sludge that would
who would be required to enter the areas to obtain the occur if cibow fittings were used can be reduced by
data if such systems were not provided. These sys- using pipe bends of at least five pipe diameters in
tems also can provide timely information regarding radius. Where pipe bends cannot be used,long radius,

changes in the dose rate or concentrations of airborne
;O radioactive material in the areas. (The installation of

elbows are preferred.

f a central monitoring system is easier and less expen- (4) Smoother interior pipe surfaces at connec-
' ,

sive if it is a part of the original station design.) The tions (with attendant reductions in friction losses, de-
selection or design and installation of a central position of material, and tendencies to " plug") can
monitoring system should include consideration of be achieved by using butt welds rather than socket
the following desirable features: welds and by using consumable inserts rather than

O backing rings.(1) Readout capability at the main radiation pro-
tection access control point; (5) Where the use of tees cannot be avoided,line

I 55*s can be reduced if the flow is through the run
(2) Placement of detectors for optimum coverage (stra. ht section) of the tee, and accumulat,ons of ma-igf areas met 10); terial in the branch of the tee can be reduced by
(3) Circuitry that indicates component failure; orienting the branch horizontally or (preferably)

O * * ""'
(4) Local alarm and readout;

.(6) Slurry piping is subject to plugging that may(5) Clear and unambiguous readout' require backflushing from the tank and equipment iso-
(6) Ranges adequate to ensure readout of the lation valves and pressurizing with water, nitrogen, or

highest anticipated radiation levels and to ensure air to " blow out" plugged lines. However, the use of
i positive readout at the lowest anticipated levels; and pressurized gas for blowing out lines can present a po-

. tential contamination source and may not be effectiveD (7) Capability to record the readout of all sys- in relieving plugged lines.
tems.

(1) Water, sir, or nitrogen for sparging can be
| used to fluidize resins or sludges in storage tanks, ne

h. Resin and Sludge Treatment Systems use of gases, however, presents a potential source of

Systems used to transport, store, or process re, airborne contamination and tank rupture from over-
9 sins or slurries of filter sludge present a special Pressures.

hazard because of the concentrated nature of the (8) The spread of contamination by the loss of
radioactive material. Design features for resin- and resin or sludge tnrough overflows and vents can be re-i

sludge-handling systems should reflect this concern duced by using screens, filters, or other features that
i

and the fo!!owing specific considerations: will collect and retain solids. However, such features

(1) The accumulation of radioactive material in generally require cleaning by remote flushing, by rapid
|9 components of systems used to process resin and replacemeng,or by other means to reduce exposures

sludges can be reduced by: durm, g servicing.

(a) Reducing the length of piping runs; Consideration should be given to ANS N197,
" Design and Perfarr.ance of BWR la,quv,i Radioactive

| tM (*uns lege' J4m:ter piping (to mimisc W:.su Prece%ing Systms WIk (Ref.10, ANS
pld&d@, 55.1, " Design Critena for the Sohd Radwaste lhoe-

S (c) Reducing the number of pipe fittings; essing System f BWR, PWR, and HTGR"(Ref.12);
and ANS N!99, "PWR Liquid Waste System Design

, ,

(d) Avoiding low points and de.nl icgs in pip- (N18)" (Ref.13). These stardards cover some as-, ,

ir:g; pects of sluny systems.| g
b (e) Using gravitational flow to the extent prac-

a e; and
I. Other Features

'S (f) Minirnizing flow restrictions of processed g; , g ; , ,
' " ' *

viewed to identify and provide special features that
(2) The need for maintenance and the presence complement the ALARA program. Station design

of intense local radiation sources can be reduced by: should reflect consideration of the following concerns:
|

|
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(1) The selection of radiation-damage. resistant (9) ne sources of radiation such as sedimentationmaterials for use in high radiation areas can reduce the that occurs in tanks used to process liquids containing
g need for frequent replacement and can reduce the radioactive material and residual liquids can be re-

3

probability of contamination from leakage. duced when servicing by draining the tanks. He de-
. (2) ne use of stainless steel for constructing or sign can include sloping the tank bottoms toward out-

lining components, where it is compatible with the lets leading to other reprocessing equipment and,
process, can reduce corrosion and can provide options where practicable, providing built.in spray or surge
for decontamination methods. I'''"''''

B (3) Field.run piping that carries radioactive mate. (10) Spare connections on tanks or other compo- '

rial can cause unnecessary exposures unless due con- "*"" I ''''.d in higher radiation zones may be desira-
t Provide nex2mty b operadont Expomes ofsideration is given to the routing. Such unnecessary

pers nnel can be avo,ded rexposures can be avoided if the routing is accom- vided as a part of the ong,if these connections are pro-
i

] plished under the cognizance of an individual familiar
,

inal equipment rather than by

with the principles of radiation protection or if a de- subsequent modification of the equipment in the pres-
ence of radiation.g tailed piping layout is provided, i.e., if the piping is

not field.run. (11) Inspections to satisfy the ASME Code (Ref.

(4) Where filters at other serviceable compo- 14) nd regulatory requirements can result in expo-

nents can constitute substantial radiation sources, ex- sure. of station personnel to radiation. Many of the

posures can be reduced by providing features that objectives presented above will aid in reducing poten-

permit operators to avoid the direct radiation beam tial exposures to personnel who perform the required
inspections. Station features and design thould, to theg and that provide remote removal, mstallation, or ser-

vicing. Standardization of filters should be consid- extent p acticable, permit inspections to be accom-
plicted expeditiously and with minimal exposure ofcred.
personnel. The effort to maintain occupational radia-

(5) The servicing of valves can be a substantici ti n exposures ALARA can also be sided by prompt
source of doses to station personnel. Dese doses can accessibility, shielding and insulation that can be
be reduced by providing adequate working space for quickly removed and reinstalled, and special tools and

gp easy accessibility and by locpting the vahes in areas instruments that reduce exposure time or permit re-
that are not in high radiation fields. m te inspection of components or equipment contam-

ing potential radiation sources.
(6) Leakage of contaminated coolant from the

(12) Components can be removed from process-primary system can be reduced by using live. loaded
ing systems more cupeditiously if adequate space isvahe packings and bellow seals.
provided in the' layout of the system and if the inter-
C nnec nS Pennh pn$t &conneca.(7) Potential doses from servicing valves and

from leakage can be reduced by specifying and instal- (13) Station features that provide a favorable
ling reliable valves for the required service, by using working environment such as adequate lighting, venti-
radiation-damage. resistant seals and gaskets, and by lation, working space, and accessibility (via such
using valve back seats. He use of straight.through means as working platforms, cat walks, and fixed lad-
valve configurations can avoid the buildup of accumu- ders) can promote work efficiency.
lations in internal crevices and the discontinuities that
exist in valves of other configurations. In most cases, (14) De exposure of station personnel who must,

valves can be m, stalled in the ,,ste,m.up , on,entation
g

to facilitate maintenance and to mm,imize crud traps. by using extended service lamps and by providing de-
De daired features are reliabili y, good perform- sign features that permit the segvicing of the lamp's

..

t
on.e, e o t'.e Wlity u E mdntaine '. i..f 4c ptly h.9 lown Mahn amas,

and ragdly. (13) An adeqaate emergency 1:ghting system can
O (s) ton rmm Pump' can de reduced by usins can- '*d"'.* Potential exposures of station personnel by *

ried pumps where ene) ase compaiible wa.h tk service permittms prompt egress fro:n high radist, a uess if. u

! needs, provided that lower personnel exposures can be g ,,ation lighting system fails.
,

achieved thereby. If mechanical seals are used on a
pump in a slurry service, features that permit the use 3. Radiation Protection Program '

of flush water to clean pump seals can reduce the ac- A substantial portion of the radiation dose to station ,

O cumu!*tioa of radioactive m*terial in the 5**15 Dr*in' personnel is received while they are performing serv- !
on pump housings can reduce the radiation field from ices such as maintenance, refueling, and inspection in
this source during servicing. Provision for the collec- high radiation areas. De objectives that were pre- -

tion of such leakage or disposal to a drain sump is sented in regulatory position 2 can provide station de,
appropeiste. sign features conducive to an effective program to

O s.s i2
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maintain occupational radiation exposures ALARA. needed to perform the required services in the radia-'

However, an effective program also requires station tion areas. Such a program would address conditions

O( operational considerations in terms of procedures, job that require a special work permit or other special pro-
planning, recordkeepins. special equipment, operating cedures.
philosophy, and other support. This section deals with
the manner in which the station administrative efforts (8) A work permit form with an appropriate for-~

q
V can influence the. variables of (1) the number of per- mat can be useful for recording pertinent information

sons who must enter high radiation areas or contami- concerning tasks to be performed in high radiation
nated areas, (2) the period of time the persons must areas. so that the information is amenable to cross-*

'emain in these areas, and (3) the magnitude f the referencins and statistical analysis. Information of
O interest would include the following items:potential doso,

e

a. Preparation and Planning (a) Designation of senices to be performed on
8Pecific components, equipment, or systems;

Before entering radiation areas where significant

.

doses could be received, station personnel should have . (b) Number and identification of personnel
the benefit of preparations and plans that can ensure working on the tasks;'

Q the exposures are ALARA while the personnel are per- (c) Anticipated radiation, airborr.e radioactive
forming the services. Preparations and plans shouki re- material, and contamination levels, based on current

j flect the fo!!owing considerations: surveys of the work areas, and date of survey;
(1) A staff member who is a specialist in radiation (d) Monitoring requirements such as continuous

protection can be assigned the responsibility for con- air m nitoring or sampling equipment;
tributing to and coordinating ALARA efforts in sup-

e port of operations that could result in substantial indi- (e) Estimated exposure time required to com-
vidual and collective dose levels. plete the tasks and the estimated doses anticipated

fr m the exposure;
(2) To provide the bases for planning the activity,

surveys can be performed to ascertain information with (f) Special instructions and equipment to
respect to radiation, co.ntamination, airborne radioac- minimize the exposures of personnel to radiation and
tive material, and mechanical difficulties that might be contamination;

O encountered while performing services. (g) Protective clothm.g and equipment require-
.

(3) Radiation surveys provided in conjunction ments;
with inspections or other activities can define the na- (h) Personnel dos.imetry requirements;ture of the radiation fields and identify favorable loca-
tions where personnel may take advantage of available (i) Authcrization to perform the tasks; and
shielding, distance, geometry, and other factors that

O affect the magnitude of the dose rate or the portions of (j) Actual exposure time, doses, and oti.cr in-
formation obtained during the operation.

the body exposed to the radiation.

(4) Photographs of "as installed" equipment or (9) Consideration of potential accident situations
components can be valuable for planning purposes and or unusual occurrences (such as gross contamination
can be augmented by additional photos taken during leakage, pressure surges, fires, cuts, punctures, or
the surveys. The use of portable TV cameras with tap- wounds) and contingency planning can reduce the po-
irJ eatures has considerable merit as both an opera- tential for such occurrences and enhance the capabilityfO
tional aid and a teaching aid. for coping with the situations expeditiously if they oc-

* " ' '
(5) The existing radiation levels frequently can be

reduced by draining, flushing, or other decontamina- (10) Portable or ternporary shielding can reduce
t% m the er by rernos.rg and inngrwn ng tra de ra'e levels near %t spms' an l in de cer-:.;
an.ponent to a tant radLtwa wr.c. Aa estimee of area where the work is to be perturmed,

'

g the potential doses to station persor:nel expected to re-
sult from these procedures is germane in selecting (11) Portable or tempnrary ventilation systems or

,

among alternative actions. contarnination enclosun s and expendable f!vor cover-*

(6) A preoperational briefing for personnel who ings can control the spread of contamination and limit
the intake by workers through inhalation.

,

f will perform services in a high radiation area can en-
sure that service personnel understand the tasks about ,, on mockup equipment can be, ,

,,

@ to be performed, the mformation to be dissemmated, useful for training personnel, identifying problems that
and the special instructions to be presente6. can be encountered in the actual task situation, and( (7) A program can be implemented to provide ac- selecting and qualifying special tools and procedures
cess control and to limit exposuxs to those persons to reduce potential exposures of station personnel.

|

( .') 8.8-13
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-(13) Adequate auxiliary lighting and a comforta- c. Postoperations
ble environment (e.g., vortex tube coolers for supplied
air suits) can increase the efficiency of the work and Observations, exP'rience, and data obtained dur-
thus reduce the time spent in the higher radiation Ing n nr utine operations in high radiation zonesI * " ' ' '

should be ascertained, recorded, and analyzed to ! den.
tify deficiencies in the program and to provide the(14) Radianon monitoring instruments selected
bases for revising procedures, modifying features, orO and made available in adequate quantities can permit

accurate measure'inents and rapid evaluations of the making other adjustments that may reduce e.xposures
radiation and contamination levels and changes in during subsequent similar operations.

levels when they occur. Routme calibration of instru- (1) Formal or informal postoperation debriefings '

) ments with appropriate sources and testing can ensure of station personnel performing the services can pro-
operability and accuracy of measurements. vide valuable information concerning shortcomings in

preoperational briefings, planning, procedures, special(15) Performing work on some components inside I
tools, and other factors that contributed to the cause ofdisposable tents or, for less complicated jobs, inside
doses received during the operation,

commercially available disposable clear plastic glove
bags can limit the spread of contamination. Such (2) Dose data obtained during or subsequent to an

,

) measures can also avoid urmecessary doses resulting operation can be recorded in a preselected manner as
from the need to decontammate areas to permit per- f a " Radiation Work Permit" or similar program

t

| sonnel access or to allow for entry with less restrictive [see regulatory position 3.a(8)] so that the data are
protective clothmg and equipment requirements. amenable to statistical analyses.

(16) Careful scheduling of inspections and other ( ) nfonnation conceming the cause of gmy
tasks in high radiation areas can reduce exposures by unt faHm,s that rudtd in the med for seMc9,in-

permitting decay of radiation sources during the res:- high radiation areas can provide a basis for revismg
tor shutdown period and by eliminating some repeti- 5Pecifications on replacement equipment or for other
tive surveys. Data frorn surveys and experience at. modifications that can improve tk component reliabil-
tained m previous operations and current survey data ity. Such improvements can reduce the frequency of

,

can be factored into the scheduling cf specific tasks. servicing and thus reduce attendant expo;ures.

b. Operations (4) Information gained in operations can provide
a basis for modifying equipment selection and design

During operations in radiation areas, adequate features of new facilitier,
supervision and radiation protection surveillance
should be provided to ensure that the appropriate pro- (5) Summaries of doses received by each category
cedures are followed, that planned precautions are ob- of maintenance activity can be reviewed periodically
served, and that all potential radiation hazards that by upper management to compare the incremental re-

might develop or that might be recognized during the duction of doses with the cost of station r.mdifications
f operation are addressed in a timely and appropriate that could be made.

I
manner.

4. Radiation Protection Facilities, Instrumentation,
(1) Assigning a health physics (i.e., radiation and Equipmeat

safety or radiation protection) techniciaa the responsi. A radiation protection staff with facilities, in-bility for providing radiation protection surveillance
strumentation, and protective equipment adequate to

,

> for each shift operating crew can help ensure adequate permit the staff to function efficiently is an importantradiation protection surveillance.
element in achieving an effective program to maintain

(2) Personnel monitoring equipment such as occupational radiation exposures ALARA. The selec-
direct reading dosimeters, alarming dosirneters, and tion of instrumentation and other equipment and the

acn9 d%c 9t metm en be usd to Fonde early quvtities of such equipmW provi&d fo aorrvi w
Mo rrioris shculd be sycuate *o mest the antici-evahutio . M das to individua!s and the esignrr.ea*

D
of those dmes to s;.ecific operations (see Regulatory pated needs of the station during nontal operations
Guides 1.16, " Reporting of Operating Informa- and during major ou' ages that may require supplemen-

-

rien -App odit A Tednical Specifications," and tal werkers and e:rensive woik in high radiation areas.
8.4, " Direct. Reading and Indirect. Reading Pocket (Accident situations are not considered in this guide.)

f
Dosimeters"). Station design festures and provisions should reflect the

following considerations:
(3) Communication systems between personnel in

high radiation zones and personnel who are monitoring a. Counting Room,

D
the operation in other locations can permit timely ex-

A low-radiation background counting room ischanges of information and avoid unnecessary expo-
needed to perform routine analyses on station samplessures to monitoring personnel,
containing radioactive material collected from air, wa-

8.8 14
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ter, surfaces, and other sources. An adequately (6) Portal monitors.
-

equipped counting room would include:e

d. Protective Equipment
(1) Multichannel gamma p aise height analyzer 1

O( (Regulatory Guide 5.9, Specifications for Ge(LI) Utility supplied protective equipment selection
Spectroscopy Systems for Material Protection kuld belnde consideration of :
Measurements-Part 1: Data Acquisition Systems," (1) Anticontamination clothing and equipment
provides guidance for selecting Ge(LI) spectroscopy that meet the requirements of ANSI Z-88.2 (Ref.15)systems); for use in atmospheres containing radioective mate..

(2) Low-background alpha-beta radiation propor- rials or the National Institute of Occupational Safety
nad Health : (NIOS'

Equipment List,, H) "Cenified Personal Protectivetion:1 counter (s) or scintiilation counter (s);
and current supplements fromO (3) End-window Geiger Muller (G-M) counter (s); DHEW/PHS (Ref.16).

and,

(2) Respiratory protective equipment, lacluding(4) A liquid scintillation counter for tritium a respirator fitting program that satisfies the guidance
analyses. Analyses of bioassay and environmental cf Regulatory Guide 8.15 and NUREG-0041 (Ref. 8).
samples and whole-body counting (see Regulatorv
Guide 8.9, " Acceptable Concepts, Models, Equa". ** support Facilities

O tions, and Assumptions for a Bioassay Program") call Design features of radiation protection support
for additional equipment and laboratory space if the facilities should include consideration of:
analyses are performed by station personnel rather than
by other specialists through contractual arrangements. (1) A portable instrument calibration area de-

sl ned and located such that radiation in the calibra-8
b. Portable Instruments tion area will not interfere with low level monitoring

O '*"*b'''"''"*""""d'd''"'''"'***** '' ' ' ' " ' "
rates and radiation characteristics would include: (2) Personnel decontamination area (this facility

(1) Low-range (neminally 0 to 5 R per hour) ion should be located and designed to expedite rapid
chambers or G-M rate meters; cleanup of Personnel and should not be used as a

multiple-purpose area or share ventilation with
(2) High range (0.1 to at least 500 R per hour) ion food-handling areas) with showers, basins, and in-chambers;'

O stalled "frisker" equipment;
(3) Alpha scintillation or proponional count rate (3) Facilities and equipment to clean, repair, andmeters;

decontaminate personnel protective equipment,
mn g ummenu, andt is, e ctr mechani-(4) Neutron dose equivalent rate meters;
cal parts, or other material (highly contaminated tools

(5) Air samplers for short term use with panicu- or other equipment should not be decontaminated in
late filters and iodine collection devices (such as acti- the area used to clean respiratory equipment);O vated charcoal cartridges); and

(4) Change rooms that (preferably) connect with
(6) Air monitors with continuous readout fea- the personnel decontamination area and a control sta-

tures.1 tion area equipped with sufficient lockers to acco'm-
c. Personnel Monitoring Instrumentation modate permanst and contract maintenance workers

| who may be required during major outages;
,

Personnel monitoring instrumentation selection,

'O should include consideration of: (5) Control stations for entrance or exit of per-
sornel into radiaffon- and contamination-controlled

,

j (1) G-M ' Friskers" for detecting low levels of access areas of the station such as the personnel en-radioactive material;
trance to the containment buildings and the main en-

f.M D: red-tra Mg M ung (0 :r,200 rr.R) emi uaw m h rWWe pnecing arcs; thw coitrol
I int.n.elec.r.r.ge (0 to 1000 mR) podet dosima *' .h mq be tacd u :h: ;oatto! foint n,or
I* ers (see Regulatory Guide 8.4); radiosctive material movements throughout. the sta-O tion and for the storage of portable radiation survey(3) A! arm dosimeters; equipment, signs, se;rs, and respiratory protective

i (4) Film badges and/or thermoluminescent eq pment;

dosimeters (TLD); (6) Equipment to facilitate communication be-
(5) Hand and foot monitors; and tween all areas throughout the station; and

|O ' wriable afarra ne'roia' reatures aa these faitrumea's c== be (7) Sufficient ofrice space to accommodate the
valuable in providing a warning when unexpected substantial temporary and permanent radiation protection staff,Q chanses in dose raie or air concentration occur. Permanent records, and technical literature,

g
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D. IMPl.EMENTATION protection design presented in the applicant's final
**I*II ""*!ysis report will, be reviewed against regula-

O The purpose of this section is to provide informa- tcry Position 2 of this guide and differences from the
.

Von to applicants and licinsees regarding the NRC rec mmendat,ons of the guide will be identified (par-i
,

,,,fg.r plans for using this regulatory guide, ticularly for plants designed befcre Regulatory Guide

'O This guide reflects current NRC staff practice in 8.8 was issued). However, no substantive design
I

license application reviews. Therefore, except in changes will be required at the operating license stage
those cases in which the applicant proposes an ac- unless the design change can prevent substantial
ceptable alternative method for complying with speci- man-rem exposures that cannot be prevented by pro- I
fied portions of the Commission's regulations, the cedural measures and the design change is consistent
methods described herein are being and will continue with the cost-effectiveness principle of maintaining

. to be used in the evaluation of submittels for con- occupational radiation exposures ALARA.

struenon perynq and operating license applications Methods other than those set forth in this guide
un,il this guide is revised as a result of suggestions may be substituted for those stated herein, provided

,

from the public or additional staff review. i & && "as low as is reasonably

At the operating license review stage, the radiation achievable" of par:3raph 20.l(c) of 10 CFR Part 20.
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REGUI.ATORY GUIDE 8.10

0 OPERATING PHILOSOPHY FOR MAINTAINING OCCUPATIONAL
RADIATION EXPOSURES AS LOW AS IS REASONABLY ACHIEVABLE |

1
1

A. INTRODUCTION in addition to maintaining doses to individuals as far
below the limits as is reasonably achievable, the sum of

Paragraph 20.l(c) of 10 CFR Part 20," Standards the doses receiwd by all exposed individuals should also
f r Protunon Against Radiadon," states, in part, that be maintained at the lowest practicable level. It wouldO licensees should make every reasonable effort to main- not be desirable, for example, to hold the highest doses
tain radiation exposures as far below the limits specified to individuals to some fraction of the applicable limit if
in that part es practicable. This guide describes to this involved exposing additional people and signifi-.

licensees a general operating philosophy acceptable to cantly increasing the sum of radiation doses received by
the NRC staff as a necessary basis for a program of allinvolved individuals.
maintaining occupational exposures to radiation as low

O as is reasonably achievable. C. REGULATORY POSITION

Both this guide and Regulatory Guide 8.8,"Infor- Two basic conditions t.re considered necessary in
mation Relevant to Maintaining Occupational Radiation any program for keeping occupational exposures as far
Exposure as Low as is Reasonably Achievable (Nuclear below the specified limits as is reasonably achievable.
Power Reactors)," deal with the concept of "as low as is The managernent of the licensed facility should be
reasonably achievable" occupational exposures to radia- committed to maintaining exposures as Icw as le

O tion. The main difrerence between the two guides,aside reasonably achievable, and the personnel responsible for
from the fact that Regulatory Guide 8.8 applies only to radiation protectica should be continually vigilant for
nuclear power reactors and this guide applies to all means to reduce exposures.
specific licensees, is that Regulatory Guide 8.8 is
addressed to applicants for a licen:e and tells them what 1. Management Commitment
information relevant to "as low as is reasonably achiev-

O able" should be included in their license applications. The commitment made by licensee management to
This guide, on the other hand, describes an operating minimize exposures should provide clearly dermed radia-
philosophy that the NRC staff believes all specific tion protection responsibilities and an environment in
licensees should follow to keep occupational exposures which the radiation protection staff can do its job
to radiation as low as is reasonably achievable. properly. There are several aspects to this commitment:

a. Plant personnel should be made aware of

O B. DISCUS $10N management's commitment to keep occupational ex-
posures as low as is reasonably achievable. The commit-

Even though current occupational exposure limits ment should appear in policy statements, instructions to
provide a very low risk of injury,it is prudent to avoid personnel, and similar documents. As a minimum,
enr cessary eFP9sure 10 r*diation. The objectiseis thus workers'should be sufficiently familiar with this commit-
te se&ec oavational expwre: r.s far oe:o.i. it.e mint tt.n ti.e> can explam what the raanagraent
speufisd linu:s as is reasenably achwvable by means of commitant is, what "as low di in reasonabh dehinable

10 gwd radiation protectios. planning and practice, as well exposure to radiation" means, why it is recommended,
as by man $gernent commitmeet to policies that foster and how they have been advised to implement it on their
vigilance against departures from good practice. jobs.
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The first page of this guide is being reissuedO with the words "For Coment" deleted. The staff's
"

consideration of coments received during the
initial public comment period has resulted in the

.O determination that there is no need for a revision
at this time.

It is suggested that you attach this page to
the first page of the cceplete guide. No changes
have been made to the text of either this page or'O the remainder of the guide.
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i
OPERATING PHILOSOPHY FOR MAINTAINING OCCUPATIONAL

RADIATION EXPOSURES AS LOW AS IS REASONABLY ACHIEVABLE

A. INTRODUCTION In addition to maintaining doses to individuals as far
below the limits as is reasonably achievable, the sum of

I Paragraph 20.l(c) of 16 CFR Part 20, " Standards
the doses received by all exposed individuals should also'

for Protection Against Radiation," states, in part, that be maintained at the lowest practicable level. It would
licensees should make every reasonable effort to main-

not be desirable, for example, to hold the highest doses
tain radiation exposures as far below the limits specified to individuals to some fraction of the applicable limit ifin that part as practicable This Euide describes to

this involved exposing additional people and signifi-licensees a general operating philosophy acceptable to
cantly increasing the sum of radiation doses received bythe NRC staff as a recessary basis for a program of allinvolved individuals.> maintaining occupational exposures to radiation as low,

.s is reasonably achievable.
C. REGULATORY POSITION

Both this guide and Regulatory Guide 8.8,"Infor-
Two basic conditions are considered necessary in

mation Relevant to Maintaining Occupational Radiation any program for keeping occupational exposures as far
Exposure as Low as is Reasonably Achievable (Nuclear below the specified limits as is reasonably achievable.

I Power Reactors)," deal with the concept of"as low asis The managernent of the licensed facility should bey

reasonably achievable" occupational exposures to radia- committed to maintaining exposures as low as is
rs
tic tion. The main difference between the two guides.aside reasonably achievable,and the personnelresponsible forj from the fact that Regulatory Guide 8.8 applies only to radiation protection should be continually vigilant for
'

nuclear power reactors and this guide applies to all means to reduce exposures.
specific licensees, is that Regulatory Guide 8.8 is,

addressed to applicants for a license and tells them what I. Management Commitment
ig* information relevant to "as low as is reasonably achiev.,

able" should be inclu led in their license applications. The commitment made by licensee management to
.

f This guide, on the o...er hand, describes an operating minimize exposures should provide clearly defined radia-
| philosophy that the NRC staff believes .11 specific tion protection responsibilities and an environment in

licensees should follow to keep occupational exposures which the radiation protection staff can do its job
to radiation as low as is reasonably achievable. properly. There are several aspects to this committnent:

4 p a. Plant personnel should be made aware of
8. DISCUSSION management's commitment to keep occupational ex-

j posures as low as is reasonably achievable. The commit-
>

| | Even though current occupational exposure limits ment should appear in policy statements, instructions to
:

*,
i proside a very low rist of injury it is prudent to avoid permor.el end similee Jwuments. As a airJmum.

.n. s e's.irv np me to dieti a. De abje. tie is thus workers .hoeld be Mfie aady famliar with thn un.cnit.
, ; to reduce occupational exposures as far below the ment that they can explain what the management
! ', specified limits as is reasonably achievable by means of commitment is, what "as low as is reasonably achievablej. good :adiation protection plant'ing .nd practice, as well exposure to radiation" rneans, why it is recomrnended,

y as by management commitment to policies that foster and how they have been advised to implement it on their
vigilance against departtires from good practice. jobs.
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! b. Management should periodically perform afoo demonstrate that improvements have ban sonaght,that
'

mal audit to determine how exposures might be lowered. modifications have bun considered, and that they have
O This should include reviews of operating procedures and been implernented where practicable. where modifice. -

past exposure records, plant inspections, and consulta- tions have bun considered but not implemented. the
tions with the radiation protection staff or outalde licensee should be prepared to describe the reasons for
consultants. As a minimum, transgement should be able not implernenting them,
to discuss which operating procedures were redewed in
which locations most exposures are being received.what 2. Vist!ance by the RSO and the Radiation Protection

g groups of workers are receiving the highest exposures, StaNwhat discussions they have had with the radiation .

protection staff or outside consultants, and what steps It should be the responsibility of the RSO and the
they have taken to reduce exposures.

radiat!on protection staff to conduct surveillancs pro-

c. The management should ensure that there is a grams and investigations to ensure that occupational*

ws!!-supervised radiation protection capabElty with exposures are as far below the specified limits as is
reasonably achievab's. Additionally, they should bep well-defined responsibilities. The qualifications for the
vigilant in searching out new and better ways to performRadiation Protection Manager for a nuclear power all radiation jobs with less exposure. There are severalreactor facility are presented in Regulatory Guides 1.8
aspects to this responsibility.

and 8.8. Applicants submitting applications for any
specific license other than a nuclear power reactor a. He RSO and the radiation protection stafflicense should select and state the qualifications for the should know the origins of radiation exposures in the
lead individual who will be responsible for implementing plant. They should know these by location, operation.E the radiation protection program for the facility i.e.,the and job category and should be aware of trends in -

Radiation Safety Officer (RSO).' The qualifications exposures. Where radiation work permits are used, i'selected should be commensurate with the potential
exposures receiwd should be recorded on the permits. iproblems anticipated to be encountered in a facility of ne RSO and the radiation protection staff should be 8

the type subject to the license.
able to describe which locations, operations, and jobs are

O M d. He management sh uId see that plant workers associated with the highest exposures and why exposures ,
are increasing or decreasing. *") receive sufficient training, Section 19.12 of 10 CFR Part

19 requires instruction of personnel on radiation protec. b. He RSO and the radiation protection staff -

tion. Tla radiation worker should understand h"
,

should look for ways to reduce exposures. When unusual I

radiatio. protection relates to his job and shoula be
exposures have occurred, the radiation protection staff

tested on this understanding at least once per year. He
should have frequent opportunities to discuss radiation skuld direct and participate in an investigation of the

.

circumstances of such exposures to determine the causes
'

O safety with the indiation protection staff whenever the and take steps to reduce the likelihood of similar future
need arises. Minigement should be committed to a occurrences. For each such occurrence, the RSO should ireview of radiation protection at least once every three
years. Training should be sufficient to ensure that the be able to demonstrate that such an investigation has

~

been carried out, that conclusions were reached as a
wo:kers can correctly answer questions on radiation

result of the investigation,and that corrective action was
protection as it relates to their jobs,

taken, as appropriate.
O

.

ne RSO should be gi en sufficient authoritye.
to enforce safe plant operation. The RSO should have The RSO and the radiation protection staff

1

the authority to prevent unsafe practices and to com- should periodically review operating procedures that '

municate pre mptly with an apprnpriate level of mang- may affect radiation safety and survey plant operations
to dertify it 'atbr:s in which exposures can be rehced.tm..t about Vt'.rg an gr a:i, r. 5: dems usafe. Ind w ed 'gs should be prangtly implemented, j;y s2 ting prcedt es related to rai.dr.n safety shou a. .

O de reviewed and a; proved by radiation protection Procedures for receiving and evaluating suggestions

personnel. Da suthority should be demonstrable by relating to radiation protection from employees should

written policy statements. be established. hkers should be knowledgeable of the
procedur:s for making suggestions on radiation protec- ;

O f. Modifications to operating and maintenance
tion. > |

d 4procedures and to plant equipment and facilities should c. Adequate equipment and supplies for radiation jbe made where they will substantially reduce exposures protection work should be provided. The RSO should beO at a reasonable cost. The management should be able to responsible for ensuring that proper equipment and
j
,

supplies are available, are maintained in good working ~

Lines indnate substantive changes from previous issue. Order, and are used properly. Written procedures for theThe term " Radiation Safety Omcer"is used by many licensees;
other terms are equally acceptable. use of the equipment should be available and followed. a 1

4
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with the specified portions of the Commission's regula-
4

D. IMPt.EMENTATION tions, the methods described herein will be used in the
evaluation of submittals in connection with appBestionsCfg The purpou of this section is to provide informa- for a specificlicenw.3' tion to applicants and licensees regarding the NRC staffs

plans fer utilizing this regulatory guide. Regulatory Guides 1.8 and 8.8 address nuclear
power reactor facilities specifx: ally and will be used by

*

the NRC staff in evaluating submittals in connection
.

Except in those cases in which the applicant or with licensing setions for nucleu power reactors.
.

0 licenme propous an attemative method for complying |
,

t
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B/B-FSAR AMENDMENT 39.( SEPTEMBER 1982*

10 QUESTION 331.3

O- "Wi,th regard to the review of changes made during the
plant design process in order to maintain occupational
radiation exposures ALARA:

O
Identify by title the individual who has been responsiblea.

for this radiation protection design review, and describe,

how she or he relates to the individual responsible4

for the overall design.
,

O b. Provide a breakdown by title of radiation protection
personnel who.have been participating in such reviews,-

' - tabulating the health physics education and experience
required of each,

c. Describe formal arrangements'and procedures for
O assuring that adequate radiation protection reviews

,

are performed throughout the design and construction
processes and adequate records are kept to document '

the completion of each such reviews."

:O RESPONSE

a. Balance of Plant

The station owner has the responsibility for the radiation

.O protection design review on the Byron and Braidwood
-

nuclear power stations. Commonwealth Edison utilized
Westinghousa and S&L to review the Byron /Braidwood station
radiation protection design.

Westinghouse employs system analysis engineers, competent
33 in the area of health physics and radiation protection,

to work with system design engineers. Although many
groups within the Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactor.

Systems Division (PWRSD) are available when required,
the two major sections responsible for radiation pro-
tection review are Energy and Environmental Analysis,

o within the Nuclear Safety Department, and Radiation
and Systems Analysis within the Engineering Department.
The managers of these two sections report thorugh the

O maangement of their respective departments to the PWRSD
General Manager, who is responsible for the overall,

| design of RESAR-414 plants.
!O
| The A-E, Sargent & Lundy, performs ALARA Radiation Protection
! Design Reviews at key points in the balance of plant design.
(

ATTACHMENT E
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These reviews are independent of tho owner's reviews
and incorporate the instructions of the owner. The

.

(]) radiation protection design reviews conducted by Sargent &.
Lundy, cover access control, radiation shielding, radiation
monitoring, radiation protection facilities, and control

O of airborne contamination in accordance with the ALARA
concepts in Sections C.2 and C.4 of Regulatory Guide
8.8. The Sargent & Lundy ALARA review is conducted
according to written procedures which establish a Review
Committee and a committee chairperson. The chairperson
is an experienced Radiation Protection Specialist and'

O .is responsible for'the design review; he assigns committe.e
members and additio'nal reviewers as necessary to' review
tasks in their area'of expertise. The Review Committee ' '-

issues a report summarizing its review and-its conclusions.
A summary of the qualifications of the personnel who

O participated in the most recent Sargent & Lundy ALARA
Radiation Protection Design Review are given in Table
Q331.3-2. The review team consisted of the committee
chairman, at least three committee members and two.addi-
tional reviewers.,

,
, ,

b. Types f pers nnel that have been involved in the radiation
Cj protection review are given.in Tables 0331.3-1 and Q331.3-2.

O

-

,

O *

;O

|()
i

>O
. -

(
:O
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c. Balance of Plant

O '

Design informt.rion is logged and sent to the owner for
comments. Portions of the design information involve '

({} radiation shielding, monitoring, laboratory facilities
'

i
and other radiation considerations. These items are !
directed to the responsible radiation protection reviewer.

|
O Comments are sent through both Project Manager's Divisions

(owner and designer) . Radiation protection comments
and requested changes are forwarded to the engineer
responsible for the radiation protection (RP) design.
The RP designer responds to the comments and requests.
He then files the comments, requests, and the response.

O The RP designer makes the required design changes. t
* The' Project Management divisions. coordinate and document

the changes.

The personnel with expertise in radiation protection
within the groups stated above participate in the designO review process in a systematic manner. The procedures
to assure radiation protection functions nee.ded to prevent
or mitigate consequences of postulated accidents that
could cause undue risk to-the health and-safety of the
public are formally documented.

(( ) The NRC has recently reviewed the Westinghouse policy,
design, and operational considerations related to assuring
that occupational radiation exposures are ALARA for
the RESAR-3S and RESAR-414 designs. They have concluded
that Westinghouse has shown sufficient concern and famil-

:O istity with the ALARA principles in the areas of design
considerations such that this aspect of radiation pro-
teccion is acceptable. There are no substantial dif-

' forences between RESAR-414, RESAR-3S and the Byron / Braid-
wood design in those areas -that affect ALARA.

o d. The three examples which follow will result in a sig-
nificant reduction in man-rem exposure.

I 1. The utilization of removable unmortared block
wall sections (Instead of mortared sections)
for some equipment will significantly reduce

O the number of manhours spent in radiation areas.

| 2. Probe holes were placed in most removable hatches

| Q'. of filter and demineralizer cubicles. These
holes allow radiation monitoring of the cubicles
prior to removing its hatch. The radiationO data from the monitor will allow radiation pro-

'

tection personnel better control of cccupational

( exposure.

I

O
f

| Q331.3-2
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O( 3. Area radiation monitors (ARMS) were placed in
valve aisles which serve two or more highly
radioactive systems. These ARMS will prevent -

O gs high levels of unexpected exposure from the -

' '

startup of an inactive system while performing
maintenance on another system.

O

O ,

.
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:O
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:O
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|
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TABLE Q331.3-1 -

O
NSSS RADIATION PROTECTION PERSONNEL

.

RADIATION PROTECTION
JOB TITLES REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES EDUCATION EXPERIENCE

O
Manager of Interfaces between the BS or higher 5 years as a
Energy and Engineering Department in engineer- lead engineer
Environmental and the NRC. He re- ing or the or manager.
Analysis views, coordinates, and physical Background

supplies input for hap . sciences in nuclear anc
O ters 1, 2, 11, 12, and chemical en-;

15 of.the Safety vironmental
Analysis Reports. engineering

Manager of Provides radiation pro- MS or equi- 6 years expe-O Radiation tection guidance. Valent in rience in.
and System Analyzes plant radia- mechanical, nuclear plant
Analysis tion sources'and ex- nuclear, or system oper-

posure from and to chemical ation or
components. Occupa- engineering ' design
tional radiationg 3

j exposure design review.
,

!O

;O

,

:O
.

O
.O

.

;O
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g" TABLE Q331.3-2 |

RADIATION PROTECTION PERSONNEL PARTICIPATING IN THE *

O I
.

A-E's FSAR SUBMITTAL RADIATION PROTECTION DESIGN REVIEW

O
EDUCATION OF EXPERIENCE OF*
SPECIFIC SPECIFIC

JOB TITLE RESPONSIBILITIES REVIEWERS REVIEWERS

Chairperson Coordinate Review Chairperson: Over 25 Years
O NSLD Radia- by the Committee. Experience in.

. tion Protec- B.S. E.E. the Nuclear-

tion Design Assign Reviewers. Industry and
Review Certified With the AEC.
Committee Assign Review Tasks. Health

O Resolve Disputes.
Registered

Approve Committee Professional
Conclusions.

.

Engineer
.

Terminate Review.

Committee Assigned a Members:
Members Specific Area of

Responsibility. Ph D. N.B. Over 7 Years
~O I" "" 1***

' '

Summarize Review Engineering and
Responses. Radiation

Engineering,

Make Recommenda-
| tions and Ph D. Health One Year in
O Appraisals of Physics Health Physics

Plant's RP Design.
M.S. N.E. Over 13 Years

- Registered in Nucicar
Profes- Engineering,
sional Radiation

O Engineer Engineering, and
Health Physics

O
O

,

.

b *ExpirTEnce at Time of Design Review.

O
0331.3-5
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TABLE Q331.3-2 (Cont'dl I.

() -

EDUCATION OF EXPERIENCE OF
SPECIFIC SPECIFIC

-() JOB TITLE RESPONSIBILITIES REVIEWERS REVIEWERS

Reviewers Assigned a Reviewers:
(In Addition Specific Area of
to Committee Responsibility. Ph D. N.E. 4 Years in
Members)

O Nucl, ear
Review Completeness Engineering
of Station's Radi- and Radiation.

-- - ation Protection Engineering
Des ign.

M.S. N.E. 3 Years in
O Identify Nuclear

Deficiencies. Engineerign~

and Health
Make Physics

'

Recommendations.

O]

O

:

O

O

()
.

'O
.

O

0331.3-6
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Table 1 Comparison of FES Whole Body Cancer Mortality
Risk Estimators (Per 106 person-rem) With Values

aFrom Other Sources of Estimates
O

'

Projection Model * * '

Dose- Continuous Lifetime
Responge Exposure to 1 Rad /Yr (Low-LET)

.O Source of Estimates Models Absolute Relative

BEIR, 1980 LQ-L,LQ-L 67 169

c1972 BEIR Linear 115 568O
UNSCEAR 1977 Linear 75-175 i

d
ICRP Linear 100-125

FES Linear 135 500O

a Except where noted all values are taken from Table V-4 of BEIR III.
b

O For BEIR 1980, the first model is used for leukemia, the se::ond for'

other forms of cancer. The corresponding estimates when the other
models are used (thereby providing an envelope of risk. estimates)
are:

L- L , L- L 158 403

c Updated to 1970 U.S. population,
d The value for the ICRP is taken from ICRP (1977)

O

.O

'

O
'O ATTACHMENT F
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NRC Form 5 AP8'C"2 CY CM3
*(10 81) 31$04006

10 CFR 20 U S. NUCLEAR REGUL ATORY COMMt1510N Empires 4 30 83

CURRENT OCCUPATIONAL EXTERNAL RADIATION EXPOSURE
See Instructions on Back

O
IDENTIFICATION

p 1. NAME (PRINT - Last, first, and middle) 2. SOCI AL SECURITY NO.

U '

O 3. DATE OF BIRTH (Month, day, year) 4. NAME OF LICENSEE

UOSE RECORDED FOR (Specify: Whole body; 6. WHOLE BODY DOSE 7. METHOD OF MONITORING (e.g., Film Badge -
skin of whole body; or hands and forearms. STATUS (rem) F B; Pocket Chamber - PC: Calculations - Calci
feet anit ankles.) X OR GAMMA BETA

O NEUTRONS

8. PERIOD OF EXPOSURE DOSE FOR THE PERIOD (rem) 13. RUNNING TOTAL FOR
(From - Tol CALENDAR OUARTER

9. X OR G AMMA 10. B ETA 11. NEUTRON 12. TOTAL trem)

O

,

O(JO'

~O

O

:O

A

O
| LIFETIME ACCUMULAT ED DOSE

(] 1L PRf vnMS 101 At bem) 15. TOT AL QUARTERLY le 1014L ACCUMULATED 17. PERM ACC DOSE DIN ISI bem) 18. UNUSED PART OF PERMISSISLE
| DOSE DOSE bemi ACCUMULATE D DOSE leemt

dose eem

i

;O
_

| ATTACHMENT G
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF NRC FORM 5,

e

The preparation and safckeeping nf this form or a clear and legible items 9, $ctf.esplanJtory. The vaides are to be given in erm.
record containing alt the informatinn trionsed on this form is re- 10 and All measurenwnts ase to be interpreted en the best
quered pursuant to Section 20 401 of tuutards for Protection I I, method known and in accordance with Paragraph 20.4(c).
Against Radiaison," 10 CF R 20, as a current recortf of occupational Where calculations are made to determine done, a r opy nf
enternal radiation exposures. Such a recrud must be maintained such calculations is to be maintained in conjunction with
f or each indevidual f or whom pers'innel monitoe ing is required this record. In any case where the dose for a calendas
under Section 20.202, Note that a separate NRC Form $ is to be clear ter is less than 10% of the value pecified in Par.upaph
used for recordino enternal exposure to (1) the whole body; /v.t01(a), the plu ase "less than 10% may be entcu49 en
(2) skin of wtsolebody* (3) hanets and foirarms; or (4) feet and heu of a numenical value.

I ankles, as provided by item $ lyelow. Item 12. And the vafues uncler items 9,10 and 11 for each pennd
Listed below by item are instnictas and additionalinformation of esposure and secord the total. In calculating the5 -

direc.fy pertment to completing this f orm. '' Total" any enirv ''less than 10%" resy be disregardal.
Item 13. The running totafis to be maintained on the twisis of

f dentif* cation calendar nuarters Paragraph 20.3(a) (4) defines calenit.w
Item 1. Self emplanatory, quarter. No entry need be made en this item if only
item 2. Scif emplanatory estopt that,if indiviikial has no social calendar quarter eadiation doses are recorded an items 9

a
stoerity number, the woid ''nnne" shall be inserted. 10,11 and 12.

g'* f f ''y Lifetime Accumulated Dow (Whole Body)
NOTE : If the licensee chooses to keep the inrfividual's

Occupational E a posure e mosure bh M permitted in Paragraph 20.101(at items
item S. " Dose to the whole Inufy" sh.illlie deemed to include any ' 4 through 18 need not be completed. However,in that r.de

dose to the whole liody, giu1. hts, active blood forming the total whole body riose f or each calendar quarter etciwileil
organs, head and truck, or lens ni eye. Unless the lenses in Item 13 (cr item 12 et quarterly doses are entered m item
of the cves are pioterted with ryc shields, dose recorded 12) sisould not emceed 1 lid rem.
as whole body dost'shi ild enclude the dose delivered if an individual is enposed under the orovisions of Parageaph 20.101
through,a tgsue equeva,ent alwor her havmg a thickness of (b) complete items 14 through 18 at the end of each calenttas

Quarter and wht:n the sheet it' filled. Values in item 13, when in theshie'id I it g a s e en va ent c ness
of at Irest 70b mg/cm2, riose recorded as whole body dose rnaddle of a calendar quarter, and values in item 18, must be tiroughtec e w e

forward to next sheet for each endtvidual.should include the dose delivesed throuf a tissue equivalent Item 14. Enter the precous total accumulated dose from preuougatrsorber having a thickness of 1'000 mg/cm? or less. dose records for the individual (e g . from item 16 of NIL
Dose secorded as dose to the skin of the whole body hands F orm 5 or item 11 of NRC Form 4). The total occur.iton.nl
and f os raems, or f eet and ankles should include the dose radiation dose teceived by the individual must be er'tened
delivered theough a tissue eqidvalent absorber having e in this item. including any occupational dose recewed

T thickness of 7 mg/cm? or less. The dose to the skin (,f from sources of radiation not hcensed by the Comm u.on
the whnle tiody. hands and f onc.u ms, or feet and ankles if the individual was enposed to sources of radiatson not"
should be recos ded on sep;u alc torms unless the dose to licensed by the Comm.ssion during any Ca'endar qu*ter
those parts of the Inty has been included as dose to the after Compieting NRC Form 4 and personnel monitonng
whole body on a 1osm maintamed f or eecording whole body equipment was not worn by the in$vidual. il should tv
esposure.

. assumed that the endividual received a dose of 1 1/4
Item 6. This item need be completed only when the sheet is used rems during each such calendar quarter

to recos d whole body esptmurs and the licensee is
espouno tie indiv+ dual under the provisions of Paragraph item 15. Enter the total calendar quarter dose from item 13 f.w
20.101 6) which athms up to 3 sems per quarter to the from item 12 it quarterly doses are entered in item I?)
whole ludy. Enter in this item the unused part of par- and the date designating the end of the calendas q' use tre

'

mnsible accumulated dosc taken f rom previous records of in which the dose was received te.g., L1 arch 30, l d?!.~I
empc*ure 6 e , item 18 of the preceding NRC Form 5 or item item 16. Add item 14 and f tem 15 and enter that sum.
13 of NRC F orrr. a if the individual s esposure during item 17. Obtain the Pcimissible Accumulated Dose (PAD) m iem
empicyment with the hcensee begins with this record for the WHOLE BODY. "N"is equal to the numies ist

years of age of the individual on his last birthdab irmSuh
tract 18 from N and multiply the dif ference byitem 7. Ind:cate the method uvd fu monituting the individual's

emostne to each type of radiation to which he is exposed (e 9.. John Smith, we 32;N = 32, PAD = E(32-16)
in the course of his dutics. Abtw eviat sor.. may be used. 70 rem.)

Item 8. Doses recieived oves a peiiod of less than a Ca|endar quarter item 18. Determine the unused part of the PAD by subtracima
need not be separatdy entried on the foim provided that f tem 16 from item 17. The unused part of the PAD
the 1.censee maintains a current s ecord of the doses received is that portion of the Lifetime Accumulated Dose los

i
> by the individual which has e not as yet been entered on the conf ed by th,semaining at the end of the periodthe individuat

form. The period of esposure should specify the day the is sheet.
measurement of that esposure was initiated and the day
on whic'i et was terminated. For example if only cuarterly
doses are entered, the peeiod of esposure Ior the first
calendar quarter of 19o? might be taken as runnina from
and would be indicated in this item as Jan.1,1962 Idar.962,Monday. Jeuary 1,1962, through Friday, March 30 1

30,

Monday morning, January 1.1967.a fdm badge issuedand picked uo Friday
1962. If weekly doses are entered

'

January 5,1962, would be indicated as Jan.1,1962 Jan,b,'

1962.

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

Pursuant to 5 u 5 C. 552 ate)131. enacted con 14w hv rrteon 3 of the Pnvacy Act of 1974 (Pubhc ta* 93 579), tiw 1oiloweno statement is f ormshed to mdividuals whoe

s ece c'cnau to tw Nueva: nemth Gemsson o4T Fc m 5 1Ns ciorwwa ma.ned m a swem ot eecoros ces:gaatec aAC27 49d oesenbedw

at 40 ' " # ib eeer45348 0 a.c.c.1 IM51

1. AU1HM11Y Sn t. m b.1 (1. tA RI.103.104.1611b), and 161(cl ot the Atemic E neiov Ar t of 1954. as amenden t4' U S C. 2073. 209 3. 2035. 2 8 t t. 2 t 3.1
,s

'J 2134. 2.'it I tb). and 2201 hill t he a..poniv f oi sohotmg the social secunty rn.mt;er is 10 CF R Paet 20.

2 PRINCIf'At l'URPOSE 19 The mtoioiation n w 3 o, the N RC in its evaluahon of the Sr.Laad.ation ess osun asgsw.1 with uw licenwd activet t and i*:
es icmo,its statutori oi. o..ut..hh 1.i mun.ine aad irgo:ste the sab y anchea:th react.ces of itslirensees The data swim.t> s awaninglui compansue of t nth untn

'

sent and ione trem varosive me. .w amring types of kcene es and among lac. asres eth.n each tgee. Data on vom esposiese to rad.at on isa.a lable its you ap

/ yom request

3 ROU11NL USES Ine mtoimIn.. nia, tie used to provide data to other Federal and State wncies involved in moniinone and/or evaluating radiation espou..,
receiwd in mdividuals emr cseil as es t.ation win kers on a permanent rir temporary basis and etresure received tev monstmed usitors. The inf ormation er.av aisa1ee

d.scinsed to an avisopriate I edeist. State.m inraf wac, m the event the mtoemation mdicates a uotabon or potenimi vio'atica of law and m the Cours* of an

admmatiet.se or audicial rm erdme

4. EHE1Hln DISCLOSURL t$ L' AN0410RY OR VOLUNTARY AND EFFECT ON IN0lVIDU AL OF NOT PROVIDING INF ORMATION 11 is voluni s

that vtw him.sn the requevea vocaw esNomg sceiae secwity nurrces, however, the sieensee mast ccrv ete NE Fcrm 5 on earn es' &al for whom'
t*tsonart memtonng is acq ned unde 10 CF R 20 202. Failure to do so raar subect the igensee to enfostyment artion in accordance with 10 CFR 20 Gill
The so..ai serurity numbre n essed to ausse that NRC has an accmate identifiet not subtect to the comcitlence of simitae naines or birthdates among the laege
nun bei et prisons on wNew data r. maienamed.
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B/B-FSAR AMENDMENT 33
GCTOBER 1981

(
O QUESTION 331.32

.

,pr-} " Provide additional information on how your exposure
t' racking and exposure reduction program, includes theh>
elements of Regulatory Guide 1.70, Section 12.1.3 and

O 12.5.3, and Regulatory Guide 8.8, Section C.3.9 (8) (j) ,
C. 3. 8 ( 2) , and C. 3.c(2) (5) , including rem-tracking, self-
reading pocket dosimeter use, post-maintenance, actual
exposure, and how these results are used to make changesin future work. Verify that annual exposure reviews
are performed by plant management and that these are.

O used to identify groups with the highest exposure in
. order to assure that doses are ALARA." -

RESPONSE *

O The Commonwealth Edison commitment to the ALARA principle
is discussed in B/B-FSAR Subsection 12.1.1. The use of
Radiation Work Permits is discussed in B/B-FSAR Subsection

, 12.1.1.3.
.

Pencil dosi~ meters will be used'at Byron /Braidwood Stations
O to record estimates of daily exposures received by each

individual worker. This information enables the Rad / Chem,

Department to spot significant individual exposures that
may occur within the biweekly film badge monitoring period.
Biweekly ~ work group man-rem summaries are generated by the
computer dosimetry program. The summaries serve to alertu the station health physics staff and the corporate office
of the trends in man-rem expenditures. Commonwealth Edison
began a Radiation Evaluation Program (REP) in April of 1976.
REP is a computer based occupational dose accounting system
used to document, by work group, the dose expenditure resulting

'O fr m w rk performed on various plant systems and components.
In addition to each work group's dose and the plant component

| worked on, the program will document the total work effort
in man-hours and include a brief description of the work *

j performed.

.g The REP program applications are:

To provide timely radiological feedback informationa.
77 3 to our engineering and production departments and,

(_) architect-engineer consultants for consideration
in new plant design and to enable corrective action

O to be taken at existing stations.
b. To identify and compile dose histories on specific

sources of occupational dose that might be reduced(. through improved station workin
cedures and training programs. g and shielding pro-

,

i

iO
ATTACHMENT H

,
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g- B/B-FSAR AMENDMENT 33 ,

Ox OCTOBER 1981
.

To provide data for comparison studies of specificr3 c.
bm) '

sources of occupationa.'. exposure among similar CECO
nuclear stations with relevant factors such as reactor

O quipment and plant layout, etc., taken into account.
d. To demonstrate an " active ALARA program."

The Station is also planning for an ALARA Review Committee.
This committee is composed of the manager of each affected

g department, the Rad / Chem Supervisor, and an ALARA coordinator.
The charter of the committee is to advise the Station Superin-
tendent on ALARA matters. The committee reviews annual ' -

~

exposure reduction goals and provides direction for the
ALARA coordinator. The committee meets at least quarterly.
The chairman of the committee has decision making responsibility.

O
.

o4

e

'O

O

o
O

L
O

0331.32-2



)

(1) maintaining airflow from areas of potentially low airborne contamination
to areas of higher potential concentrations

(2) ensuring negative or positive pressures to prevent exfiltration or infil-
tration of potential contaminants, respectively

{ .)
'(3) locating ventilation system intakes so that intake of potentially contam-

inated air from other building exhaust points is minimized

lhese design criteria are in accordance with the guidelines of Regulatory
Guide 8.8. Some examples of exposure reduction features in the ventilation
system are _

(1) Shielding is provided as necessary around HVAC filters (for example, char-
j coal filters) to minimize radiation exposure to station personnel as a

result of source buildup on the filter.

(2) Dampers are provided before and af ter the filter train to isolate the train
during filter changes.

(3) Decontamination of the filter train internals structures is facilitated by
the close proximity of electrical outlets for operation of decontamination
equipment and water supply for washdown of the interior.

The staff concludes that the applicant's ventilation system will keep personnel
exposure at a small faction of 10 CFR 20 values and is therefore acceptable.

_

Area Radiation and Airborne Radioactivity Monitoring Instrumentation12.3.4

12.3.4.1 Area Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation

The applicant.'s area radiation monitoring system is designed to
~)

(1) provide operating personnel in the main control room with an indication
and record of gamma radiation leveis at selected locations within the
various plant buildings

. (2) contribute radiation information to the control room so that correct
decisions may be made with respect to deployment of personnel in the eventd

of a radiation incident
-

(3) assist in the detection of unauthorized or inadvertent movement of radio-
active materials in the plant including the radwaste area

(4) supplement other systems in detecting abnormal migrations and radioactive
material in or from the process streams

(5) provide local alarms at key points where a substantial change in radiation
levels might be of immediate importance to personnel frequenting the area

(6) provide a continuous record of radiation levels at key locations through-
out the plant

Byron SER 12-7 gg
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j To meet these objectives, the applicant plans to use 53 monitors in areas where
[c personnel may be present and where radiation levels could become significant.

~D
The system deviates from the staff acceptance criteria in that not all area
monitors will have local alarms. However, those monitors which are located to

_
warn personnel occupying an area of a sudden high increase in dose rate will be'*

*Ii equipped with local audio and visual alarms, other alarms will be announced by
:I

- the control room personnel who will direct the deployment of personnel in the
event of a radiation incident. Therefore, the staff concludes that the area

p radiation monitoring system is acceptable.

| The applicant has provided area radiation monitors around the fuel storage
E areas to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 70.24 and to be consistent with the
i guidance of Regulatory Guide 8.12, " Criticality Accident Alarm Systems."
J

[~ To meet the criteria of II.F.1(3), NUREG-0737, the applicant has committed to
! installing and calibrating two high range gamma monitors at Byron in each of

the station units that meet the criteria of Table II.F.1-3 of NUREG-0737. Plant
,

L layout drawings showing the location of the monitors have also been submitted.
I
e

On th' basis of its review, the staff has concluded that the applicant meets
!4 the staff's position in Item Ill.F.1(3) of NUREG-0737.

I 12.3.4.2 Airborne Radioactivity Monitoring Instrumentation

The design objective of the appli'nt's airborne radioactivity monitoring system'

are

(1) to assist in maintaining occupational radiation exposure to airborne con-'

,

taminants ALARA

(2) to check on the integrity of systems containing radioactivity that are
being monitored

(3) to warn of inadvertent release of airborne radioactivity to prevent over-
i exposure of personnel
,

The applicant will install fixed continuous airborne monitoring systems (CAMS)
that will be dedicated to monitoring a particular ventilation pathway for high
airborne radioactivity. Visual and audible alarms are provided in the main,

'

control room for these monitors so that appropriate administrative actions may
be taken when this radioactivity is detected. The fixed CAMS have the capability
to detect 10 mpc-hours of particulate and iodine radioactivity in any compartment
that has a possibility of contain;.ig airborne radioactivity and that may be
occupied by personnel. The applicant will provide portable continuous air moni-

~; tors when needed to monitor air in areas not provided with fixed airborne radio-
activity monitors. Airborne radioactivity monitors will be calibrated at regular
time intervals.

The objective and location criteria of Byron station area and airborne radiation
D monitoring systems are in conformance with 10 CFR 20 and Regulatory Guides 8.2

and 8.8 and are acceptable.

The staff concludes that the equipment and facility design features, shielding,
ventilation, area radiation monitoring, and airborne radioactivity monitoring

,

f
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systems at Byron station are sufficient to ensure that radiation exposures are
ALARA and are acceptable.

12.4 Dose Assessment

(O Section 12.4 of the FSAR describes the applicant's assessment of (1) the collec-
' tive radiation dose equivalent workers will receive in operating and maintaining
the facility, and (2) the airborne radioactivity to which workers will be exposed

a in operating the facility. The way in which the assessment of collective dose
"

from plant operation was factored into the radiation protection design is also
described.

The applicant presented his estimate of the collective radiation dose equiva-
lent workers will receive from the operation of the facility. The estimate is

O 500 person-rems per year per unit; this estimate includes the station staff and
contractor personnel. The method used by the applicant is not consistent with
the acceptance criteria in NUREG-0800, that is, listing the methods outlined in
Regulatory Guide 8.19. The applicant's assessment was not based on an analysis
of the tasks involved in the operation of the plant, the expected radiation

'

dose rates, and the personnel required to perform those tasks. However, the
applicant based the estimate on dose data irom several years of operation at
Zion Station and other PWRs. (The Zion station is run by the applicant.) The
applicant has examined operating experience at several operating PWRs to deter-
mine those activities that contribute significantly to the collective occupa-
tional dose equivalent. Then the applicant proceeded to examine possible design

_
and procedure changes to reduce doses in those activities. Through this process

_ the applicant has made several improvements in the Byron design to reduce doses.
Examples of these improvements are

(1) The utilization of removable unmortared block wall section (instead of
mortared sections) for some equipment will significantly reduce the number
of manhours spent in radiation areas.

(2) Probe holes were placed in most removable hatches of filters and demirara-
lizer cubicles. TNse holes allow radiation monitoring of the cubicles
before its hatch is removed. The radiation data from the monitor will
allow radiation protection personnel better control of occupational
exposure.

-

(3) Area radiation monitors (ARMS) were placed in valve aisles that serve two
or more highly radioactive systems. These ARMS will prevent high levels
of unexpected exposure from the startup of an inactive system while main-
tenance on another system is being performed.

3 Therefore, the method used by the applicant served the purpose of a dose assess-
ment identification of instances where additional dose reduction features are

/% justified. Although the person-rem estimate was not made in accordance with
/ Regulatory Guide 8.19, the staf f concludes that the applicant's dose assessment

is acceptable, because it met the intent of the Regulatory Guide in that it
,o identified potential unnecessary exposures, minimized foreseen doses, and led

to an examination of dose-reducing methods and techniques.

The applicant has estimated the potential exposure of individual workers to
airborne radioactivity in various parts of the station. These estimates in

-

Byron SER 12-9
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organizations, including his current one. Advantages and disadvanges of
each organization will be presented. The review is to be completed by
March 1, 1982; by April 15, 1982, the applicant will either submit any
proposed changes to his organization or provide documentation of hisJ

Rad / Chem technicians training and retraining program. The staff will
fl review this information when it is provided to confirm that the station .

# L' organization will provide the requisite independence and technical
competence for the health physics group.

(3) The applicant has shown that the qualifications of Byron's Rad / Chem Super-
visor meet the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.8, " Personnel Selection
and Training," and is acceptable as the station's RPM.

_

(4) The backup to the RPM during his absence from the station will be selected
from the positions of Station Health Physicist, Health Phasicist, orq

'

Rad / Chem Foreman. The applicant has committed to using the criteria of
ANSI 3.1, December 1979 draft, in selecting the individual temporarily
filling the RPM positio,. This satisfies the requirements of NUREG-0731
and is acceptable.

O (5) The applicant has committed to .having at least one Rad / Chem technician en
site at all times. This satisfies the requirements of NUREG-0731 and is
acceptable.

Byron has, with the exception of the combined Rad / Chem section, shown that the
current health physics organization meets staf f criteria as stated in NUREG-0731
and Regulatory Guide 8.8 for an acceptable radiation protection organization.m

Subject to receipt of an acceptable program for ensuring that the health physics
group is provided adequate technical direction and that the health physics tech-
nicians will maintain their technical competence, the staff finds the organiza-
tion acceptable.

O 12.5.2 Equipment, Instrumentation, and Facilities

The radiation protection features at Byron station include a counting room, hot
laboratory, cold laboratory, radiation protection office, calibration facility,
laundry room, parsonnel decontamination room, and a mask-cleaning facility.
These facilities are sufficient to maintain occupational radiation exposure

O ALARA and are consistent with thc provisions of Regulatory Guide 8.8. Equip-
trait to be used for radiation pretection purposes includes portable radiation

'vey instruments, personnel monitoring equipment, fixed and portable area and-

rborne radioactivity monitors, laboratory equipment, air samples, respiratory
)tective equipment, and protective clothing. The number and type of equipment
be used are adequate and provide reasonable assurance that the applicant

,

J 11 be able to maintain occupational exposure ARARA.

In order to meet the criteria of III.D.3.3 of NUREG-0737, the applicant has
-

| I ) committed to having the capability to sample and determine airborne radioiodine
' concentration by using portable air samplers using silver zeolite as a sample

medium. If entrapped noble gases interfere with the radioiodine analysis, clean,,

i' air or nitrogen flushing will be performed.

Low background counting facilities for postaccident analysis are available in
the turbine building 364 level, near the condensate makeup transfer pump, and

Byron SER 12-11
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in the turbine building, 401 level, inside the secondary sample room. Trans-
portable data acquisition and analysis systems that contain in part an ORTEC
Hyperpure Germanium detector and an ORTEC 7050 Multichannel Analyzer or their

,

equivalents will be used if normal stations counting rooms cannot be used
because of background problems.

I i The use of sampling equipment and analysis systems for the determination of
radiciodine during an accident situation has been incorporated into the Byron
station's training program.

_

The postaccident radioiodine sampling and analysis provisions described for the
Byron station satisfactorily meet the staff's position as outlined in NUREG-0737
and are acceptable.

12.5.3 Procedures

All permanent plant personnel entering controlled radiation areas will be
assigned film badges or thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) badges and pencil
dosimeters. The film badges or TLDs will be procecsed every 2 weeks or more
frequently if significant exposures are suspected and the pencil dosimeters
will be read daily. Special neutron surveys and use of neutron dosimeters will,

be provided when plant personnel enter neutron areas when required by 10 CFR 20.
Whole-body counts of all plant personnel will be conducted on a scheduled basis
and other bioassays will be provided when deemed necessary by the plant's health
physics staff, using the guidance of Regulatory Guides 8.9 and 8.26. All radia-
tion exposure information will be processed and recorded in accordance with- ' 10 CFR 20.

' Maintenance, repair, surveillance, and refueling procedures and methods used by
the applicant are reviewed to ensure that all plant radiation protection pro-
cedures, practices, and criteria have been considered, to ensure that occupa-
tional radiation exposures will be ALARA and in accordance with Regulatory

'i Guide 8.8. Procedures are also developed to meet the requirement of Regulatory
Guide 1.33, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Operation)."

Based on the information presented in the FSAR and the applicant's responses to
the staff's questions, the staf f concludes that the applicant intends to imple-
ment a radiation protection program that will maintain inplant radiation expo-

~ - sures within the applicable limits of 10 CFR Part 20 and will maintain exposures
ALARA in accordance with Regulatory Guide 8.8.

_

s

,

s
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1 MR. THOMAS: Are they tendered to counsel?

g 2 MR. RAWSON: I am sorry. Yes. The witnesses

3 are available for cross examination.
,

) \
4 MR. THOMAS: Judge, I have no cross examination l

)
5 plan to file. '

6 I think if I can ask one question I think it will be

)
7 apparent why.

8 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.

9 CROSS EXAMINATION ON BEHALF 0F

10 INTERVENOR LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

11 BY MR. THOMAS:

12 Q I will address this to each one of you on the panel.

() 13 Has anything that you have heard while you have been

14 here at the hearings this week or any of the testimony

15 that you have reviewed since the filing of your prefiled

16 testimony caused you to modify your position in any way as

17 expressed in your prefiled testimony?

18 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) No.

19 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) No.

20 MR. THOMAS: Judge, that's the only question I

21 have.

)
22 I see no -- really no -- significant differences or

b'') 23 no differences at all between the position of the
V

24 Applicant and the position of the Staff.

25 I suppose I could ask each one of the questions that
O

.

i

:) SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD. '
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'
1 I have asked this week of the Applicant's witnesses, but I

je] 2 see no point in going through the same lines of
\ /
' ~ '

3 questioning that I went through with the Applicant's
)

4 witnesses.

5 So I have no further questions.

6 MR. MILLER: I do have.

)
7 MS. HERRIN: I have a few questions and I also

8 do not have a cross examination plan but they are all

9 based on the Question and Answer 11 on Page 9.

10 This is addressed to Mr. Branagan, since he was the

11 one who prepared it.

12 CROSS EXAMINATION

) (''/\(_.- 13 BY MS. HERRIN:

14 Q In that answer to that question you state that a

15 reasonable upper limit to the range of uncertainty and the

)
16 cancer mortality risk estimator is about .5 potential

17 fatal -- excuse me -- fatal cancers per 1,000 person rems.-

18 Can you tell me upon what information you based that

'

19 estimation on?

20 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Yes. To summarize, the information,
|

21 the upper range estimate is based upon the BEIR-I Report

22 and the BEIR-III Report.
1
'

) 23 Q Did you at all use the Mancuso, Stewart and Kneale Report

24 to derive that figure?
,

25 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) The Mancuso, Stewart and Kneale Report
| (-]s

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 was reviewed in the BEIR-III Report and that would lead to

O 2 risk estimates higher than that particular value.

3 Q But did you evaluate it separately outside of the
1

4 information you derived from the BEIR-III Report?

5 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) I am a little puzzled by what you mean

6 " evaluate." I have read the Mancuso, Stewart and Kneale

7 paper.

8 Q In deriving these risk estimates, you used the -- I may be

9 incorrect on this but -- BEIR-I and BEIR-III?
~7

10 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) That's correct.

11 Q I am asking if you also used the Mancuso Report as a

12 separate document in deriving your risk estimates?
n

h 13 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) No, I did not.

14 Q You just used whatever information you ha'd from the

15 BEIR-III Report and their review of the Mancuso Report?

16 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) That's correct.

17 MS. HERRIN: Just a second, your Honor.
|

|
18 BY MS. HERRIN:

19 Q Are you familiar with the Mancuso Report?

20 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) I have read the particular paper a few

21 years ago. I have head reviews of the Mancuso paper in

22 the NCRP report No. 64 as well as the BEIR-III Report and
'

23 some other literature.

24 Q Why did you decide not to use the Mancuso Report as -- in
s

''
S 25 determining your cancer risk estimate?
)

1

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD. I
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1 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Well, the criticism -- some of the

2 criticism that I have seen of the Mancuso Report is that

3 they base their lung cancer -- excess lung cancer

4 estimates on the 1960 incidence of lung cancer in the

5 United States versus the 1970. As I understand, it should

6 have been based more properly on the 1970 data.

)
7 In addition to that, the reviews I have read have

8 indicated that the Mancuso, Stewart and Kneale Report is a

9 report of a fairly low statistical power and there are

)
10 better --

11 JUDGE SMITH: Low statistical what?

12 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) (Continuing.) Low statistical power.

13 JUDGE SMITH: Power?

14 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) (Continuing.) Yes.

15 BY MS. HERRIN:

16 Q Could you explain to me what you nean by that?

17 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Well, the doses that the Hanford

18 workers received were quite small and you would need a

19 very large population before you would begin to see

20 cancers, excess cancers, as a result of those doses and

21 have a great deal of confidence that those, indeed, were

22 the result of radiation.

23 Q I may have interrupted you.

24 Did you have any other reasons why you didn't use

25 the Mancuso Report?q
v

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) I would say those were the primary

2 reasons.

'J
3 Q So in your professional judgment, you decided that the

n
4 Mancuso Report was unreliable in predicting cancer risk

5 estimates?

6 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) There are better sources of data to
3

7 use than the Mancuso Report. It's one report that you are

8 aware of, but I wouldn't put all the weight -- that much

9 weight on it as compared with the many other studies that
)

10 have been done, which have higher statistical power, in my
J

11 opinion.

12 MS. HERRIN: Thank you very much, sir. I have

13 no further questions.
'

14 JUDGE SMITH: Now you have cross examination.

15 MR. THOMAS: No, My position is still the s.ame, l

3
16 Our position vis-a-vis' the Staff is the same as'

17 vis-a-vis' the Applicant, so I have no questions -- no
|

18 additional questions.

19 BOARD EXAMINATION

20 BY JUDGE COLE:
1

21 Q Dr. Branagan, I guess this is your part --

)
22 MR. THOMAS: Excuse me. If I could just amplify

8 23 on that a little.

24 I say that only to indicate that by not asking any
,

'
25 questions, I don't wish any inference to arise that we,

)

; SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 concede the nature of the -- the accuracy of the Staff

2 testimony, that's all.

3 JUDGE SMITH: Yes. I think we recognize that.
0

4 MR. THOMAS: Yes, I am sure you do.

5 MR. MILLER: Of course, the Staff testimony

6 stands with the direct and such cross as has been elicited
7 so far and I think the record should be clear that Mr.
8 Thomas is knowingly wciving any right to challenge or test

9 the assertions that are made in the Staff testimony.
s
'

10 JUDGE SMITH: Yes, that is ccrrect, he has; but

11 I think the point he is making, which we appreciate, is

12 that we will look at the record in its entirety and by not

. (O.

x,) 13 cross-examining he is does not give conclusive weight to

14 the Staff's testimony.

15 Is that correct?

#
16 MR. THOMAS: Yes, that's another way of saying

17 it.

18 JUDGE SMITH: We are not bound to accept

19 everything they say because you failed to cross examine.

20 Look at the entire record.

21 MR. THOMAS: Right, right.

22 BOARD EXAMINATION

ggg 23 BY JUDGE COLE:

24 Q Dr. Branagan, on Page 5 and 6 and possibly other places in

'
r, 25 your testimony, you referred to risk estimators, and on
O

.
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1 the top of Page 6 you indicate that your estimates were

2 based on information derived from the BEIR-I Report.

h')'

3 Could you explain to me why you used the estimates
7-

4 contained derived from the BEIR-I Report and not from a

5 later version of that report, the BEIR-III Report?

6 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Yes. Well, I am well aware that'there
3

7 are later reports, BEIR-III, as well as the UNSCEAR 1970

8 Report -- 1977 report, the UNSCEAR 1982 Report and ICRP

9 26.
3~

10 The Staff has in the past used the BEIR-I Report and

11 there is a fair amount of data on the risk estimators for

12 different age groups and in that way it just appears to be

13 a handier document. There is more information that has

14 been derived from that document.

15 The BEIR-III Report, if we had used the risk

)
16 estimators in that report, it wou?dn't make any

17 significant difference in the risk estimates that we have

18 used.

3'
19 Q Are you saying that had you used the estimates that .iould

20 be derived from the BEIR-III Report, the numbers wouldn't

21 be that much different or there would be no difference or

22 very little difference?

23 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Very little difference.

24 Q All right, sir. On Page 9, Mr. Lamastra, Question 12, why

)
25 is the routine person rem per year for Byron acceptable

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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3
1 under ALARA criteria? I see two different estimates of

2 the person rem per year estimate, 440 and 500. One might

3 be an estimate and one might be closer to what you think

4 is the number. Which is it?

5 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Okay. The 440 value was in the FES.

6 It was an average value at that time for PWR's currently
0

7 operating. We used that value, Dr. Branagan used that

8 value, to estimate the impact for the environmental report

9 where the value I quoted is in the FSAR. It's an estimate

10 by the Applicant.

11 Does that help explain the difference?

12 Q All right, sir.

O 13 Did you make your own estimate of this value or did

14 you take the Applicant's value?

15 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) I reviewed the Applicant's value and

16 accepted it.

17 Q Do you think that is a reasonable value over the 40-year

18 lifetime of the plant?

3
19 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) For estiaation purposes, yes. I am

20 aware that currently operating plants vary anywhere from,

21 say, 300 person rem up to 1,300, 1,400 person rems

22 depending on the amount of special maintenance, routine

g 23 repairs, et cetera.

24 There is just no way that you can estimate for Byron

25 as a particular plant what they are going to average over

; SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 its lifetime.

2 Q All right, sir.7

\J 3 In response to the question we were just discussing,
4 Question 12, you indicate that the Staff has reviewed

5 Byron's radiation protection ALARA program and you gave

6 special attention to certain aspects of it.
0

7 Could you tell me what you mean by special

8 attention, I mean in terms of man hours of review?

9 How much time was spent in this special attention,
3

10 do you have any estimate of that?

11 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Well, I have been working on Byron for

12 the past two years. I would say I have spent about I

13 guess 26 weeks full time, 40 hours a week, approximately,

| 14 off and on, for two years.

15 Do you need man hour exactly?

)
16 Q No. I just wanted to get a feel for what you meant by

17 special attention in terms of man hours of work devoted to
i

18 the subject.

)
19 Now, you say you spent -- you have personally spent - -

20 26 weeks on this.

21 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Approximately. Not necessarily a full

22 week every week but about 26 individual weeks, yes.

23 Q I understand, sir.

| 24 What is your responsibility with respect to this

1)
25 Byron review? Is this just spent on radiatic,n protectiont

fs

(_)'
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1 and ALARA aspects?

2 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes, sir. I reviewed -- my specific

3 responsibility is Chapter 12 of the FSAR. I did a review

4 on other sections that have and are related to ALARA. I

5 also as part of my responsibility have gone out to the

6 plant and talked to the station manager, systems manager,
1

7 the radiation protection manager, Mr. Van Laere, we

8 discussed his professional qualifications, his

9 relationships'with plant manager and the assistant plant
3

10 manager, et cetera.

11 Q That's fine. Thank you.

12 Page 14 of the testimony, Question 17, I am going to

k 13 repeat the question and then the first part of the answer

14 and then I want you to tell me where I am confused.

15 With respect to League Contention 112, do NRC

16 regulations require occupational doses to workers to be as

17 low as achievable?

18 Do you mean as low as reasonably achievable?

19 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) In Contention 112 they stipulated that

20 Byron's did not reduce dose as low as achievable. Our

21 regulations do not require. I know it's a fine

22 distinction. How ver, I can recommend shielding to get

gggg 23 the dose down to almost zero.

24 Q Let me change the question and I will want to get your

25 answer, because your answer is no to that, it doesn't have

.
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1 to be as low as achievable.

2 Do the NRC regulations require the occupational

3 doses to be as low as reasonably achievable?

7
4 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Our regulation says that doses and

5 exposure should be as low as reasonably achievable. I

6 have to emphasize should versus shall. It's an

3
7 admonishment, not an absolute requirement.

8 JUDGE SMITH: It's a what?

9 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) (Continuing.) It's an admonishment,
3

10 it's not an absolute regulatory requirement, because there

11 is a should not a snall in the regulations. Effectively

12 it's a legal -- I am sorry. I am not a lawyer, but there

13 is a distinction between shall and should in our

14 regulations.

15 BY JUDGE COLE:

16 Q So is it your view that if person rems can be reduced at a

17 reasonable cost, that that would not be a requirement;

18 it's a should do rather than a shall do?

19 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) I believe that if it could be

20 demonstrated by the Staff that man rem could be reduced at

21 a reasonable cost, it would be a requirement.

22 JUDGE COLE: Okay.

8
23 BOARD EXAMINATION

| 24 BY JUDGE SMITH:
'

25 Q How would you enforce it?
o)(._
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1 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Well --

2 Q Or is that outside your area?

3 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) It's a little bit outside my area, but

4 the process is as follows.

5 Inspection and enforcement staff would cite the

6 Licensee or Applicant for not using good practice and that

3
7 does have some enforcement weight.

8 Q They would just inspect the plant very thoroughly?

9 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes, sir.

)
10 Q Looking for enforceable violations?

11 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes, okay.

12 Q You agreed with that?

|||h 13 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes.

14 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.

15 BOARD EXAMINATION

16 BY JUDGE COLE:

17 Q With respect to the number and qualifications of health

18 physics personnel at Byron Station, have either of you

19 looked at the plans for the staffing of health physics

20 personnel at these plants and have you arrived at any

21 conclusions as to the adequacy of the health physics

22 Staff?

gggg 23 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) I did review the staffing plan as

! 24 listed in the FSAR and I found that it would be acceptable

. 25 for -- minimally acceptable, at least.

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 I do not -- what I do is look at it and be sure that
2 they have at least the minimum acceptable number of staff

O
3 members. They may have more.

4 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) I have not reviewed it. It's outside

5 of my area.
.

6 Q All right, sir.

')
7 Mr. Lamastra, have you reviewed the staffing plans
8 for any other nuclear power station?

9 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Operating or --
3

10 Q Operating.-

11 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes, I have.

12 Q Have ycu made any comparisons of what other plants are

h 13 doing as compared to what is proposed for the Byron plant?
14 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes, I have.

15 Q could you tell me how they compare?

16 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) They are about equivalent.

17 There is a small problem in exact numbers, because

18 some plants have their chemistry and HP technicians |

19 separate. The chemical function and the health physics

20 function in terms of the technician level are two

21 different jobs. Therefore, some plants may only have

22 like, say, nine pH technicians, where Byron would require

23 more because part of their duties are chemistry as

24 compared to the HP function, so they do require a little

25 more than, say, a plant that has them separated.

g SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 Q You use pH, health protection?

r3 2 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Health physics technicians. |
~

3 JUDGE COLE: Thank you.

)
4 JUDGE SMITH: Would you give me the ALARA --

5 regulatory basis for ALARA.

6 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) 20.1-C.
3

7 JUDGE SMITH: Okay.

8 JUDGE COLE: I think that's all I have. Thank

9 you very much.

)
10 BOARD EXAMINATION

11 BY JUDGE CALLIHAN:

12 Q Returning to or,e of the recent questions about staffing,

g)s(, 13 and I respectfully point out that we have no amplification

14 today and I am not sure about the people in the back row,

15 30 will you bring your level up a little bit?

16 Returning to the question of staffing, did you imply

17 or perhaps even state that the staff is satisfied that

18 some judgmental requirements are Saing met when you speak

19 of adequacy rather than a fj ,; s .ified number of

20 people and that sort of thing

21 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) I don't understand the question.

22 Q All right. How do you determine that the health physics

gg 23 staff at an operating power station is adequate?

24 A (WITNESS LAMSTRA) At an operating station? I do not.

g- 25 The office of inspection and enforcement would review
U
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1 operating licenses.

f~3 2 Q Is that based on your recommendation?

U
3 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) No, sir.

4 Q What part do you play in this matter of evaluation of the

5 staff?

6 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) At the operating license stage, when

)
7 the plant is operating?

8 Q I didn't make the distir..tfon. I am sorry. I will be

9 more definitive.

)
10 At the operating license stage.

11 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) The staffing -- proposed staffing --

12 for the health physics Staff is listed in the FSAR and I

)7e3
(_ > 13 review that part.

14 Q And it's your judgment that it's adequate or not adequate

15 as the case might be?

16 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes, sir.

17 Q And that's in contrast to some firm regulation or

18 specification as to number of people, that sort of thing?

19 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) No, sir. There is no firm number

20 anywhere in the regulations.

21 Q All right. Thank you. There was -- earlier this morning

)
22 about the use teams for special operations such as refuel.

gg 23 May I interrupt and ask if you heard remarks earlier
,

24 this week on the category of individuals called " jumpers"
'

25 in quotes?g3
G

:
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1 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes, sir. We refer to them as

2 temporary workers.

O
3 Q Can you define what either of those terms mean in your

4 knowledge?

5 A. (WITNESS LAMASTRA) The term jumper, as I understand it,

6 refers to people employed to work on steam generators.

7 They are normally contract workers, temporary workers.

8 I think the term jumper came about because they were

9 normally smaller individuals and they could jump around

10 inside the steam generator a little easier than say a

11 pokey individual.

12 Q For what purpose are they used?

13 A (WITNESS LAMSTRA) What purpose?

| 14 Q Why are they used?

15 A (WITNESS LAMSTRA) Whatever their contract, whatever they

P 16 are there for. Sometimes temporary workers in general are

17 used for a variety of tasks within the plant.

18 Q Basically why not regular personnel assigned to a plant?

)
19 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Well, temporary workers are souetimes

20 hired because they have special skills that permanent

21 plant employees simply do not have, welders, maybe valve

) 22 repair.

23 Sometimes during outages there is a lot of extra

24 work to be done, simply like decontamination, cleaning,

O
i 25 housekeeping, so there is a variety of work duringo
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1 operation of a plant that the full-time employees may not

r. 2 do, that's all.

3 Q Is this a rather common practice in the industry?

I 4 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes, sir, it is.

5 Q What has been your experience with following your Form No.

6 4 in keeping track of the radiation exposure experiences
0

7 of these people as they move from place to place?

8 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) I am sorry. I don't understand the

9 question.
,

J

10 Q Do you know what an NRC Form 4 is?

11 A (WITNESS Lt.MASTRA) Yes, sir, I do,
i

12 Q Tell us what it is, please?

() 13 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Form NRC, 4, is obviously a Staff form

14 used to transmit information from one Licensee to another
15 or possibly i. t an NRC Licensee, to indicate the dose that

? 16 an individual has developed at prior employment.

17 Q Does any surveillance or inspection of such forms fall

18 within your domain or is that a compliance activity? '

19 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) No, it's more compliance.

20 Q So you have no experience in having seen them or t' sed them

21 or gained any confidence in whether they are correct and

22 complete and so forth?

/) 23 A. (WITNESS LAMASTRA) I have used in my previous jobs, I

24 have used the Form NRC 4, I have received Form NRC 4's but
')
'

25 not at a nuclear power plant, no.
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1 Q So you have no judgment on their utility or authenticity

2 or that sort of thing?,-

3 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) No, sir.

4 Q A couple of small -- very small -- clarifying items.

5 On Page 3 of your testimony, in answer No. 4, there

6 is reference to the estimated design dose of 50 person
T
'

7 rems per unit.

8 Now, that's 50 person rems in what time?

9 MR. RAWSON: Judge Callahan, excuse me. I

10 believe it says 500 person rems.

11 JUDGE CALLIHAN: I beg your pardon, I apologize.

12 500 person rems in what unit of time?

13 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) One year, sir.

14 JUDGE CALLIHAN: One year, thank you.

15 BY JUDGE CALLIHAN: -

16 Q And similarly, there is a -- yes, in the same paragraph,

17 there is a 400 person rem per unit and it's an annual

18 exposure?

19 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) One year.

20 Q Thank you. In Table 1, there are listed values of risk

21 estimators, in one column, the third column of the table

22 is headed " absolute" and the fourth and final column is

/] 23 headed " relative."
'

j
24 What do absolute and relative refer to? Obviously I

!

'

25 am directing these questions to both of you, however wants3

|
|
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1 it, take it.

2 JUDGE SMITH: Table 1st Attachment F? !C)
3 MR. RAWSON: Yes.

4 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) The BEIR-I Report as well as the

5 BEIR-III Report gave a range of values for risk

6 estimators.

7 As far as the health effects projection mtdel, there

8 is an absolute health effects projection model and a

9 relative risk health projection model.

'

10 The absolute risk health effects projection model,

11 briefly, is that the number of cancers per unit dose is

12 independent of the natural incidence of cancer.

13 The relative risk model is -- states that the number

14 of cancers is a certain percent increase of the natural

15 incidence of cancer per rem.

16 So these two models give a bounding -- the relative

17 risk model gives an upper bound estimate of what the

18 health impact might be.

#
19 Q But in Table 1, then, are these dimensions less quantities

20 or pure numerics?

! 21 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) The numbers that are given in Table 1

22 are potential fatal cancers per million person rem.

/']; 23 Q And that is true for both columns?
1

| 24 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) For both columns. They are both in

''
25 the same units.n

U
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1 Q So the relative value of 169, for example, is not

2 potential cancer per exposure per something, namely the
#'

3 relative something?
',

4 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) No. These have all been -- the two
5 models have been used to calculate risk estimators in the
6 same units, potential fatal cancers per million person

7 rem, so the results from the two models can be directly

8 compared as they are in that table.

9 Q All right. Thank you.

10 On Page 8 in answer to Question 10, there is a quote
11 from NCRP, and that is the National Council on Radiation

12 Protection and Measurements.

13 What is the date of that statement, can you recall?

14 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) That is from NCRP Report No. 64, and

15 the date issued was April 1, 1980.

)
16 Q 19807

17 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) 1980.

18 Q Thank you. Now a very small matter of wording on Page 10,
19 in Answer 13, the second sentence of that one speaks of
20 " dose to plant workers performing steam generator

21 inspection would be included in the routine inspection

22 dose estimate of 300 person rem for both units."

f'; 23 So the total is for the site is 3007,

h
24 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes, sir.

'
25 Q So it's still a total of 300, not a 600?g

SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) No, sir. It's 150 person rem per

2 unit.
,7 -

'

3 Q On Page 16 there is a reference to an ANSI standard and an
3
'

4 N-13 standard dated 1972.

5 To your knowledge, is that the most recent issue of

6 that standard?

7 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) To my knowledge, yes.

8 Q Just by ANSI procedures, it's a long time ago and I

9 wondered if there was something unique about it that

10 caused you to choose it or if that truly is the latest? I

11 can't speak authoritatively.

12 It's the most recent report?

| 13 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) To my knowledge, yes.
''

14 Q What does the acronym R-E-T-S represent? That's on Page

15 21, if you want to refresh yourself.

) 16 JUDGE SMITH: 21 is ouc.

| 17 MR. RAWSON: R-E-T, Page 21 has not been
|

| 18 answered.

19 JUDGE COLE: He can still answer the question.
|

20 MR. RAWSON: Yes, sir, if he would like it,
i

21 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Maybe you can still answer the
1

22 question.

'

C}/
j 23 JUDGE COLE: If he knows.|

24 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Radiological Effluent Technical

) 25 Specifications.
)

j SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 BY JUDGE CALLIHAN:

2 Q Whose document is that? Don't let me push you too far if

3 that is out of you bailiwick.

4 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Each utility gets a set of

5 Radiological Effluent Technical Specifications. I guess

6 they are issued at the time of the license.

)
7 Q It's prepared by the utility?

8 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) It's prepared by the utility and

9 reviewed by the Staff.

10 JUDGE COLE: They are sometimes referred to as

11 TECH SPECS.

12 A (WITNESS BRANAGAN) Yes.

13 JUDGE CALLIHAN: Radiological TECH SPECS, thank

14 you.

15 What is the status of Page 24, also, is it out,

)
16 also?

17 MR. RAWSON: Yes, sir, it has not been offered.

18 BY BY JUDGE CALLIHAN:

19 Q One general question of staff responsibility -- and I am

20 sure I am getting over into compliance function, but let's

21 try it on you.

22 As our cars get older, the oil pan leaks a little

/~ 23 more and things don't fit as tightly as they did and that
V)!

l 24 sort of thing.

#
| 25 When -- as nuclear plants age, it's not improper, I

3 SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 think, to think along that line.

7. S In your knowledge -- and we have to ask this,2

V
3 because we have got you here today -- how does staff

4 through compliance and maybe consultation with you people

5 convince itself, how does staff convince itself that

6 things aren't getting old and leaky and so forth over the

7 20 years, 40 years and whatnot?

8 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) I will attempt to answer that. It's a

9 little out of my expertise.
)

10 Q I realize that.

11 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Inspection enforcement group does do

12 routine inspections. The Applicant does have to submit to

13 us various reports at different time periods. Annually

14 they will send us dose reports. That's how we compile man

15 rem statistics from --
)

16 Q You have got to come up a little bit in volume. People in

17 the back are shaking their heads.

18 A (7ITNESS LAMASTRA) The Applicant does have to submit to
,

19 us various types of information. In my case we get

20 information for determining the man rem, total man rem for

21 the plants on an annual basis. They are required to do
)

22 other technical' specifications routine inspections and

23 surveys of various pieces of equipment uithin the plant

24 and they have to submit to the NRC anything that is )
'

25 abnormal, not obviously when valves break down, but whengs)
Li

,

1
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1 something happens that is not expected, we are informed of

2 that and we do keep records and those records areO
3 reviewed.

s

4 So we are monitoring -- when I say we, the NRC --

5 the status of how the plant is operating.

6 Beyond that, I am afraid it's a little beyond my

7 expertise. I just have general knowledge.

8 Q Do you consider that as a -- that situation as a --

9 significant part of ALARA considerations?

10 / ITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes.

11 C The continue I can't answer of --

12 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes. I consider the continued survey

13 review of plant equipment an ALARA feature, yes, sir, I

14 do.

15 Q So you do have some interest in it, if you have got

16 interest in ALARA at all; true?

17 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes, sir.

18 JUDGE CALLIHAN: All right. Thank you very

19 much. That's all.

20 JUDGE SMITH: If any reader of this transcript

21 should be curious as to why Mr. Skelton was so silent, it

22 is because his cross examination took place at an earlier

f 23 time.
%1

24 I am somewhat concerned about the status of ALARA as
#

25 far as this Board is concerned.g3
G
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1 I would assume that if a utility represents during a

2 licensing proceeding that they will comply with the ALARA
b'

3 representation of their witnesses, that that becomes an-

4 enforceable commitment. Otherwise, I don't really --

5 assuming that Mr. Lamastra is correct, I don't really know
1

6 why we are litigating it.

7 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Judge, may I clarify that just a

8 little bit?

9 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.
9

10 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) I was talking about our regulations
,

11 when I said should.

12 In their FSAR review they make certain commitments

() 13 to the Staff.

14 JUDGE SMITH: And those become license

15 conditions?

16 A (WITNES3 LAMASTRA) And that is part of the technical

17 specifications ~of the FSAR, so we do -- I didn't mean to
,

| 18 imply that we have no enforcement control.

3'
19 What I was saying is that the regulations were

20 unclear.,

21 JUDGE SMITH: You have answered. The TECH

22 SPECS, that takes care of it.

23 CROSS EXAMINATION
,

24 BY MR. THOMAS:
')

25 Q Can I ask one question since we have gone back into this

()4
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1 matter, just direct one question?

2 I understand what you just said, but is it the staff73
l''J

3 view that Byron would comply with all mandatory licensing
7-

4 requirements even if it had no ALARA program because of

5 the use of the word should in the regulations?

6 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Could you clarify that just a little

J
7 bit or restate it?

8 Q It's going back to your earlier distinction between shall

9 and should, which is, you know, I think a legitimate
7

10 distinction.

11 On the basis of that distinction, I am asking you if

12 you feel that Byron would comply with all mandatory

13 licensing requirements even if it had no ALARA program?

14 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) I --

15 MR. RAWSON: Let me make sure that I understand,

3
16 Judge.

17 Is Mr. Thomas asking whether the Byron Station can

18 get a license without an ALARA program? Is that

19 essentially the question?

20 MR. THOMAS: Yes, yes.

21 BY MR. THOMAS:

22 Q Assuming it complied with all other requirements, could it

/" 23 get a license without an ALARA program in the staff view?
b)

24 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) No.
'

25 Q What requires an ALARA program?
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1 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) What requires?

2 Q Yes.
O

3 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) 20.1-C does stipulate, which does give
13

4 the staff som; flexibility in requiring it.

5 In that matter, our standard review plan for

: 6 evaluating operating licenses, we do stipulate that the
*

:3
7 Applicant must have an ALARA program in accordance with

8 REG GUIDE 8.8, which is our guidance to the Applicant to

9 comply with 20.1-C.

10 Q Do you interpret the word should as shall?

11 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Do we -- gee, yes, essentially in

12 terms of the way we function we interpret the word should

13 as shall.

14 JUDGE SMITH: Mr. Thomas, as he pointed out,

15 when the ALARA program becomes a part of technical

16 specifications of the' license, that rises to at least the

17 level of the regulation.

18 MR. THOMAS: I know, but that's a different --

:)
19 that's a little bit different. In other words, to say

~

20 that once the utility does make a commitment that they

21 then have to fulfill that commitment is a little bit

22 different in saying that the utility would not have to

23 make that commitments at all.

24 JUDGE SMITH: In the first instance?

25 MR. THOMAS: Right.

|>

<
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1 JUDGE SMITH: But in this instance that it is

2 mooted somewhat because they have made the commitment and7,

(N
3 it will become a part of the conditions of the license.

4 MR. THOMAS: I agree. It's mooted somewhat but

5 I still think that the staff view of the applicable

6 regulations is a relevant consideration in these

)
7 proceedings.

8 JUDGE SMITH: That's right. This is not the

9 only area of Commission regulations and approach in which

)
10 there is, so to speak, a softness in which the industry in

11 general cooperates rather than confront the softness of

12 the regulation. Backfitting, for example, is a very

13 elusive area.

14 MR. THOMAS: Yes.

15 JUDGE SMITH: But there is Commission law on it

16 that the TECH SPECS are immediately and directly

17 enforceable.

18 MR. THOMAS: Yes, yes, once, again, they are

19 given, right.

20 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

21 MR. THOMAS: Okay.

] 22 JUDGE SMITH: I don't want to cut you off.
|

23 MR. THOMAS: No.

24
.

JUDGE SMITH: It's a legitimate area of inquiry.
1

)
g 25 MR. THOMAS: Because I think that is a
V
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1 legitimate distinction as far as the language of the

2 regulations is concerned. The practice may, of course, be7s

L)
3 something else. That's what I was trying to explore, the

)
4 differences between the language, the literal language of

5 the regs, let's say, and the actual practice.

6 MS. HERRIN: Your Honor, can I ask a couple of

7 more questions?

8 JUDGE SHITH: Sure.

9 CROSS EXAMINATION

10 BY MS. HERRIN:

11 Q Mr. Lamastra, I think Attachment D to yours is Regulatory

12 Guide 8.10 Revision 1-R.

13 Is that part of your testimony?

14 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Which attachment is this?

15 Q I am sorry. Attachment D.

16 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes, it is.

17 Q Could you -- maybe this will clear things up. Could you

18 just read the first paragraph of that?

19 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Paragraph 20.1-C of 10 CFR Part 20 in

20 quotes, " standards for protection against radiation," end

21 of quote, states, in part, that Licensee should make every

22 reasonable effort to maintain radiation exposures as far

f^') 23 below the limits specified in that part as practicable.
V

24 This guide describes to the licensees a general operating

)
25 philosophy acceptable to the NRC Staff as a necessary

U,
-
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1 basis for a program of maintaining occupational radiation

2 exposures as low as reasonably achievable.g

U
3 Q Did you consider this Regulatory Guide in your evaluation

4 of Byron's ALARA program?

5 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Yes, I did.
,

6 MS. HERRIN: Thank you.
m
'

7 JUDGE SMITH: The Regulatory Guide somewhat begs

8 the point, however. As he points out and as the law is,

9 the Regulatory Guides are methods acceptable to the Staff

10 and they are not regulations and it really captures the

11 thrust of his testimony.

12 The Staff -- it's a Staff-level effort, until it

13 becomes a part of the TECH SPECS. This Regulatory Guide,

14 if this Board he recognized, could ignore it. We don't

15 have to pay any attention whatever to this Regulatory

16 Guide, except that it is evidence of what the Staff does.

17 It's not a regulation. As a matter of fact, by the very --

18 I assume this has the traditional explanatory label on it.

19 It's not legible here.

I 20 MR. MILLER: Judge Smith, I guess I am a little
1

21 bit puzzled, because without Staff's concurrence in the

22 ALARA program, Commonwealth Edison Company -- may I? I
1

{V) 23 realize Ms. Herrin has been posing the questions.|

24 Could I ask one or two questions myself?

25 JUDGE SMITH: Sure, sure.q
1
u
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1 CROSS EXAMI!!ATION

- 2 BY MR. MILLER:
I. ,'~')

3 Q Mr. Lamastra, without Staff concurrence in Commonwealth
9
~

4 Edison Company's ALARA program, would the director of

5 regulation, Mr. Denton, issue an operating license for

6 Byron Stetion?

'7
'7 A (WITNESS LAMASTRA) Mr. Denton is the Office Director for

8 the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulations. No, he would

9 not.
.

10 MR. MILLER: All right. I think that we have,

11 obviously, must satisfy the Staff and certainly this

12 Board, as well, that our ALARA program is satisfactory,

13 even though there is not a regulation, I think the record

14 indicates that the Staff position, which is a necessary

15 prerequisite to any license, is that we must have a

3
16 satisfactory ALARA program.

17 JUDGE SMITH: Exactly, for initial licensing and

18 then it becomes a part of the TECH SPECS, but the point I

3
19 am trying to make here, is that this Board can write as

20 many decisions as it wishes on ALARA and the Staff can

21 change its REG GUIDE tomorrow if it elects to without us

22 being consulted or any of the adjudicators of the

/"] 23 Commission being a party to it.

''

24 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir, but I think --

~ 25 JUDGE SMITH: As compared to a regulation, which
v
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1 is virtually the same as a statute as far as the

2gs regulating utilities are concerned.
~)'x -

3 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir; but I assume, also, that
S

4 the Ccomission could in its wisdom change the regulation --

5 JUDGE SMITH: That's right.

6 MR. MILLER: -- without input from a licensing

7 board that was considering adjudication.

8 JUDGE SMITH: That is right, certainly,

9 regulation, yes.
3

10 As far as I know right now, this Board does not have

11 any authority other than to make as a condition of the

12 license an Ali.RA program; and if you disputed us making
'

13 that a condition of the license, you may have a pretty

14 good argument, but so long as you don't dispute it, there

15 is no problem.
#

16 MR. MILLER: I think the record is relatively

17 clear that Commonwealth Edison has an ALARA program. It

18 has, apparently, met the Staff's requirements. The

19 details of it were the subject of a lot of evidence.

20 JUDGE SMITH: lloreover, as represented to this

| 21 Board that there is such a program and is committed to it.
'

22 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.

/~) 23 JUDGE SMITH: And is requesting this Board to
'

| k_/
I 24 rule in its favor, in part because of that commitment.

T

l' 25 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.c3
| 's-)
|

l
!
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1 JUDGE SMITH: That is a little extra you just

2 got there.n

\']
3 (Laughter.)

'
4 Mk. THOMAS: It is?

.

5 (Laughter.).

6 JUDGE SMITH: Is there anything further?

7 MR. RAWSON: I have nothing.

8 MR. THOMAS: I don't have anything.

9 JUDGE SMITH: C ass 9 on Tuesday. Now, as we

10 understand it, we are going to have Class 9 on Tuesday and'i

11 Wednesday and however long it takes, out it's probably

12 Tuesday and Wednesday.

13 We are concerned and we are looking down and we seem

14 to see a void after that.

15 What is going to follow Class 97
'

16 MR. MILLER: On the present schedule, the next

17 evidentiary session would be the week of March 28th when

18 quality ac;surance would be heard.

19 JUDGE SMITH: So there is a void the following

20 week?

21 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir. That was originally

9
22 scheduled for emergency planning and, as we reported to

[''' 23 the Board yesterday, the emergency planning centention ish
24 in the process of being changed. It's the expectation of

)
n 25 the parties that we would litigate the contention, those
U
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1 portions of the contention which are now suitable for

2 litigation at some point in April; is that correct?
'

3 MR. SAVAGE: I believe Mr. Bielawski said the

4 week of April 18th. If the Board wished to do some work

5 during that time.

6 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.
)

7 MR. SAVAGE: We could hold a conference about

8 the evidentiary problems that might arise for the

9 evacuation problems that we will be litigating and I do

10 think there will be objections to the admission of certain

11 testimony on relevance, hearsay and cumulative evidence

12 grounds.

13 MR. MILLER: I would be opposed --

14 JUDGE SMITH: We want it to be a productive trip

15 here; but I guess we should have inferred that that was

)
16 the case from the discussicn yesterday, but we didn't. As

17 we indicated, the week of April 4th, beginning the week of

18 April 4th, is the commitment that Dr. Cole -- the conflict

19 he has had has been relieved and we are theoretically

20 available. However, assuming that week was going to be

21 off, we have used it to load down administrative matters

22 and appointments and things like that. So it's going to

23 be very hard for us to conduct a hearing on the week of

! 2 '4 April 4th, virtually impossible, unless there is a strong --
'l'

25 very strong -- reason for it; but we have kept the next-

) SONNTAG REPORTING SERVICE, LTD.
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1 week for literally months now --

2 MR. MILLER: Yes, sir.,

3 JUDGE SMITH: -- free for hearing and we are not

4 quite as versital. I mean, the point I am getting at is:

5 Can't we move something into that spot? Isn't there

6 something that can be moved.

7 MR. MILLER: The week of March 21st, sir?

8 JUDGE SMITH: Yes.

9 JUDGE COLE: Right after next week for Thursday.

10 MR. RAWSON: Judge Smith, at some point the

11 parties discussed the possibility of inserting the liquid

12 pathways into the week of the 21st. However, due to the
'

13 problems that Mr. Miller noted yesterday, that has been

14 called into question. I suppose we could report to the

15 Board on that next week.

16 MR. THOMAS: At the end of the session

17 yesterday, Judge, Mr. Miller did bring up the hydrology

18 question and something regarding a mathematical error. I

'#
19 would like to get a few more details about, you know, when

20 are you going to submit a revised prefiled testimony and

21 when is that going to be submitted, so we can try and work

22 out some kind of a time frame for this, the hydrology.

23 MR. MILLER: I am afraid that I really won't

24 have any information to share with the Board and the other

#

n 25 parties, because I don't know it myself, until next week.
V'
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1 MR. THOMAS: Do we know anything regarding the

2 nature of the mathematical miscalculation?s

3 MR. MILLER: Well, the nature of the error is

')
4 such that it may be necessary for revised testimony to be

5 filed on behalf of the Applicant. That is the estimates

6 of travel time that are presently found in the prefiled

.)
7 testimony with respect to the liquid pathway contention

8 may not be accurate and we may have to change those.

9 JUDGE SMITH: How about QA/QC7 That is down for
1

'

10 a five day litigation. My own estimate is seven days for

11 it. Is that acceptable, can parts of that be moved up

12 into that slot?

| 13 MR. THOMAS: Judge, the lawyer who is handling

14 QA/QC for the League is Jane Whicher, who, of course, is

15 not present here.

16 When we ran into the steam generator problem, I

17 twisted Jane's arm -- both of Jane's arms, as a matter of
l

| 18 fact -- to get her up to the 28th, to get her up to the

19 28th and I know that were she here, she would, you know,
1

20 not want it moved up prior to the 28th. And I know what

21 the Board's concerns are, too, but I just --

22 JUDGE SMITH: We have never approved such a

| 23 schedule, I mean a schedule of that nature. It was such

24 an inflexible schedule.

')
I r3 25 MR. THOMAS: I just wanted to state on Jane's
| %J
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1 behalf what I know.

2 JUDGE SMITH: How about Mr. Castle? There areO
3 several pecple who have entered appearance. I see three

7
4 lawyers who have entered appearance on that issue, three

5 that I know of.

6 MR. THOMASi Yes, I know. It's my impression

7 that Doug Castle is -- well, that Jane is the, you know,

8 lead lawyer for the League on that issue.

9 MR GOLDBERG: Judge, if I could follow up on

10 that, the QA contention was originally to be tried the

11 week of April 11th and in order to accommodate conflicts

12 in steam generator scheduling we have now' scheduled that

13 for April 11 th.

14 I think that's in terms of witness availability and

15 preparation about as far as we can advance the
~)

16 adjudication of that issue and still have, you know,

7 reasonable time for witness and legal preparation.

18 Let me also say that apropos to a discussion we had

)
19 last week on construction completion status and in

20 consideration of the Board's interest, I have been able to

21 obtain an acceleration of the Staff case load forecast
)

22 panel's visit to the Summer site and it will now be held --.

[''') 23 JUDGE COLE: You mean the Byron site?
. v'

24 MR. GOLDBERG: The Byron site. I am sorry. I i

)
25-) am still one proceeding in the past.

O
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1 -- for the week of March 21st, specifically the days

2 of March 23rd to 25th; and that will entail some regional,.s

C)
3 involvement, including witnesses that have proffered

)
4 testimony on the QA content!.on. So it o suld further

5 compound the problems in securing their attendance and

6 preparation on the week of the 21st.

)
7 JUDGE SMITH: All right. One other possibility.

8 It seemed to me that the seven or eight DAARE/ SAFE

9 witnesses on emergency planning under every scenario are
)

10 going to be presented, no matter what the conditions of

11 their appearance are, I have heard no scenario in which

12 they will not be present to testify.

f
)

13 Isn't that --

14 MR. SAVAGE: Your Honor, I believe the Applicant

15 does not -- their evidence is supposed to be admitted into

3
16 the record.

17 JUDGE SMITH: Stipulated.

18 MR. SAVAGE: And we can make them available for

)
19 Board questions; but with respect to, for example, the

20 issues which are subject to commitments, they will be

21 submitted into the record but the Applicant does not want

)
22 to cross examine.

/~T 23 With respect to the issues that are supposed to be
( '

'~
24 litigated --

25 JUDGE SMITH: I understand that. But I wasg-
V)
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1 thinking about those -- that's why you have persisted in

2 calling them affidavits, apparently, under that theory;,_

''
3 but you would stipulate their testimony into the record

3
4 without cross examination?

5 MR. GOLDBERG: Judge, let mc say I think we are

6 getting a little premature in terms of the precise
3

7 exploration of how Intervenor's evidentiary presentation

8 would be made on the emergency planning issues. I think

9 there is one approach whereby with respect to some of the
a
~

10 affiance we would stipulate that were they to appear, that

11 would be the testimony they would introduce.

12 Now, apart from that there are prospective

13 evidentiary objections to aspects of individual pieces of

14 proposed testimony or proposed affidavits which we haven't

15 really refined among the parties.

3
16 JUDGE SMITH: I am aware that that is a fragile

17 negotiation and we don't want to do anything that would

18 upset it.

19 Well, let's leave it this way. Let's ask the

20 parties to explore possibilities of filling in that slot.

21 We will ask for a report when we come back Tuesday.

22 MR. GOLDBERG: We will undertake to do that.

,/'} 23 MR. MILLER: I hope by that time we will be able

"

24 to be a little more definite with respect to our hydrology

25 testimony. Perhaps we will be able to fill up the time.s
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1 JUDGE COLE: It would be a shame to lose the

2 weeks because the weeks will be getting tighter late on

k~)
,

'

3 for all of us.

4 JUDGE SMITH: I would hope that we would have a

5 very, very easy discovery process on the errors.

6 MR. MILLER: Yes, of course.

7 JUDGE SMITH: Is there anything further today?

8 (No response.)

9 JUDGE SMITH: We are just not trying. We still
'

10 have another 29 or 26 minutes.

11 Thank you, gentlemen. You are excused.

12 (Witnesses excused.)

13 MR. MILLER: I would like the record to reflect

14 that all the parties said ALARA would take a week and took

15 a week.

)
16 MR. THOMAS: Yes, you are right.

17 JUDGE SMITH: Right on schedule.

18 MR. MILLER: Yes, so far.

#
19

20 (Whereupon at 11:20 A. M.,

21 the hearing in the above-entitled

22 matter was recessed, to reconvene

23 at 9: 00 A. M. on March 15th,

24 1983.)
-

#
25g

V
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